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The registrant hereby amends this registration statement on such date or dates as may be necessary to delay its effective date until the registrant
shall file a further amendment which specifically states that this registration statement shall thereafter become effective in accordance with
section 8(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 or until the registration statement shall become effective on such date as the Securities and Exchange
Commission, acting pursuant to said section 8(a), may determine.
Explanatory Note:
This Post-Effective Amendment No. 2 to the Registration Statement on Form S-1 (File No. 333- 238915) (the “Registration Statement”) of
Lexaria Bioscience Corp. (the “Company”) is being filed pursuant to the undertakings in Item 17 of the Registration Statement to update and
supplement the information contained in the Registration Statement as originally declared effective by the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (the “SEC”) on June 11, 2020, to (i) include the information contained in the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the
fiscal year ended August 31, 2020 that was filed with the SEC on October 15, 2020 and (ii) to update certain other information in the
Registration Statement. This Post-Effective Amendment No. 2 is also being filed to deregister 247,559 shares of the Company’s common stock
that have been sold under the Registration Statement 22,570 shares of common stock underlying expired warrants and 2,000 shares of common
stock underlying warrants due to failure to provide confirmation of ownership. For this reason, this Post-Effective Amendment No. 2 only
includes 483,568 shares of the Company’s common stock registered under the Registration Statement.
All share and per share information in this Post-Effective Amendment No. 2 has been adjusted to reflect a one-for-thirty reverse stock split of
the Company’s common stock, which was effective at 4:30 P.M Eastern time on January 11, 2021.
No additional securities are being registered under this Post-Effective Amendment No. 2 . All applicable registration fees were paid at the time of
the original filing of the Registration Statement.
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The information in this preliminary prospectus is not complete and may be changed. We may not sell these securities until the registration
statement filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission is effective. This preliminary prospectus is not an offer to sell these securities and it
is not soliciting an offer to buy these securities in any state where the offer or sale is not permitted.
Subject to completion. Dated February 26, 2021.
PRELIMINARY PROSPECTUS

483,568 SHARES OF COMMON STOCK
This prospectus relates to the offering and resale by the selling stockholders identified herein of up to 483,568 shares of common stock issued or
issuable to such selling stockholders, including 353,512 shares of common stock issuable upon the exercise of outstanding warrants. The selling
stockholders acquired their shares of common stock and warrants from us in October 2018, November 2019 and May 2020 as part of private placements
of common stock and warrants. Please see “Description of Private Placements” beginning on page 74 of this prospectus.
We will not receive any proceeds from the sale of shares of common stock by the selling stockholders. Upon the cash exercise of the warrants
however, we will receive the exercise price of such warrants, for an aggregate of approximately $5,292,003.
The selling stockholders may sell all or a portion of the shares of common stock beneficially owned by them and offered hereby from time to
time directly or through one or more underwriters, broker-dealers or agents. Please see the section entitled “Plan Of Distribution” on page 85 of this
prospectus for more information. For a list of the selling stockholders, see the section entitled “Selling Stockholders” on page 75 of this prospectus. We
will bear all fees and expenses incident to our obligation to register the shares of common stock.
Our common stock and our tradeable warrants (whose shares of underlying common stock are not being offered for resale herein) are listed on
the Nasdaq Capital Market, or “Nasdaq” under the symbols “LEXX” and “LEXXW,” respectively, and commenced trading on Nasdaq on January 12,
2021. Our common stock previously traded on the over-the-counter market and was quoted on the OTCQX market under the symbol “LXRP.” On
February 25, 2021, the last reported sale price of our common stock on Nasdaq was $6.11 per share.
Our common stock also trades on the Canadian Securities Exchange (CSE) under the symbol “LXX”. On February 25 , 2021, the last reported
sale price of our common stock on the CSE was CDN$ 7.50 per share.
We may amend or supplement this prospectus from time to time by filing amendments or supplements as required. You should read the entire
prospectus and any amendments or supplements carefully before you make your investment decision.
Investing in our securities involves risks. You should carefully read the “Risk Factors” beginning on page7 of this prospectus before
investing.
We may amend or supplement this prospectus from time to time by filing amendments or supplements as required. You should read the
entire prospectus and any amendments or supplements carefully before you make your investment decision.
Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission nor any other regulatory commission has approved or disapproved of these securities
or passed upon the accuracy or adequacy of this prospectus. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offense.
The date of this prospectus is ____________ __, 2021.
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ABOUT THIS PROSPECTUS
You should rely only on the information contained in this prospectus or contained in any prospectus supplement or free writing prospectus filed
with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”). Neither we nor the selling stockholders have authorized anyone to provide you with additional
information or information different from that contained in this prospectus filed with the SEC. The selling stockholders are offering to sell, and seeking
offers to buy, shares of our common stock only in jurisdictions where offers and sales are permitted. The information contained in this prospectus is
accurate only as of the date of this prospectus, regardless of the time of delivery of this prospectus or of any sale of shares of our common stock. Our
business, financial condition, results of operations and prospects may have changed since that date.
For investors outside the United States: Neither we nor the selling stockholders have done anything that would permit this offering or possession
or distribution of this prospectus in any jurisdiction where action for that purpose is required, other than in the United States. Persons outside the United
States who come into possession of this prospectus must inform themselves about, and observe any restrictions relating to, the offering of the shares of
common stock and the distribution of this prospectus outside the United States.
As used in this prospectus, unless otherwise designated, the terms “we,” “us,” “our,” the “Company,” “Lexaria” and “our Company” refer to
Lexaria Bioscience Corp., a Nevada corporation, and its subsidiaries.
Unless otherwise specified, all dollar amounts are expressed in United States dollars. All references to “C$” or “CDN$” refer to Canadian dollars
and all references to “common shares” and “shares” refer to the common shares in our capital stock, unless otherwise indicated.
Lexaria Bioscience Corp., the Lexaria logo and other trademarks or service marks of Lexaria appearing in this prospectus are the property of
Lexaria or its subsidiaries. Trade names, trademarks and service marks of other companies appearing in this prospectus are the property of their respective
holders.
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PROSPECTUS SUMMARY
This summary highlights information contained elsewhere in this prospectus. Before making an investment decision, you should read the entire
prospectus carefully, including the sections entitled “Risk Factors,” beginning on page 7 and “Special Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements,”
beginning on page 26.
Business Overview
General and Historical Overview of Our Business
The Company was formed on December 9, 2004 under the laws of the State of Nevada. In March of 2014, the Company began work in the fields
of enhanced delivery of active ingredients and drugs. The Company filed its first patent application in 2014 and today has over 50 patent applications
pending around the world, with 18 patents granted to date, all related to its DehydraTECHTM technology (“DehydraTECH” or the “Technology”) and
certain characteristics of oral ingredient and drug delivery. Additional early stage investigation has been conducted of topically-administered products
such as patches, creams and lotions using DehydraTECH.
The Company’s patent applications developed from its Research and Development programs (“R&D”) which currently include fat-soluble
versions of vitamins, NSAIDs, nicotine, cannabinoids, hormones, phosphodiesterase inhibitors, and antivirals. Our 2018 animal studies demonstrated a
propensity for the DehydraTECH technology to elevate the quantity of nicotine delivered across the blood-brain-barrier. The results discovered from our
animal studies led to an expansion of our patent applications and opened possibilities for improved delivery of certain central nervous system-targeted
drugs that require additional R&D.
In a 12-participant human clinical study performed in 2018 and published in 2019 in a peer reviewed medical journal, Advances in Therapy titled
“Examination of a New Delivery Approach for Oral Cannabidiol in Healthy Subjects: A Randomized, Double-Blinded, Placebo-Controlled
Pharmacokinetics Study” available on the PubMed.gov website with the identification of PMID: 31512143, the Company demonstrated that its
technology delivered higher volumes of cannabidiol into the human circulatory system and did so more quickly than a concentration-matched positive
control. This same study also demonstrated a statistically significant reduction in human blood pressure from the DehydraTECH processed cannabidiol,
versus no statistical reduction in human blood pressure from the positive control.
In the Company’s most recent animal study conducting research on DehydraTECH within two classes of antiviral therapies (a Protease Inhibitor
and a Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitor) which are currently in use against HIV/AIDS and are being investigated for use against SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19,
noted improvements in the delivery of the antiviral drugs in the animal bloodstream were demonstrated. The improved delivery of the antivirals along
with the animal’s demonstrated safety and tolerability of the DehydraTECH formulations has led the Company to begin preparations for expanded
investigations into antiviral drug delivery enhancement and effectiveness and filing additional patent applications.
We operate a Health Canada-licensed laboratory located in Kelowna, British Columbia, Canada to conduct basic research and formulation
operations, and typically outsource all analytical work to independent third-party laboratories located in Canada, the USA, and Europe. Such third-party
evaluation provides independent assessment of the effects of our technology and processes. We aim to partner with industry leaders for adoption of
DehydraTECH into their consumer products and/or drugs. Other than for R&D purposes, the Company does not produce, manufacture, market or
distribute drugs.
Our Current Business
Our current business plan is focused on the development of strategic partnerships with licensees for our patented DehydraTECH™ technology in
exchange for up front and/or staged licensing fees over time. In addition, we continue to investigate national and international opportunities for
development and distribution of the Company’s DehydraTECH enhanced oral and topical product offerings; to investigate expansions and additions to our
intellectual property portfolio; and to search for additional opportunities in alternative health sectors. This includes the acquisition or development of
intellectual property if and when we believe it is advisable to do so.
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Our current patent portfolio includes patent family grants relating to: (i) Food and Beverage Compositions Infused with Lipophilic Active Agents
and Methods of Use Thereof; (ii) Methods for Formulating Orally Ingestible Compositions Comprising Lipophilic Active Agents; and (iii) Stable ReadyTo-Drink Beverage Compositions Comprising Lipophilic Active Agents, all pertaining to the Company’s method of improving bioavailability and taste,
and the use of the Technology as a delivery platform for a wide variety of Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (“APIs”) including, but not limited to, fat
soluble vitamins; NSAIDs pain medications; and nicotine.
We believe that DehydraTECH can deliver nicotine through orally delivered products that would dramatically reduce the incidence of pulmonary
diseases caused by smoking. The Company is aggressively pursuing patent protection in various countries around the world. The Company currently has
more than 50 patent applications pending worldwide and, due to the complexity of pursuing patent protection, the quantity and status of patent
applications will vary continuously as each application advances or stalls in the examination process. We have filed and intend to continue to file new
patent applications for new discoveries that arise from our R&D programs however, due to the inherent unpredictability of scientific discovery, it is not
possible to predict if or how often such new applications might be filed.
Our Current Business Developments
The Company is currently focused on the development and improvement of DehydraTECH, as well as the licensing of DehydraTECH to
companies operating in the nicotine, pharmaceutical, nutraceutical and vitamin industries. The following events represent our current business
developments.
On March 19, 2020, the Company announced that it intended to commence a program to conduct tests to research the benefits of DehydraTECH
in connection with enhancing the delivery of certain antiviral drugs.
On April 21, 2020, the Company announced the filing of a new US patent application under a new patent family “Compositions and Methods for
Enhanced Delivery of Antiviral Agents” to utilize DehydraTECH process in connection with antiviral drugs for the purposes of combatting infectious
disease conditions potentially including, but not limited to, the novel coronavirus disease 2019 (“COVID-19”), MERS, SARS, influenza, herpes and
AIDS.
On May 4, 2020, the Company entered into agreements with certain investors for the sale of 295,540 shares of common stock and warrants to
purchase up to 295,540 shares of common stock for gross proceeds of $2,039,229. The warrants have a five-year term and are exercisable at $10.50 per
share. The financing closed in two tranches on May 6, 2020 and May 11, 2020 with $600,000 of the proceeds being allocated towards funding
DehydraTECH R&D and patent application filings.
On June 29, 2020, the Company issued 11,574 shares of restricted common stock to IRTH Communications, LLC (“IRTH”) bearing a deemed
aggregate value of $100,000 or $8.64 per share as partial compensation for investor relations services to be provided to the Company. In addition, the
Company has also agreed to pay IRTH a cash fee of $7,500 per month for the Services and may, at its sole discretion, engage IRTH to provide additional
services at additional costs.
On July 21, 2020, the Company announced filing an application with a national securities exchange in the United States to request an uplisting of
the Company’s common stock.
On July 28, 2020, the Company announced that it has received ethics board approval by a European university research hospital to conduct an
exploratory clinical study using CBD formulated together with its patented DehydraTECH™ technology to assess blood pressure reduction potential in
pre- or mildly- hypertensive, middle-aged volunteers.
On August 31, 2020, the Company announced a research and development (“R&D”) framework agreement with British American Tobacco
(Investments) Limited (“BAT”) to investigate the Company’s technology for potential use in nicotine products. R&D work under the Agreement will be
paid for by BAT.
2
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On September 22, 2020, the Company announced that U.S. Patent No. 10,756,180 was granted; it has claims that protect the use of its
DehydraTECH technology together with cannabinoids, nicotine, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, or vitamins in mix and serve beverage formats.
The patent is entitled “Food and Beverage Compositions Infused With Lipophilic Active Agents and Methods of Use Thereof”.
On December 2, 2020, the Company announced that its DehydraTECH technology significantly improved delivery in study animals of
representative drugs from two classes of antiviral therapies (a Protease Inhibitor and a Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitor) under investigation against SARSCoV-2/COVID-19 and already in use against HIV/AIDS. The study animals were not infected with or treated for any diseases. These are the first two of a
series of antiviral drugs to be tested using Lexaria’s DehydraTECH technology.
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On January 12, 2021, the Company conducted an underwritten public offering (the “Offering”) of 1,828,571 shares (the “Initial Shares”) of the
Company’s common stock, par value $0.001 per share, at a public offering price of $5.25 per share, less underwriting discounts and commissions. Each
Initial Share was sold with one five-year warrant (each an “Initial Warrant”) to purchase one share of common stock at an exercise price of $6.58. On
January 13, 2021, the representative of the underwriters for the Offering exercised its over-allotment option to purchase an additional 274,285 shares of
common stock (the “Option Shares”) at a public offering price of $5.25 per share, less underwriting discounts and commissions. Each Option Share was
sold with one five-year warrant (each an “Option Warrant”) to purchase one share of common stock at an exercise price of $6.58. The Initial Warrants and
Option Warrants are immediately exercisable. The Offering closed on January 14, 2021. The net proceeds to the Company from the Offering, including
proceeds received upon exercise of the over-allotment option and after deducting the underwriting discount and the underwriters’ fees and expenses, were
approximately $9,629,490.
On February 11, 2021, the Company announced the addition of two new human clinical studies to its hypertension research and development
program. The first study, HYPER-H21-2 has been added to the Lexaria hypertension program due to the increasing importance that this work could have
on Company’s commercial prospects. The results of this study will contribute to the understanding of the effectiveness of patented DehydraTECHprocessed CBD as a potential novel anti-hypertensive agent through the course of a full day of monitoring, which is expected to be complementary to the
shorter-term monitoring in its previously announced HYPER-H21-1 study. The second study, HYPER-H21-3 is also a double-blinded, placebo
controlled, randomized human clinical study that has been added to the Company’s hypertension program to complement the data set the Company
intends to build. Data from this study may demonstrate utility of DehydraTECH-CBD for blood pressure reduction in circumstances where pulmonary
edema/hypertension results as occurs, for instance, when people travel to high altitude regions of the world.
Our Historical Business Developments
Historically, the Company had focused its DehydraTECH R&D on the combination of DehydraTECH with cannabinoids. While the Company
has never been involved in the production or cultivation of cannabis, DehydraTECH has been historically licensed to companies that operate in the
cannabis industry. Pursuant to this historical business framework, the following events represent the material business developments.
On or around October 21, 2019, the Company submitted an amendment to its Health Canada research license, which was originally granted on
August 9, 2019, to allow for human organoleptic sensory testing. The amendment to the license was approved by Health Canada on June 8, 2020 and
remains effective until August 9, 2023.
On January 14, 2020, the Company announced that it had entered into a definitive 10-year agreement, via its subsidiary Lexaria Hemp Corp.,
with Boldt Runners Corporation (dba Cannadips) to provide DehydraTECH on an exclusive basis in the U.S. for use in oral pouches containing CBD and
less than 0.29% THC.
On January 22, 2020, the Company announced that it had entered into a definitive 10-year agreement, via its wholly-owned subsidiary Lexaria
CanPharm ULC (“CanPharm”), with Trinidad Consulting LLC (dba Cannadips) to license DehydraTECH on an exclusive basis in the U.S. for use in oral
pouches containing over 0.3% THC. This license was subsequently assigned to Hill Street Beverage Company Inc. (“Hill Street”) on November 18, 2020
pursuant to the sale of CanPharm’s license to use and sublicense DehydraTECH for use in the production of consumer products containing over 0.3%
THC - see Disposition of Certain Assets below.
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On February 26, 2020, the Company terminated the agreement, entered into by its subsidiary Lexaria Hemp Corp., to provide DehydraTECH to a
Nevada-based private company for its utilization of DehydraTECH in certain CBD-based beverages, due to lack of performance by the licensee.
On November 18, 2020, the Company announced that it had entered into a definitive 10-year agreement, via its subsidiary Lexaria Hemp Corp.,
with Hill Street to provide DehydraTECH on a non-exclusive global basis for use in multiple CBD-infused products. This agreement replaces a previous
license agreement and joint venture agreement between Lexaria Hemp Corp. and Hill Street as originally announced on July 23, 2019.
On March 4, 2020, the Company announced that it had amended its license agreement with Universal Hemp LLC, a B2B manufacturing
company of hemp-derived bulk ingredients, to remove the exclusivity rights originally associated with the license and to reduce the aggregate minimum
performance fees from $3,750,000 to $132,500.
Disposition of Certain Assets
The Company is redirecting its business focus away from licensing DehydraTECH to cannabis companies and towards companies that operate in
the nicotine, pharmaceutical, nutraceutical and vitamin industries. In order to facilitate this change in business strategy, on November 18, 2020, CanPharm
entered into an asset purchase agreement with Hill Street, for the sale of CanPharm’s rights to use and sub-license DehydraTECH with respect to the
research, manufacture, assembly, marketing, sale and distribution of cannabis-related products containing 0.3% or greater THC, which includes the
assignment of CanPharm’s right as the licensee of DehydraTECH and the assignment of CanPharm’s right as the licensor of third party license agreements
with US and Canadian third party cannabis companies that are using or plan to use DehydraTECH within their cannabis-related products (the “CanPharm
Asset Sale”). Also included in the sale are SOPs (Standard Operating Procedures), recipes, processes, formulations and techniques. The CanPharm Asset
Sale and the transactions contemplated therein closed on December 9, 2020. As of the closing on December 9, 2020, the Company and CanPharm no
longer have a part or interest in those ongoing revenue streams from the license agreements. As consideration for the assets sold by CanPharm to Hill
Street in the CanPharm Asset Sale, Hill Street has (i) paid CanPharm CDN$350,000 on closing, (ii) agreed to issue to CanPharm CDN$1,500,000 of
common shares of Hill Street (“Hill Street Shares”), of which 6,031,363 Hill Street Shares valued at CDN$500,000 were issued at closing and the
remaining balance shall be issued in two separate tranches of CDN$500,000 on the eight (8) month anniversary and sixteen (16) month anniversary of
closing of the CanPharm Asset Sale, respectively, and (iii) issued to CanPharm a promissory note having a principal amount of CDN$2,000,000 and
bearing interest at a rate of 10% per annum. The promissory note has no maturity date and is to be paid from licensing and product revenues received by
Hill Street from its use or sublicense of DehydraTECH.
Listing on Nasdaq
Effective January 12, 2021, our common stock ceased to be quoted on the OTCQX, and our common stock and warrants commenced trading on
Nasdaq under the symbols “LEXX” and “LEXXW”, respectively. Our common stock also trades on the CSE under the symbol “LXX”.
Reverse Stock Split
On June 23, 2020, our stockholders approved a reverse stock split within the range of 1-for-2 to 1-for-30 of our issued and outstanding shares of
common stock and authorized the board of directors (the “Board”), in its discretion, to determine the final ratio, effective date, and date of filing of the
certificate of amendment to our articles of incorporation in connection with the reverse stock split. On January 11, 2021, the Company filed an
amendment and restatement of its articles of incorporation, effective 4:30 P.M. Eastern time, to effectuate a 1-for-30 reverse split of the issued and
outstanding shares of common stock of the Company. The purpose of the reverse stock split was to meet Nasdaq’s minimum stock price requirement. The
reverse stock split did not change the number of authorized shares of common stock, which will remain at 220,000,000 shares.
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Impact of COVID-19
The presence of COVID-19 in over 220 countries around the world presents significant and unforecastable new risks to the Company and its
business plan. Restrictions on national and international travel, and required business closures, have made it increasingly difficult to carry out normal
business activities related to corporate finance efforts and customer acquisition. As a result, the COVID-19 pandemic will almost certainly increase risks
of lower revenues and higher losses for the products and services currently offered by the Company. We are monitoring our licensees and are working
with them, where possible, to prevent contract default and contract terminations. In some cases, we, in accordance with the relevant governing agreements,
have issued termination of contract notices to some of our licensees. These terminations have resulted in $50,000 in write offs of accounts receivable for
the year ended August 31, 2020.
The Company is encountering significant challenges in executing its business plan and normal business operations as a result of COVID-19 and
does not currently have sufficient resources to withstand a protracted term during which most business activities are curtailed. We have implemented cost
containment initiatives to reduce operating expenses and preserve cash that include dismissal of one employee, termination of contracts with two
consultants and reduction of compensation payable to certain other consultants as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. We have not had to close
operations or locations as our contractors and staff can work remotely and our third-party fulfillment centers continue to operate.
We have not experienced any significant impacts on our material supply chains but have noted increased timelines from some third-party
research facilities regarding their ability to conduct research and testing. To date, this has not significantly impacted our R&D programs, but we cannot
predict whether our R&D programs will be impacted in the future.
On March 19, 2020, as noted under Our Current Business Developments, the Company announced that it intended to commence a program to
conduct tests to research the benefits of DehydraTECH in connection with enhancing the delivery of certain antiviral drugs. The tests are intended to
include a pilot human pharmacokinetic exploratory study in healthy volunteers of two antiviral drugs that had previously been studied against other
coronavirus strains, comparing DehydraTECH formulations to controls without DehydraTECH. The Company intends to conduct the study at a leading
Canadian university where a study design and plan was submitted and ethics board approval was received. The study is subject to further government
regulatory approval. The Company is currently in the process of pursuing the necessary steps to file for study approval from Canadian federal regulators.
In parallel, the Company launched a separate rodent antiviral study to evaluate pharmacokinetic benefits from the use of DehydraTECH in the
delivery of representative drugs from two classes of antiviral drugs under investigation for treatment of COVID-19. The results of that animal study were
released on December 1, 2020 whereby the DehydraTECH enhanced antiviral drug formulations demonstrated increased delivery of the antiviral drugs
into the bloodstream of the animals. The results of this animal study have encouraged the Company to conduct expanded investigations into antiviral drug
delivery enhancement, with such investigations including remdesivir (a nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitor); as well as three additional drugs known
to target the main protease associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection. The Company intends to make its research results available to researchers throughout
the world looking to maximize the effectiveness of their own drug investigations. The Company’s business model relies on performing early stage studies
like these to help support its efforts to form commercial relationships with more established companies.
The Company continues to monitor governmental programs being released to assist with the COVID-19 pandemic.
Corporate Information
Our common stock and tradeable warrants are traded on Nasdaq under the symbols “LEXX” and “LEXXW”, respectively. Our common stock is
also traded on the CSE under the symbol “LXX”.
Our principal executive offices are located at #100 – 740 McCurdy Road, Kelowna, British Columbia V1X 2P7, and our telephone number is +1
(250) 765-6424. We have administrative functions located in Phoenix, Arizona. Our main corporate website is located at www.lexariabioscience.com. The
information on our website is not incorporated by reference into this prospectus.
Due to the implementation of British Columbia Instrument 51-509 on September 30, 2008, by the British Columbia Securities Commission
(“BCSC”), we are considered a British Columbia based reporting issuer. As such, we are required to file certain information and documents at
www.sedar.com.
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THE OFFERING
Issuer

Lexaria Bioscience Corp.

Securities Offered
Stockholders

by

the

Selling

483,568 shares of our common stock, including 353,512 shares issuable upon the exercise of warrants.

Trading Market

The common stock offered in this prospectus is traded on the Nasdaq Capital Market under the symbol
“LEXX” and on the CSE under the symbol “LXX”.

Common Stock Outstanding Before this
Offering

5,104,332 shares1

Common Stock Outstanding After this
Offering

5,457,844 shares2

Use of Proceeds

We will not receive any of the proceeds from the sale of the shares of our common stock being offered
for sale by the selling stockholders. Upon the exercise of the warrants for an aggregate of 353,512 shares
of common stock by payment of cash however, we will receive the exercise price of the warrants, or an
aggregate of approximately $5,292,003.

Plan of Distribution

The selling stockholders may sell all or a portion of the shares of common stock beneficially owned by
them and offered hereby from time to time directly or through one or more underwriters, broker-dealers
or agents. Registration of the common stock covered by this prospectus does not mean, however, that
such shares necessarily will be offered or sold. See “Plan of Distribution.”

Risk Factors

Please read “Risk Factors” and other information included in this prospectus for a discussion of factors
you should carefully consider before deciding to invest in the securities offered in this prospectus.

_________
1 The number of shares of common stock shown above to be outstanding before this offering is based on 5,104,332 shares outstanding as of February 25,

2021, and excludes as of February 25, 2021:
●

2,769,132 shares of common stock issuable upon the exercise of outstanding warrants; and

●

173,004 shares of common stock issuable upon the exercise of outstanding stock options.

2 The number of shares of common stock shown above to be outstanding after this offering is based on 5,104,332 shares outstanding as of February 25,

2021 and assumes the exercise of the warrants held by the selling stockholders into 353,512 shares of common stock.
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RISK FACTORS
An investment in our securities involves a high degree of risk. You should consider carefully the following information about these risks, together
with the other information contained in this prospectus, including the matters addressed in the section entitled “Special Note Regarding ForwardLooking Statements,” beginning on page 26 of this prospectus, before making an investment decision. Our business, prospects, financial condition, and
results of operations may be materially and adversely affected as a result of any of the following risks. The value of our securities could decline as a
result of any of these risks. You could lose all or part of your investment in our securities. Some of the statements in “Risk Factors” are forward-looking
statements. The following risk factors are not the only risk factors facing our Company. Additional risks and uncertainties not presently known to us or
that we currently deem immaterial may also affect our business, prospects, financial condition, and results of operations and it is not possible to predict
all risk factors, nor can we assess the impact of all factors on us or the extent to which any factor or combination of factors may cause actual results to
differ materially from those contained in or implied by any forward-looking statements.
Risks Related to Our Current Business
Much of the information included herein includes or is based upon estimates, projections or other "forward looking statements". Such forwardlooking statements include any projections or estimates made by us and our management in connection with our business operations. While these
forward-looking statements, and any assumptions upon which they are based, are made in good faith and reflect our current judgment regarding the
direction of our business, actual results will almost always vary, sometimes materially, from any estimates, predictions, projections, assumptions or other
future performance suggested herein.
In developing DehydraTECH, we rely upon our employees, contractors, consultants and collaborators and other third-party relationships,
including the ability to obtain appropriate product liability insurance. There can be no assurance that this reliance and these relationships will continue as
required. In addition to developmental and operational considerations, market prices for securities of biotechnology companies generally are volatile and
may or may not move in a manner consistent with the progress we have made or are making. Prospects for companies in the biotechnology industry
generally may be regarded as uncertain given the nature of the industry and, accordingly, investments in biotechnology companies should be regarded as
speculative.
Because there is no assurance that we will generate material revenues, we face a high risk of business failure.
There can be no assurance that we will achieve significant revenues or profitable operations or will generate adequate funds to continue our
intellectual property development. Many factors (e.g. competition, patent protection, appropriate regulatory approvals) can influence the revenue and our
profitability potential. We cannot be sure that our overall business model within any particular sector will ever come to fruition, and if they do, will not
decline over time. We may not recover all or any portion of our capital investment in our research and technology development, marketing, or other
aspects of the business. Although we exercise due consideration in our development of our technology, ultimately consumer acceptance of our licensees’
products is not reliably forecastable.
In addition, our intellectual property and technology development plans may be curtailed, delayed or cancelled as a result of lack of adequate
capital and other factors, such as weather, pandemics, compliance with governmental regulations, current and forecasted prices for input costs of research
materials and changes in the estimates of costs to complete the projects. You should understand that our research plans are subject to change.
Our revenues are primarily generated from our out-licensing of DehydraTECH. We should be considered a start-up: the gross revenue recognized
for the period ended August 31, 2020 was $384,543.
We may not acquire market share or achieve profits due to competition in our industries.
Our Company operates in highly competitive marketplaces, such as the nicotine, pharmaceutical and CBD industries, respectively, with various
competitors. Increased competition may result in reduced licensing rates and/or loss of market share, either of which would seriously harm its business
and results of operations. Management cannot be certain that the Company will be able to compete against current or future competitors or that
competitive pressure will not seriously harm its business. Some of our Company’s competitors are much larger and have greater access to capital, sales,
marketing and other resources. These competitors may be able to respond more rapidly to new regulations or devote greater resources to the development
and promotion of their business model than the Company can. Furthermore, some of these competitors may make acquisitions or establish co-operative
relationships among themselves or with third-parties in the industry to increase their ability to rapidly gain market share.
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Without additional financing to develop our business plan, our business may fail.
Because we have generated only minimal revenue from our business and cannot anticipate when we will be able to generate meaningful revenue
from our business, we will need to raise additional funds to conduct and grow our business. We do not currently have sufficient financial resources to
completely fund the development of our business plan. We anticipate that we will need to raise further financing. We do not currently have any
arrangements for financing and we can provide no assurance to investors that we will be able to find such financing if required. The most likely source of
future funds presently available to us is through the sale of equity capital. Any sale of share capital will result in dilution to existing security-holders.
If we are unable to hire and retain key personnel, we may not be able to implement our business plan.
Our success is largely dependent on our ability to hire highly qualified personnel. This is particularly true in those parts of our business that are
related to intellectual property generation or exploitation. These individuals are in high demand and we may not be able to attract the personnel we need.
In addition, we may not be able to afford the high salaries and fees demanded by qualified personnel or may lose such employees after they are hired.
Failure to hire key personnel when needed, or on acceptable terms, would have a significant negative effect on our business.
Our Company has a limited operating history and an evolving business model, which raises doubt about our ability to achieve profitability or obtain
future financing.
Our Company has a minimal history of operations and our business model is still evolving and subject to change. Our revenues are dependant
mostly upon licensing DehydraTECH and on those third-party licensees generating usage fees by successfully selling products utilizing DehydraTECH.
Our licensees may also be subject to regulatory approval of their products that utilize DehydraTECH, which may not occur before they can bring their
products to market and we generate usage licensing revenues from them.
Our Company’s ability to continue as a going concern is dependent upon our ability to obtain adequate financing and/or to reach profitable levels
of operations. In that regard, we have no proven history of performance, earnings or success. There can be no assurance that we will achieve profitability
or obtain future financing.
Our auditors have indicated doubt about our ability to continue as a going concern.
We have suffered recurring losses from operations. The continuation of our Company as a going concern is dependent upon our Company
attaining and maintaining profitable operations and/or raising additional capital. Our financial statements do not include any adjustment relating to the
recovery and classification of recorded asset amounts or the amount and classification of liabilities that might be necessary should our Company
discontinue operations. The recurring losses from operations and net capital deficiency raise substantial doubt about the Company’s ability to continue as
a going concern. Our independent registered public accounting firm issued a report dated October 14, 2020 in connection with the audit of our financial
statements as of August 31, 2020, which included an explanatory paragraph describing the existence of conditions that raise substantial doubt about our
ability to continue as a going concern. In addition, the notes to our financial statements for the year ended August 31, 2020, included in our Annual
Report on Form 10-K filed with the Commission on October 15, 2020, contain a disclosure describing the existence of conditions that raise substantial
doubt about our ability to continue as a going concern.
A wide range of economic and market factors may negatively impact our operating results.
Our operating results will be affected by a wide variety of factors that could materially affect revenues and profitability, including the timing and
cancellation of customer orders and projects, competitive pressures on pricing, availability of personnel, and market acceptance of our services. As a
result, we may experience material fluctuations in future operating results on a quarterly and annual basis which could materially affect our business,
financial condition and operating results.
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Results of earlier studies may not be predictive of future results and planned or ongoing studies may not establish an adequate efficacy profile for
DehydraTECH enabled products.
To date, DehydraTECH has been studied only with CBD, nicotine and, preclinically, with limited antiviral drugs as potential active
pharmaceutical ingredients (“APIs”). The results of these studies and trials of DehydraTECH and future studies may not be predictive of the results of
subsequent trials incorporating these or other APIs. Studies published to date on DehydraTECH have demonstrated positive results through oral and
topical delivery of CBD and oral delivery of nicotine and the antiviral drug therapies Darunavir and Efavirenz, though in preclinical capacities. These
results may not be replicated in subsequent, expanded studies or trials that incorporate the same or other API payloads, such as alternative therapies for
COVID-19.
Licensees subject to significant regulatory requirements and testing protocols, such as those required by the US Food and Drug Administration
(“FDA”), and comparable foreign regulators, must successfully complete multi-phase testing and the results of our studies may not be reflected in the
outcome of the testing performed related to their products. A number of companies in the biopharmaceutical industry have suffered significant setbacks in
advanced clinical trials due to lack of efficacy or adverse safety profiles, notwithstanding promising results in earlier studies, and we cannot be certain that
our licensees will not face similar setbacks.
We rely on third-party manufacturers and suppliers and we intend to rely on third parties to produce preclinical and clinical supplies of active
pharmaceutical ingredients, or APIs, including CBD.
We rely on third parties to supply the materials for, and manufacture, our research and development, preclinical and clinical trial APIs. We do not
own manufacturing facilities or supply sources for such components and materials. There can be no assurance that our supply of research and
development, preclinical and clinical development drugs and other materials will not be limited, interrupted, restricted in certain geographic regions or of
satisfactory quality or continue to be available at acceptable prices. In particular, any replacement of our API manufacturer could require significant effort
and expertise because there may be a limited number of qualified manufacturers.
The manufacturing process for the APIs we use, including CBD, are subject to FDA, DEA and other regulatory authority review. Suppliers and
manufacturers must meet applicable manufacturing requirements and undergo rigorous facility and process validation tests required by regulatory
authorities in order to comply with regulatory standards such as cGMP. In addition, our manufacturers must ensure therapeutic consistency among
batches, including preclinical, clinical and, if approved, marketing batches. Demonstrating such consistency may require typical manufacturing controls as
well as clinical data. Our manufacturers must also ensure that our batches conform to complex release specifications. Further, manufacturers of controlled
substances must obtain and maintain necessary DEA and state registrations and registrations with applicable foreign regulatory authorities, and must
establish and maintain processes to ensure compliance with DEA and state requirements and requirements of applicable foreign regulatory authorities
governing, among other things, the storage, handling, security, recordkeeping and reporting for controlled substances. In the event that any of our
suppliers or manufacturers fails to comply with such requirements or to perform its obligations to us in relation to quality, timing or otherwise, or if our
supply of components or other materials becomes limited or interrupted for other reasons, we may be forced to enter into an agreement with another third
party, which we may not be able to do on reasonable terms, if at all. In some cases, the technical skills or technology required to manufacture the APIs
may be unique or proprietary to the original manufacturer and we may have difficulty, or there may be contractual restrictions prohibiting us from,
transferring such skills or technology to another third party and a feasible alternative may not exist. These factors would increase our reliance on such
manufacturer or require us to obtain a license from such manufacturer in order to have another third party manufacture our clinical trial products. If we are
required to change manufacturers for any reason, we will be required to verify that the new manufacturer maintains facilities and procedures that comply
with quality standards and with all applicable regulations and guidelines. The delays associated with the verification of a new manufacturer could
negatively affect our ability to develop product candidates in a timely manner or within budget.
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We expect to continue to rely on third-party manufacturers. To the extent that we have existing, or enter into future, manufacturing arrangements
with third parties, we will depend on these third parties to perform their obligations in a timely manner consistent with contractual and regulatory
requirements, including those related to quality control and assurance. If we are unable to obtain or maintain third-party manufacturing for product
candidates, or to do so on commercially reasonable terms, we may not be able to develop and commercialize our Technology successfully. Our or a third
party’s failure to execute on our manufacturing requirements could adversely affect our business in a number of ways, including:
·

an inability to initiate or continue preclinical studies or clinical trials;

·

delay in submitting regulatory applications, or receiving regulatory approvals, for product candidates;

·

loss of the cooperation of a collaborator;

·

subjecting our Technology to additional inspections by regulatory authorities; and

·

in the event of approval to market and commercialize a product candidate, an inability to meet commercial demands.

If our commercial partners fail to obtain FDA authorization to market their products that use our Technology as tobacco products, they will be unable
to commercialize this potential product in the U.S.
There can be no assurance that any Premarket Tobacco Product Application (“PMTA”) submitted to FDA by our commercial partners utilizing
our Technology will be authorized by the FDA. In addition, there can be no assurance that all necessary approvals will be granted for their potential
tobacco products or that review or actions will not involve delays caused by requests for additional information or testing that could adversely affect the
time and cost to market and sell their potential tobacco products.
The development, testing, manufacturing, and marketing of their potential tobacco products are subject to extensive regulation by governmental
authorities in the United States. In particular, the process of obtaining authorization by the FDA is costly and time consuming, and the time required for
such authorizations is uncertain. Any PMTA must undergo an extensive regulatory authorization process mandated by the FDA.
The FDA could force the removal of our products from the U.S. market.
The FDA has broad authority over the regulation of tobacco products. The FDA could, among other things, force our commercial partners to
remove from the U.S. market their tobacco products even after the FDA authorization of any future PMTA, as well as the FDA could levy fines or change
their regulations on advertising. Any adverse action by the FDA could have a material adverse impact on our business.
Any product candidates that receive regulatory approval will be subject to ongoing and continued regulatory review, which may result in significant
expense and limit our ability to commercialize such products.
For any product candidates containing controlled substances, we and our commercial partners will be subject to ongoing DEA regulatory
obligations, including, among other things, annual registration renewal, security, recordkeeping, theft and loss reporting, periodic inspection and annual
quota allotments for the raw material for commercial production of our products. In addition, manufacturers of drug products and their facilities are
subject to continual review and periodic inspections by the FDA and other regulatory authorities for compliance with cGMP and other regulations. If we,
our commercial partners or the manufacturing facilities for product candidates using our Technology fail to comply with applicable regulatory
requirements, a regulatory agency may:
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·

suspend any ongoing clinical trials or delay or prevent the initiation of clinical trials;

·

delay or refuse to approve pending applications or supplements to approved applications that have been filed;

·

refuse to permit drugs or to be imported or exported to or from the United States;

·

seize or detain drugs or require a recall;

·

suspend or impose restrictions or additional requirements on operations, including costly new manufacturing quality requirements;

·

commence criminal investigations and prosecutions;

·

impose restrictions on the marketing or manufacturing of a product, suspend or withdraw product approvals or revoke necessary licenses; and

·

issue warning letters, show cause notices or untitled letters describing alleged violations, which may be publicly available.

The FDA's regulations, policies or guidance may change and new or additional statutes or government regulations may be enacted that could
prevent or delay regulatory approval of our product candidates or further restrict or regulate post-approval activities. We cannot predict the likelihood,
nature or extent of adverse government regulation that may arise from pending or future legislation or administrative action. If we or are commercial
partners are not able to achieve and maintain regulatory compliance, drugs using the Technology may not be marketed, which would adversely affect our
ability to generate revenue and achieve or maintain profitability.
Intellectual property and technology development involves a lengthy and expensive process, with an uncertain outcome. We may incur additional costs
or experience delays in completing, or ultimately be unable to complete, all of the research and development for all industry segments.
We may experience delays in initiating or completing our planned studies or trials in the future, and we may experience numerous unforeseen
events during, or as a result of, any future studies or trials that we conduct that could delay or prevent our ability to conduct the research, including:
·

regulators or institutional review boards (“IRBs”), or ethics committees may not authorize us or our investigators to commence a study or trial
at a prospective trial site and/or additional governmental regulatory authority authorizations may be required from time-to-time to do so for
which there is no assurance that we will be able to satisfy their approval conditions in a timely fashion if at all, whether due to financial or
other unforeseen constraints;

·

we may experience delays in reaching, or fail to reach, agreement on acceptable terms with prospective trial sites and prospective contract
research organizations (“CROs”), the terms of which can be subject to extensive negotiation and may vary significantly among different
CROs and trial sites;

·

we may experience delays in recruiting, or be unable to recruit, a sufficient number of suitable participants to participate in our studies or
trials;

·

the participants and sites who participate in our studies or trials may not comply with required protocols rendering the results insufficient or
uninterpretable;

·

studies or trials of various APIs may produce negative or inconclusive results, and we may decide, or regulators may require us, to conduct
additional studies or trials or we may decide to abandon development programs related to those APIs;
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·

the number of participants required for studies or trials of an API may be larger than we anticipate, enrollment in these studies or trials may
be slower than we anticipate or participants may drop out or fail to return for follow-up at a higher rate than we anticipate;

·

our third party contractors may fail to comply with regulatory or legal requirements or meet their contractual obligations to us in a timely
manner, or at all, or may deviate from the protocol or drop out, which may require that we find new contractors to perform the work;

·

we may elect to, or regulators or IRBs or ethics committees may require that we or our investigators, suspend or terminate our research for
various reasons, including noncompliance with regulatory requirements or a finding that the participants are being exposed to unacceptable
health risks;

·

the cost of studies or trials of an API may be greater than we anticipate;

·

any changes in regulatory requirements and guidance that require amending or submitting new protocols;

·

regulators may require us to submit additional data or impose other requirements before permitting us to initiate a study or trial.

We could encounter delays if a study or trial is suspended or terminated by us or by the IRBs of the institutions in which they are being
conducted. Such authorities may impose such a suspension or termination due to a number of factors, including changes in governmental regulations or
administrative actions or lack of adequate funding to continue the study or trial. Further, the IRB may disagree with our design or may change the
requirements for approval even after it has reviewed and commented on the design.
Our research and development costs will also increase if we experience delays in testing or regulatory approvals. We do not know whether any of
our studies or trials will begin as planned, will need to be restructured or will be completed on schedule, or at all. Any delays in our development programs
may significantly harm our business, prospects, financial condition and results of operations.
The longer-term growth of our business depends on our ability to expand our portfolio of patents and industry segments where DehydraTech is
demonstrably applicable, which may require substantial financial resources and may ultimately be unsuccessful.
The longer-term growth of our business depends upon our ability to expand our patent portfolio of applicable APIs and molecules and delivery
methods. We may also be required to evidence that DehydraTECH’s demonstrated efficacy also works with other APIs and molecules prior to acceptance
and adoption within those segments. The required research and development programs required to develop the evidence may require substantial financial
resources and may ultimately be unsuccessful.
Loss of consumer confidence in our Company or in our industry may harm our business.
Demand for our services may be adversely affected if consumers lose confidence in the quality of our services or the industry’s practices.
Adverse publicity may discourage businesses from buying our services and could have a material adverse effect on our financial condition and results of
operations.
Conflicts of interest between our Company and our independent directors and executive management may result in a loss of business opportunity.
Our independent directors and members of our executive management are not obligated to exclusively commit their time and attention to our
business and, accordingly, they may encounter a conflict of interest in allocating their time between our future operations and those of other businesses. In
the course of their other business activities, they may become aware of investment and business opportunities which may be appropriate for presentation
to us as well as other entities to which they owe a fiduciary duty. As a result, they may have conflicts of interest in determining to which entity a
particular business opportunity should be presented. They may also in the future become affiliated with entities, engaged in business activities similar to
those we intend to conduct.
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In general, officers and directors of a corporation are required to present business opportunities to a corporation if:
·

The corporation could financially undertake the opportunity;

·

The opportunity is within the corporation’s line of business; and

·

It would be unfair to the corporation and its stockholders not to bring the opportunity to the attention of the corporation.

We have adopted a code of ethics that obligates our directors, officers and employees to disclose potential conflicts of interest and prohibits those
persons from engaging in such transactions without our consent. Despite our intentions, conflicts of interest may nevertheless arise which may deprive
our Company of a business opportunity, which may impede the successful development of our business and negatively impact the value of an investment
in our Company.
We could be required to enter into fixed price contracts which will expose us to significant market risk.
Fixed price contracts require the service provider to perform all agreed services for a specified lump-sum amount. We may in the future offer our
services on a fixed price basis. Fixed price contracts would expose us to some significant risks, including under-estimation of costs, ambiguities in
specifications, unforeseen costs or difficulties, and delays beyond our control. These risks could lead to losses on contracts which may be substantial, and
which could adversely affect the results of our operations.
We may not be able to obtain all of the licenses necessary to operate our business, which would cause our business to fail.
Our operations may require licenses and permits from various governmental authorities to conduct our business activities. We believe that we will
be able to obtain all necessary licenses and permits under applicable laws and regulations for our operations and believe we will be able to comply in all
material respects with the terms of such licenses and permits. However, such licenses and permits are subject to change in various circumstances. There
can be no guarantee that we will be able to obtain or maintain all necessary licenses and permits.
If we fail to effectively manage our growth, our future business results could be harmed and our managerial and operational resources may be
strained.
As we proceed with our business plan, we expect to experience significant and rapid growth in the scope and complexity of our business. We will
need to add staff to market our services, manage operations, handle sales and marketing efforts and perform finance and accounting functions. We will be
required to hire a broad range of additional personnel in order to successfully advance our operations. This growth is likely to place a strain on our
management and operational resources. The failure to develop and implement effective systems, or to hire and retain sufficient personnel for the
performance of all of the functions necessary to effectively service and manage our potential business, or the failure to manage growth effectively, could
have a materially adverse effect on our business and financial condition.
The COVID-19 pandemic may have a negative impact on our business.
The emergence of COVID-19 around the world presents significant and unforecastable risk to the Company and its business plan. Restrictions on
national and international travel, and required business closures, have made it increasingly difficult to carry out normal business activities related to
corporate finance efforts, to the pursuit of new customers for the Company’s products and services, and to retail customers throughout North America who
might otherwise access the products of the Company’s business-to-business partners. As a result, the COVID-19 pandemic will almost certainly increase
risks of lower revenues and higher losses for the Company. We are monitoring our licensees and are working with them, where possible, to prevent default
and contract terminations. In some cases, we, in accordance with the relevant governing agreements, have issued termination of contract notices to some
of our licensees. These terminations resulted in $50,000 in write offs of accounts receivable.
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As a result of COVID-19, the Company is encountering significant challenges in executing its business plan and normal business operations and
does not have sufficient resources to withstand a protracted term during which most business activities are curtailed. In addition, we have implemented
cost containment initiatives to reduce operating expenses and preserve cash such as dismissal of one employee, termination of contracts with two
consultants and reduction of compensation payable to certain other consultants. We may need to dismiss additional employees or terminate services
contracts in order to preserve resources. We have not had to close operations or locations as our contractors and staff can work remotely and our thirdparty fulfillment centers continue to operate.
The Company may not be able to monetize any opportunities related to the COVID-19 outbreak.
The Company is currently investigating whether there may be any emerging opportunities resulting from the COVID-19 crisis for its patented
DehydraTECH technology that has been tested for its delivery of other compounds and drugs including CBD and nicotine, and whether the apparent
benefits of DehydraTECH, namely increased bioavailability, enhanced intestinal tolerability and biliary functionality might be applicable to compounds
or drugs used to treat symptoms caused by COVID-19. This investigation is in the very early stages with an initial animal study (as noted below) having
been completed with demonstrated improvements in antiviral drug delivery. On March 19, 2020, the Company announced that it intends to conduct a pilot
human pharmacokinetic exploratory study in healthy volunteers of three antiviral drugs that have previously been studied against other coronavirus
strains, comparing DehydraTECH formulations to controls without DehydraTECH enhancement. Subsequent to March 19, 2020, the Internal Review
Board (“IRB”) of one of the universities advised us to limit the study to two of the original antiviral drugs. Based on the requirements of the IRB we have
modified the study to two antiviral drugs. We intend to conduct the study at a leading Canadian university to which we have already submitted a study
design and plan and from which we have already received ethics board approval. The study, however, remains subject to further government regulatory
approval. The Company is currently in the process of pursuing the necessary steps to file for study approval from Canadian federal regulators.
In parallel, the Company launched a separate rodent antiviral study to evaluate pharmacokinetic benefits from the use of DehydraTECH in the
delivery of representative drugs from two classes of antiviral drugs under investigation for treatment of COVID-19. The results of that animal study were
released on December 1, 2020 whereby the DehydraTECH enhanced antiviral drug formulations demonstrated increased delivery of the antiviral drugs
into the bloodstream of the animals. The results of this animal study have encouraged the Company to conduct expanded investigations into antiviral drug
delivery enhancement, with such investigations including remdesivir (a nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitor); as well as three additional drugs known
to target the main protease associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection. The Company intends to make its research results available to researchers throughout
the world looking to maximize the delivery of their own drug investigations. The Company’s business model relies on performing early stage studies like
these to help support its efforts to form commercial relationships with more established companies.
The Company continues to monitor governmental programs being released to assist with the COVID-19 pandemic.
DehydraTECH has never been approved for the treatment of disease.
In order for a licensee to commercialize a product that utilizes DehydraTECH for the treatment of any disease, they must obtain regulatory
approvals for their product of such treatment for that indication. Satisfying regulatory requirements is an expensive process that typically takes many
years and involves compliance with requirements covering research and development, testing, manufacturing, quality control, labeling, and promotion of
drugs for human use. To obtain necessary regulatory approvals, a licensee must, among other requirements, complete clinical trials demonstrating that
their product is safe and effective for a particular indication. There can be no assurance that their product enhanced by DehydraTECH will prove to be
safe and effective, that the clinical trials will demonstrate the necessary safety and effectiveness of the product candidates, or that a licensee will succeed
in obtaining regulatory approval for any treatment developed even if such safety and effectiveness are demonstrated.
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Any delays or difficulties encountered in such clinical trials may delay or preclude regulatory approval from the FDA or from international
regulatory organizations. Any delay or preclusion of regulatory approval would be expected to delay or preclude the commercialization of their product
that utilizes DehydraTECH. Examples of delays or difficulties that may be encountered during clinical trials include without limitation the following:
·

Clinical trials may not yield sufficiently conclusive results for regulatory agencies to approve the use of DehydraTECH;

·

DehydraTECH enhanced formulations may fail to be more effective than current therapies, or to be effective at all;

·

DehydraTECH enhanced formulations may have adverse side effects, which could cause them to be delayed or precluded from receiving
regulatory approval or otherwise expose us to significant commercial and legal risks;

·

It may take longer than expected to determine whether or not a treatment is effective;

·

Patients involved in the clinical trials may suffer severe adverse side effects even up to death, whether as a result of treatment with
DehydraTECH enhanced formulations, the withholding of such treatment, or other reasons (whether within or outside of our control);

·

Failure to be able to enroll a sufficient number of patients in the clinical trials;

·

Patients enrolled in the clinical trials may not have the characteristics necessary to obtain regulatory approval for a particular indication or
patient population;

·

Inability to produce sufficient quantities of DehydraTECH enhanced formulations to complete the clinical trials;

·

Failure to obtain and/or maintain, any required governmental approvals;

·

If approval for commercialization is granted, it is possible the authorized use will be more limited than is necessary for commercial success,
or that approval may be conditioned on completion of further clinical trials or other activities, which will cause a substantial increase in costs;

·

If granted, approval may be withdrawn or limited if problems with DehydraTECH enhanced formulations emerge or are suggested by the data
arising from their use or if there is a change in law or regulation.

Any success achieved at a given stage of the clinical trials does not guarantee that the future achievement of success at any subsequent stage,
including without limitation, final FDA approval.
Delays or rejections in the regulatory approval process because of additional government regulation resulting from future legislation or
administrative action, or from changes in the policies of the FDA or other regulatory bodies during the period of product development, clinical trials, or
regulatory review may occur. Failure to comply with applicable regulatory requirements may result in criminal prosecution, civil penalties, recall or
seizure of products, total or partial suspension of production, or an injunction preventing certain activity, as well as other regulatory action against our
product candidates or us.
Our success is dependent on our licensees’ ability to successfully navigate the risks and obstacles associated with obtaining FDA approval for any
DehydraTECH enhanced formulation of their product.
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We have relied, and will rely in the future, on third parties to conduct our studies and trials. If these third parties do not appropriately carry out their
contractual obligations, fail to conduct high-quality trials in compliance with regulations or meet expected deadlines, our research programs may be
delayed or could fail to develop required data.
We do not have the ability to conduct our studies or trials independently. We have and will continue to rely on third parties, including third-party
facilities, participants and consultants, to monitor, manage data for, participate in and execute our ongoing planned research protocols. Any failure of
these third parties to meet their contractual or regulatory obligations may have an adverse effect on the results of our studies or trials.
The third parties conducting our studies or trials on our behalf are not our employees, and except for remedies available to us under our
agreements with such contractors, we cannot control whether or not they devote sufficient time, skill and resources to our programs. To the extent we are
unable to identify and successfully manage the performance of third-party service providers in the future, our business may be adversely affected. If these
third parties do not successfully carry out their contractual obligations or meet expected deadlines, or if the quality or accuracy of the data they obtain is
compromised due to the failure to adhere to our protocols, regulatory requirements or for other reasons, our studies or trials may be extended, delayed or
terminated and we may not be able to obtain, or may be delayed in obtaining, appropriate research data. As a result, our results of operations could be
harmed, our costs could increase and our ability to generate revenues could be delayed or impaired for the API or molecule under research.
Any change to government regulation/administrative practices may have a negative impact on our ability to operate and our profitability.
The laws, regulations, policies or administrative practices of any government body, organization or regulatory agency in the United States,
Canada, or any other jurisdiction may be changed, applied or interpreted in a manner which will fundamentally alter the ability of our Company to carry
on our business.
The actions, policies or regulations, or changes thereto, of any government body or regulatory agency, or other special interest groups, may have
a detrimental effect on us. Any or all of these situations may have a negative impact on our ability to operate and/or our profitably.
The majority of our directors and officers are residents of other countries other than the United States and, as a result, investors may find it difficult
to enforce, within the United States, any judgments obtained against our company or our directors and officers.
Our head office and the majority of our assets are located in Kelowna, British Columbia and we rent administrative office space in Phoenix,
Arizona. In addition, a majority of our directors and officers are nationals and/or residents of countries other than the United States, and all or a substantial
portion of such persons’ assets are located outside the United States. As a result, it may be difficult for investors to enforce within the United States any
judgments obtained against our Company or our officers or directors, including judgments predicated upon the civil liability provisions of the securities
laws of the United States or any state thereof.
Risks Associated with our Intellectual Property
Our failure to protect our intellectual property may have a material adverse effect on our ability to develop and license DehydraTECH.
Because patents involve complex legal and factual questions, the issuance, scope, validity, and enforceability of patents cannot be predicted with
certainty.
Some of our patent pending applications may not be granted as patents. Even if patents are issued, they may not be issued with claims of
sufficient breadth to protect DehydraTECH or may not provide us with competitive advantage against competitors with similar products or technologies.
Issued patents may be challenged, invalidated, or circumvented. If patents issued to us are invalidated or found to be unenforceable, we could lose the
ability to exclude others from making, using or selling the inventions claimed. Moreover, an issued patent does not give us the right to use the patented
technology or commercialize a product using the technology. Third-parties may have blocking patents that could be used to prevent us from developing
our products, selling our products, or commercializing DehydraTECH. Others may also independently develop products or technologies similar to those
that we have developed or may reverse engineer or discover our trade secrets through proper means.
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Enforcing a claim that a third party infringes on, has illegally obtained or is using an intellectual property right, is expensive and time-consuming
and the outcome is unpredictable. In addition, enforcing such a claim could divert management’s attention from our business. If any intellectual property
rights were to be infringed, disclosed to, or independently developed by a competitor, our competitive position could be harmed. Any adverse outcome of
such litigation or settlement of such dispute could subject us to significant liabilities and could put one or more of our patent pending applications at risk
of being invalidated.
Furthermore, because of the substantial amount of discovery required in connection with intellectual property litigation, there is risk that some of
our confidential information could be compromised. This disclosure could provide our competitors with access to our proprietary information and may
harm our competitive position.
If we are unable to obtain and maintain sufficient patent protection, or if the scope of the patent protection is not sufficiently broad, our competitors
could develop technology similar to ours.
Our success depends in large part on our ability to obtain and maintain patent protection in the United States and other countries with respect to
our intellectual property. If we do not adequately protect or enforce our intellectual property, competitors may be able to erode or negate any competitive
advantage we may have, which could harm our business and ability to achieve profitability. To protect our intellectual property, we file patent
applications in the United States and abroad. The patent application and examination process is expensive, complex and time-consuming. We may not be
able to file and prosecute all necessary or desirable patent applications at a reasonable cost or in a timely manner.
We may become involved in lawsuits to protect or enforce our patents and other intellectual property rights, which could be expensive, time
consuming and unsuccessful.
Competitors and other third parties may infringe, misappropriate or otherwise violate our patents and other intellectual property rights. To
counter infringement or unauthorized use, we may be required to file infringement claims, which can be expensive and time consuming and divert the
time and attention of our management, business and scientific personnel. In addition, many of our adversaries in these proceedings may have the ability to
dedicate substantially greater resources to prosecuting these legal actions than we can.
A court may disagree with our allegations and may refuse to stop the other party from using the technology at issue on the grounds that our
patents do not cover the third-party technology in question. Furthermore, the other party could counterclaim that we infringe their intellectual property or
counterclaim that a patent we have asserted against them is invalid or unenforceable, or both. In patent litigation in the United States, counterclaims
challenging the validity, enforceability or scope of asserted patents are commonplace. Similarly, third parties may initiate legal proceedings against us
seeking a declaration that certain of our intellectual property rights are non-infringed, invalid, or unenforceable. The outcome of any such proceeding is
generally unpredictable.
We may not be able to effectively enforce our intellectual property rights throughout the world.
Filing, prosecuting and defending patents in all countries throughout the world would be prohibitively expensive. Our ability to protect and
enforce our intellectual property rights may be adversely affected by unforeseen changes in foreign intellectual property laws. Additionally, the patent
laws of some foreign countries do not provide protection to the same extent as the laws of the United States. This could make it difficult for us to stop the
infringement of our patents or the misappropriation of our intellectual property rights. Legal actions to enforce our patent rights in foreign jurisdictions
could result in substantial costs and divert our efforts and resources from other aspects of our business. While we intend to protect our intellectual
property, we do not expect that we will be able to initiate or maintain legal efforts in all jurisdictions.
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Obtaining and maintaining patent protection depends on compliance with various procedural, document submission, fee payment and other
requirements imposed by governmental patent agencies, and our patent protection could be reduced or eliminated for non-compliance with these
requirements.
The United States Patent and Trademark Office (“USPTO”) and various foreign governmental patent agencies require compliance with their
procedural, documentary, fee payment and other provisions during the patent application process. Periodic maintenance fees on issued patents often must
be paid to the USPTO and foreign patent agencies over the lifetime of each patent. While an unintentional lapse can in many cases be cured by payment of
a late fee or by other means in accordance with the applicable rules, there are situations in which noncompliance can result in abandonment or lapse of the
patent or patent application, resulting in partial or complete loss of patent rights in the relevant jurisdiction. Non-compliance events that could result in
abandonment or lapse of a patent or patent application include, but are not limited to, failure to respond to official actions within prescribed time limits,
non-payment of fees and failure to properly legalize and submit formal documents. If we fail to maintain the patents and patent applications covering our
intellectual property, we may not be able to stop a competitor from utilizing our Technology, which would have a material adverse effect on our
business.
Risks Related to CPG/Oral Products
Even if we develop food, consumer packaged goods (“CPG”) or intellectual property-based products or revenue streams, the potential profitability of
each depends upon factors beyond the control of the Company.
The potential profitability of food and CPG products and of intellectual property revenue streams is dependent upon many factors beyond our
control. For instance, prices and markets for food products are unpredictable, highly volatile, potentially subject to controls or any combination or other
factors, and respond to changes in domestic, international, political, social and economic environments. These changes and events may materially affect
our future financial performance. These factors cannot be accurately predicted and the combination of these factors may result in our Company not
receiving an adequate return on invested capital.
In addition, a product or technology that is initially successful and even profitable may not remain so due to changes in consumer demand,
regulatory environments, or other causes. There is no assurance that an initially successful product or technology will remain so.
Food, CPG and hemp products are subject to regulation which may cause substantial delays or require capital outlays in excess of those
anticipated causing an adverse effect on our company.
Food, CPG and hemp production, marketing, sales and safety operations, are subject to federal, state, and local laws relating to the protection of
human health and safety. Food production and hemp operations are each also subject to federal, state, and local laws and regulations which seek to
maintain health and safety standards through a wide variety of regulations. Various permits from government bodies may be required by us in order to
conduct our business. Regulations and standards imposed by federal, provincial, or local authorities may be changed at any moment in time and any such
changes may have material adverse effects on our activities. Changes in regulations are impossible to foresee and could be disruptive or destructive to our
business plans and execution. Moreover, compliance with such laws may cause substantial delays or require capital outlays in excess of those anticipated,
thus causing an adverse effect on us. Additionally, we may be subject to liability for contaminants or other damages. To date, we have not been required
to spend any material amount of money or resources on compliance with environmental regulations. However, we may be required to do so in the future
and this may affect our ability to expand or maintain our operations.
Uncertain demand for our products or technology may cause our business plan to be unprofitable.
Demand for oral products, CPG, technology delivery benefits and hemp related products is dependent on a number of social, political and
economic factors that are beyond the control of our Company. While we believe that demand for these products will continue to grow across North
America, there is no assurance that such increase in demand will happen or that our endeavors will be profitable.
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The failure to secure customers may cause our operations to fail.
We currently have very few customers. We will require new customers and/or business partners in order to sustain our operations and attempt to
achieve profitability.
There can be no assurance that we will develop any product that will meet with widespread consumer acceptance.
Often, both new and established oral product and CPG product companies fail to generate consumer interest on a regular basis. There is no
assurance that any oral product or CPG product that we market will be successfully adopted by consumers or will still be in demand at a future time. If we
cannot develop and sell products in commercial quantities, our business could fail.
The oral product and CPG industries are highly competitive and there is no assurance that we will be successful in developing or successfully selling
products.
The oral product and CPG industries are intensely competitive. We compete with numerous entities, including many oral product manufacturing
and production companies, which have substantially greater technical, financial and operational resources and staff. Accordingly, there is a high degree of
competition for desirable distribution channels, “shelf space” and salespeople in both the oral product and CPG industries. We cannot predict if the
necessary funds can be raised to assist in our development of any distribution channels that may be helpful to our ability to generate sales and potential
profits.
The marketability of oral products and CPG products will be affected by numerous factors beyond our control which may result in us not receiving an
adequate return on invested capital to be profitable or viable.
The marketability of oral products and CPG products will be affected by numerous factors beyond our control. These factors include market
fluctuations in consumer preferences for various oral product items based on factors such as pricing, macro trends for certain ingredients or flavors, ruling
by regulators on health issues associated with certain foods, and more. The exact effect of these factors cannot be accurately predicted, but the
combination of these factors may result in us not receiving an adequate return on invested capital to be profitable or viable.
We are not the “operator” of vertically integrated oral product production facilities, and so we are exposed to the risks of our third-party operators.
We rely on the expertise of contracted third-parties for their judgment, experience and advice related to the manufacturing and/or packaging of
oral products. We can give no assurance that these third-party operators or consultants will always act in our best interests, and we are exposed to their
operations and actions and advice in those operations and activities in which we are contractually bound.
Our management has limited experience and training in the oral product processing and manufacturing industries, and in the hemp products
industries, and could make decisions that negatively impact our licensee operations and our Company.
Because our management has limited experience and training in the oral product processing and manufacturing industry, and in the hemp
products industry, we may not have sufficient expertise to make best practices decisions regarding our operations and/or those of our corporate licensees.
It is possible that, due to our limited knowledge, we might elect to undergo manufacturing processes and incur financial burdens that a more experienced
oral product manufacturing team might elect not to complete. Our ability to internally evaluate food and hemp operations and opportunities could be less
thorough than that of a more highly trained management team.
The Farm Bill, FDA policies and other regulations materially affect our CBD products and Licensees
In conjunction with the enactment of the Agriculture Improvement Act of 2018 (the “Farm Bill”), the FDA released a statement about the status
of CBD as a nutritional supplement, and the agency’s actions in the short term with regards to CBD will guide the industry. We will strive to comply with
all guidelines and regulations as they evolve. The regulation of CBD products is currently in constant flux and any difficulties in compliance with future
government regulation could increase our operating costs and adversely impact our results of operations in future periods. Furthermore, violations of these
laws, or alleged violations, could disrupt our business or the business of our licensees and result in a material adverse effect on our operations. In addition,
we cannot predict the nature of any future laws, regulations, interpretations or applications, and it is possible that regulations may be enacted in the future
that will be directly applicable to our business.
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We do not currently believe that we are required to seek FDA approval for DehydraTECH independent of any drug, CPG, oral product, or other
product in the industries in which are involved, and as such we do not plan to seek FDA approval. If regulation evolves such that we are required to seek
approval, we will endeavor to do so. This may require us to incur substantial costs associated with legal and compliance fees and adversely affect our
results of operations.
Possible yet unanticipated changes in federal and state law could cause products containing hemp-derived CBD oil to be illegal, or could otherwise
prohibit, limit or restrict the commercialization of any Technology-enhanced products containing CBD.
While we are currently winding down our distribution of Lexaria branded products containing hemp-derived CBD, we have licensees who
produce and distribute hemp-derived CBD products that are enhanced with DehydraTECH.
The Farm Bill delegates the authority to the states to regulate and limit the production of hemp and hemp-derived products within their territories.
Although many states have adopted laws and regulations that allow for the production and sale of hemp and hemp-derived products under certain
circumstances, no assurance can be given that such state laws may not be repealed or amended such that our intended products containing hemp-derived
CBD would once again be deemed illegal under the laws of one or more states now permitting such products, which in turn would render such intended
products illegal in those states under federal law even if the federal law is unchanged. In the event of either repeal of federal or of state laws and
regulations, or of amendments thereto that are adverse to our or our licensee’s products, we may be adversely impacted with respect to CBD product
revenue or royalties.
Sources of hemp-derived CBD depend upon legality of cultivation, processing, marketing and sales of products derived from those plants under state
law.
Hemp-derived CBD can only be legally produced in states that have laws and regulations that allow for such production and that comply with the
Farm Bill. We purchase all of our hemp-derived CBD from licensed growers and processors in states where such production is legal. As described in the
immediately above risk factor, possible yet unanticipated changes in federal and state law could cause any of our current products that we are ending
production of and which contain hemp-derived CBD oil, to be illegal or could otherwise prohibit, limit or restrict any of our products containing CBD in
the event of repeal or amendment of laws and regulations which are now favorable to the hemp industry in such states, we would be required to locate new
suppliers in states with laws and regulations that qualify under the Farm Bill. If we were to be unsuccessful in arranging new sources of supply of our raw
ingredients, or if our raw ingredients were to become legally unavailable, our intended business plan with respect to such products could be adversely
impacted.
Because our distributors may only sell and ship our products containing hemp-derived CBD in states that have adopted laws and regulations
qualifying under the Farm Bill, a reduction in the number of states having such qualifying laws and regulations could limit, restrict or otherwise
preclude the sale of intended products containing hemp-derived CBD.
The interstate shipment of hemp-derived CBD from one state to another is legal only where both states have laws and regulations that allow for
the production and sale of such products and that qualify under the Farm Bill. Therefore, the marketing and sale of our intended products containing
hemp-derived CBD is limited by such factors and is restricted to such states. Although we believe we may lawfully sell any of our finished products,
including those containing CBD, in a majority of states, a repeal or adverse amendment of laws and regulations that are now favorable to the distribution,
marketing and sale of finished products we intend to sell could significantly limit, restrict or prevent us from generating revenue related to our products
that contain hemp-derived CBD. Any such repeal or adverse amendment of now favorable laws and regulations could have an adverse impact on our
business plan with respect to such products.
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Due to recent expansion into the CBD, nicotine and pharmaceutical industries, we may have a difficult time obtaining the various insurances that are
desired to operate our business, which may expose us to additional risk and financial liability.
Insurance that is otherwise readily available, such as general liability, and directors and officer’s insurance, may become more difficult for us to
find, and more expensive, due to our sale of products containing hemp-derived CBD (which we are discontinuing), our research into alternative nicotine
delivery methods and enhanced delivery of pharmaceutical compounds. There are no guarantees that we will be able to find such insurances in the future,
or that the cost will be affordable to us. If we are forced to go without such insurances, it may prevent us from entering into certain business sectors, may
inhibit our growth, and may expose us to additional risk and financial liabilities.
Changing consumer preferences may cause DehydraTECH enhanced products to be unsuccessful in the marketplace.
The decision of a potential client to purchase DehydraTECH enhanced products may be motivated by cultural phenomena or by perceived health
or nutritional benefits. For example, the cultural desirability or popularity of hemp related products is subject to change due to factors beyond our
immediate control. Similarly, the perceived nutritional or health related benefits of our products are subject to change in light of continuing research or the
introduction of competitive products. Changes in consumer and commercial preferences, or trends, toward or away from cannabis or hemp related
products would have a corresponding impact on the development of the market for our current and planned products. There can be no assurance that any
DehydraTECH enhanced products will be successful in establishing or maintaining a significant share of the consumer market.
General economic factors may negatively impact the market for our planned products.
The willingness of businesses to spend time and money on non-essential oral product and health products may be dependent upon general
economic conditions; and any material downturn may reduce the likelihood of consumers incurring costs toward what some may consider a discretionary
expense item. Willingness by customers to buy our products may be dependent upon general economic conditions and any material downturn may reduce
the potential profitability of the oral product sciences or medical marijuana business sectors.
If we fail to effectively and efficiently advertise, the growth of our business may be compromised.
The future growth and profitability of our oral products and CPG products business and our DehydraTECH licensing business will be dependent
in part on the effectiveness and efficiency of our advertising and promotional expenditures, including our ability to (i) create greater awareness of our
services, (ii) determine the appropriate creative message and media mix for future advertising expenditures, and (iii) effectively manage advertising and
promotional costs in order to maintain acceptable operating margins. There can be no assurance that we will experience benefits from advertising and
promotional expenditures in the future. In addition, no assurance can be given that our planned advertising and promotional expenditures will result in
increased revenues, will generate levels of service and name awareness or that we will be able to manage such advertising and promotional expenditures
on a cost-effective basis.
Risks Associated with our Historical Business Practices
The Company is a research and development company that has expended its efforts on improving and licensing DehydraTECH to third parties for
use in their commercial consumer products. Historically, licensees of DehydraTECH have used DehydraTECH to enhance their cannabis related products.
In order to evidence the effectiveness of DehydraTECH for the purposes of obtaining new licensees, the Company has directly produced certain consumer
products containing hemp-derived CBD and containing less than 0.29% THC. The production and distribution of these products is not a business focus of
the Company and the Company is currently winding down the production and distribution of such DehydraTECH enhanced hemp-derived CBD products.
In addition, the Company, via its subsidiary CanPharm, has recently disposed of its ability to use or sublicense DehydraTECH with consumer products
containing 0.3% or greater of THC, except in very limited circumstances and only outside of the United States and Canada. While the business focus of the
Company is moving away from cannabis and CBD related products, and moving towards the use of DehydraTECH for the purposes of oral nicotine and
pharmaceutical product development, the Company may be subject to regulatory liability for its past business practices with respect to the licensing of
DehydraTECH to licensees who produce consumer products containing greater than 0.3% THC and/or for its historical production and distribution of
CBD consumer products and the continued sale of outstanding inventory of CBD consumer products, which have not received FDA approval. We cannot
predict whether any regulatory body may make a claim against the Company and if so whether the Company will have the financial resources to pay any
imposed fines and/or to defend itself against such claim. Below are some of the risk factors attributed to our historical business practices.
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Unethical business practices of licensees who use DehydraTECH may compromise the growth and development of our business.
The production and sale of medical marijuana is an emerging industry in which business practices are not yet standardized and are subject to
frequent scrutiny and evaluation by federal, state, provincial, and municipal authorities, academics, and media outlets, among others. Although we
developed our historical business in accordance with best ethical practices, we may suffer negative publicity if we, our partners, contractors, or customers
are found to have engaged in any environmentally, insensitive practices or other business practices that are viewed as unethical.
Because cannabis is a controlled substance in some regulatory jurisdictions, our former third-party licensee’s operations may be subject to regulatory
actions.
The Company and its subsidiaries are not involved directly or indirectly in the cultivation, processing, distribution, or utilization of cannabis or
cannabis derived components. All of the Company’s historically produced consumer products utilized legally sourced hemp and hemp components in
their production. The Company has historically licensed its intellectual property to licensees that may utilize DehydraTECH in the production of products
that contain contents which are locally or state approved but federally controlled. Where licensee’s products contain controlled contents any revenue
streams from such licensee’s may be interrupted by regulatory involvement in their business.
The Company has no knowledge of any non-compliance by any of its licensees with the regulatory framework(s) in which its licensee(s) operate.
Cannabis remains illegal under U.S. federal law, and any change in the enforcement priorities of the federal government could negatively impact our
current business operations.
We do not currently, nor at any time in our corporate history have we ever cultivated, grown, processed, manufactured or sold marijuana in any
location. Although we believe this fact to provide protection against prosecution under marijuana legislation, we cannot provide any assurance to that
effect. Historically, we have licensed DehydraTECH to entities who used DehydraTECH in connection with the production of products containing THC.
All though these licensees had valid licenses in various North American jurisdictions to sell cannabis related products, we cannot guarantee that those
historical business practices will not result in enforcement against the Company in the future.
The United States federal government regulates drugs through the Controlled Substances Act (the “CSA”), which places controlled substances,
including cannabis, on one of five schedules. Cannabis is currently classified as a Schedule I controlled substance, which is viewed as having a high
potential for abuse and having no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States. No prescriptions may be written for Schedule I
substances, and such substances are subject to production quotas imposed by the United States Drug Enforcement Administration (the “DEA”). Because
of this, doctors may not prescribe cannabis for medical use under federal law, although they can recommend its use under the First Amendment.
Over 38 US States, including our state of incorporation, Nevada, have approved and regulate medical marijuana use. Similarly, eleven states and
Washington D.C. have approved and regulate non-medical marijuana use by adults. Because cannabis is a Schedule I controlled substance, however, the
development of a legal cannabis industry under the laws of these states is in conflict with the CSA, which makes cannabis use and possession illegal on a
national level. The United States Supreme Court has confirmed that the federal government has the right to regulate and criminalize cannabis, including
for medical purposes, and that federal law criminalizing the use of cannabis pre-empts state laws that legalize its use.
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While we do not harvest, distribute, sell cannabis, or cannabis derived products, we may be irreparably harmed by the enforcement policies of the
federal government. As of the date of this prospectus, we have disposed of our license to utilize DehydraTECH with cannabis that contains 0.3% or
greater THC, however, pursuant to our historical business, and the license of our Technology to licensees in the U.S. cannabis industry, there is a potential
that these historical business practices could be deemed to be aiding and abetting illegal activities, a violation of federal law.
Risks Associated with Our Common Stock
There has been no consistent active trading market for our common stock, and public trading of our common stock may continue to fluctuate
substantially.
There has never been a consistent active trading market for our common stock. Our common stock and tradeable warrants are currently listed on
Nasdaq under the symbols “LEXX” and “LEXXW”, respectively, and our common stock trades on the CSE under the symbol “LXX”. There is no
assurance that the trading market for our common stock and tradeable warrants will become more active or liquid. Furthermore, there can be no assurance
any market maker will be interested in trading our stock. Therefore, it may be difficult to sell your shares of common stock or tradeable warrants if you
desire or need to sell them. We cannot provide any assurance that an active and liquid trading market in our securities will develop or, if developed, that
such market will continue.
Moreover, the trading price of our common stock has fluctuated substantially over the past few years, and there remains a significant risk that our
common stock price may continue to fluctuate substantially in the future in response to various factors, including any material variations in our periodic
operating results, departures or additions of management or other key personnel, announcements of acquisitions, mergers, share consolidations, or new
technology or patents, new product developments, significant litigation matters, gain or loss of significant licensees, significant capital transactions,
substantial sales of our common stock in our trading market, and general and specific market and economic conditions.
Our stock price may be volatile, which could result in substantial losses to investors and litigation.
In addition to changes to market prices based on our results of operations and the factors discussed elsewhere in this “Risk Factors” section, the
market price of and trading volume for our common stock may change for a variety of other reasons, not necessarily related to our actual operating
performance. The capital markets have experienced extreme volatility that has often been unrelated to the operating performance of particular companies.
These broad market fluctuations may adversely affect the trading price of our common stock. In addition, the average daily trading volume of the
securities of small companies can be very low, which may contribute to future volatility. Factors that could cause the market price of our common stock to
fluctuate significantly include:
●

the results of operating and financial performance and prospects of other companies in our industry;

●

strategic actions by us or our competitors, such as acquisitions or restructurings;

●

the public’s reaction to our press releases, other public announcements, and filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission;

●

lack of securities analyst coverage or speculation in the press or investment community about us or market opportunities in the smart glass
industry;

●

changes in government policies in the United States and, as our international business increases, in other foreign countries;
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●

changes in earnings estimates or recommendations by securities or research analysts who track our common stock or failure of our actual
results of operations to meet those expectations;

●

market and industry perception of our success, or lack thereof, in pursuing our growth strategy;

●

changes in accounting standards, policies, guidance, interpretations or principles;

●

any lawsuit involving us, our services or our products;

●

arrival and departure of key personnel;

●

sales of common stock by us, our investors or members of our management team;

●

an announcement that we have effected a reverse split of our common stock; and

●

changes in general market, economic and political conditions in the United States and global economies or financial markets, including those
resulting from natural or man-made disasters.

Any of these factors, as well as broader market and industry factors, may result in large and sudden changes in the trading volume of our common
stock and could seriously harm the market price of our common stock, regardless of our operating performance. This may prevent you from being able to
sell your shares at or above the price you paid for your shares of our common stock, if at all. In addition, following periods of volatility in the market price
of a company’s securities, stockholders often institute securities class action litigation against that company. Our involvement in any class action suit or
other legal proceeding could divert our senior management’s attention and could adversely affect our business, financial condition, results of operations
and prospects.
A large number of shares may be issued and subsequently sold upon the exercise of existing warrants.
As of February 25, 2021, there were 2,769,132 shares of common stock issuable under outstanding warrants at various exercise prices. To the
extent that holders of existing warrants sell the shares of common stock issued upon the exercise of warrants, the market price of our common stock may
decrease due to the additional selling pressure in the market. The risk of dilution from issuances of shares of common stock underlying existing warrants
may cause shareholders to sell their common stock, which could further contribute to any decline in the market price.
We are a “smaller reporting company” under the SEC’s disclosure rules and have elected to comply with the reduced disclosure requirements
applicable to smaller reporting companies.
We are a “smaller reporting company” under the SEC’s disclosure rules, meaning that we have either:
·

a public float of less than $250 million; or

·

annual revenues of less than $100 million during the most recently completed fiscal year; and

·

no public float; or

·

a public float of less than $700 million.

As a smaller reporting company, we are permitted to comply with scaled-back disclosure obligations in our SEC filings compared to other issuers,
including with respect to disclosure obligations regarding executive compensation in our periodic reports and proxy statements. We have elected to adopt
the accommodations available to smaller reporting companies. Until we cease to be a smaller reporting company, the scaled-back disclosure in our SEC
filings will result in less information about our company being available than for other public companies.
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If investors consider our common stock less attractive as a result of our election to use the scaled-back disclosure permitted for smaller reporting
companies, there may be a less active trading market for our common stock and our share price may be more volatile.
As a non-accelerated filer, we are not required to comply with the auditor attestation requirements of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.
We are a non-accelerated filer under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or the Exchange Act, and we are not required to comply
with the auditor attestation requirements of Section 404(b) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. Therefore, our internal controls over financial reporting
will not receive the level of review provided by the process relating to the auditor attestation included in annual reports of issuers that are subject to the
auditor attestation requirements. In addition, we cannot predict if investors will find our common stock less attractive because we are not required to
comply with the auditor attestation requirements. If some investors find our common stock less attractive as a result, there may be a less active trading
market for our common stock and trading price for our common stock may be negatively affected.
The speculative nature of our business plan may result in the loss of your investment.
Our operations are in the start-up stage only and are unproven. We may not be successful in implementing our business plan to become
profitable. There may be less demand for our services than we anticipate. There is no assurance that our business will succeed and you may lose your
entire investment.
Because we do not intend to pay any dividends on our shares, investors seeking dividend income should not purchase our shares.
We have not declared or paid any dividends on our shares since inception, and do not anticipate paying any such dividends for the foreseeable
future. We presently do not anticipate that we will pay dividends on any of our common stock in the foreseeable future. If payment of dividends does
occur at some point in the future, it would be contingent upon our revenues and earnings, if any, capital requirements, and general financial condition. The
payment of any dividends on shares of common stock will be within the discretion of our Board. We presently intend to retain all earnings to implement
our business plan; accordingly, we do not anticipate the declaration of any dividends for common stock in the foreseeable future.
Investors seeking dividend income should not invest in our shares.
Because we can issue additional shares, purchasers of our shares may incur immediate dilution and may experience further dilution.
We are authorized to issue up to 220,000,000 shares. Our Board has the authority to approve additional share issuances within our authorized
share capital without consent of any of our stockholders. Consequently, our stockholders may experience more dilution in their ownership of our
Company in the future.
As a result of our recent listing on Nasdaq, we will incur materially increased costs and become subject to additional regulations and requirements.
As a newly exchange-listed public company, we will incur material additional legal, accounting and other expenses including recruiting and
retaining qualified independent directors, payment of annual exchange fees, and satisfying the continued listing standards for Nasdaq. As our common
stock and tradeable warrants are listed on Nasdaq, we must meet certain financial and liquidity criteria to maintain such listing. If we fail to meet any of
Nasdaq’s listing standards, our securities may be delisted. In addition, our Board may determine that the cost of maintaining our listing on a national
securities exchange outweighs the benefits of such listing. A delisting of our securities from Nasdaq may materially impair our stockholders’ ability to
buy and sell our securities and could have an adverse effect on the market price of, and the efficiency of the trading market for, our securities. The
delisting of our securities could significantly impair our ability to raise capital and the value of your investment.
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Our by-laws do not contain anti-takeover provisions, which could result in a change of our management and directors if there is a take-over of our
company.
We do not currently have a shareholder rights plan or any anti-takeover provisions in our by-laws. Without any anti-takeover provisions, there is
no deterrent for a take-over of our Company, which may result in a change in our management and directors.
Our by-laws contain provisions indemnifying our officers and directors against all costs, charges and expenses incurred by them.
Our by-laws contain provisions with respect to the indemnification of our officers and directors against all costs, charges and expenses, including
an amount paid to settle an action or satisfy a judgment, actually and reasonably incurred by him, including any amount paid to settle an action or satisfy a
judgment in a civil, criminal or administrative action or proceeding to which he is made a party by reason of his being or having been one of our directors
or officers.
We cannot assure you that we will be able to continue to comply with the minimum bid price requirement of Nasdaq.
There can be no assurance that the market price of our common stock will remain at the level required for continuing compliance with Nasdaq’
minimum bid requirement. It is not uncommon for the market price of a company’s common stock to decline in the period following a reverse stock split.
If the market price of our common stock declines following the effectuation of the reverse stock split, the percentage decline may be greater than would
occur in the absence of a reverse stock split. In any event, other factors unrelated to the number of shares of our common stock outstanding, such as
negative financial or operational results, could adversely affect the market price of our common stock and jeopardize our ability to maintain compliance
with Nasdaq’s minimum bid price requirement.
There can be no assurance that we will be able to comply with the continued listing standards of Nasdaq, a failure of which could result in a delisting of our common stock.
Nasdaq requires that the trading price of its listed stocks remain above one dollar in order for the stock to remain listed. If a listed stock trades
below one dollar for more than 30 consecutive trading days, then it is subject to delisting from Nasdaq. In addition, to maintain a listing on Nasdaq, we
must satisfy minimum financial and other continued listing requirements and standards, including those regarding director independence and independent
committee requirements, minimum stockholders’ equity, and certain corporate governance requirements. If we are unable to satisfy these requirements or
standards, we could be subject to delisting, which would have a negative effect on the price of our common stock and would impair your ability to sell or
purchase our common stock when you wish to do so. In the event of a delisting, we would expect to take actions to restore our compliance with the listing
requirements, but we can provide no assurance that any such action taken by us would allow our common stock to become listed again, stabilize the
market price or improve the liquidity of our common stock, prevent our common stock from dropping below the minimum bid price requirement, or
prevent future non-compliance with the listing requirements.
SPECIAL NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This prospectus contains forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements give our current expectations or forecasts of future events.
You can identify these statements by the fact that they do not relate strictly to historical or current facts. Forward-looking statements involve risks and
uncertainties and include statements regarding, among other things, our projected revenue growth and profitability, our growth strategies and opportunity,
anticipated trends in our market and our anticipated needs for working capital. They are generally identifiable by use of the words “may,” “will,”
“should,” “anticipate,” “estimate,” “plans,” “potential,” “projects,” “continuing,” “ongoing,” “expects,” “management believes,” “we believe,” “we
intend” or the negative of these words or other variations on these words or comparable terminology. These statements may be found under the sections
entitled “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations” and “Business,” as well as in this prospectus
generally. In particular, these include statements relating to future actions, prospective products, market acceptance, future performance or results of
current and anticipated products, sales efforts, expenses, and the outcome of contingencies such as legal proceedings and financial results.
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Examples of forward-looking statements in this prospectus include, but are not limited to, our expectations regarding our business strategy,
business prospects, operating results, operating expenses, working capital, liquidity and capital expenditure requirements. Important assumptions relating
to the forward-looking statements include, among others, assumptions regarding demand for our products, the cost, terms and availability of components,
pricing levels, the timing and cost of capital expenditures, competitive conditions and general economic conditions. These statements are based on our
management’s expectations, beliefs and assumptions concerning future events affecting us, which in turn are based on currently available information.
These assumptions could prove inaccurate. Although we believe that the estimates and projections reflected in the forward-looking statements are
reasonable, our expectations may prove to be incorrect.
Important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from the results and events anticipated or implied by such forward-looking
statements include, but are not limited to:
·

changes in the market acceptance of our products;

·

increased levels of competition;

·

changes in political, economic or regulatory conditions generally and in the markets in which we operate;

·

our relationships with our key customers;

·

our ability to retain and attract senior management and other key employees;

·

our ability to quickly and effectively respond to new technological developments;

·

our ability to protect our trade secrets or other proprietary rights, operate without infringing upon the proprietary rights of others and prevent
others from infringing on the proprietary rights of the Company; and

·

other risks, including those described in the “Risk Factors” discussion of this prospectus

We operate in a very competitive and rapidly changing environment. New risks emerge from time to time. It is not possible for us to predict all of
those risks, nor can we assess the impact of all of those risks on our business or the extent to which any factor may cause actual results to differ materially
from those contained in any forward-looking statement. The forward-looking statements in this prospectus are based on assumptions management
believes are reasonable. However, due to the uncertainties associated with forward-looking statements, you should not place undue reliance on any
forward-looking statements. Further, forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made, and unless required by law, we expressly
disclaim any obligation or undertaking to publicly update any of them in light of new information, future events, or otherwise.
USE OF PROCEEDS
We will not receive any of the proceeds from the sale of the shares of our common stock being offered for sale by the selling stockholders. Upon
the exercise of the warrants for an aggregate of 353,512 shares of common stock assuming all payments are made by cash and there is no reliance on
cashless exercise provisions however, we will receive the exercise price of the warrants, or an aggregate of approximately $5,292,003. We will bear all
fees and expenses incident to our obligation to register the shares of common stock. Brokerage fees, commissions and similar expenses, if any, attributable
to the sale of shares offered hereby will be borne by the applicable selling stockholders.
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MARKET PRICE AND DIVIDENDS
Market Price for our Common Stock
Our common stock was quoted on the OTCBB and its predecessors under the symbol “LXRA” and then, subsequent to June 2009, under the
symbol “LXRP”. On January 4, 2018, the Company’s shares of common stock commenced quotation on the OTCQX. On January 12, 2021, the
Company’s shares of common stock ceased trading on the OTCQX and commenced trading on Nasdaq under the symbol “LEXX.” Since October 28,
2009, our common stock has been traded on the CSE and its predecessors, under the symbol “LXX.”
Holders
As of February 25, 2021 there were approximately 58 stockholders of record holding 5,104,332 shares of our common stock. This number does
not include an indeterminate number of stockholders whose shares are held by brokers in street name. The holders of our common stock are entitled to
one vote for each share held of record on all matters submitted to a vote of stockholders. Holders of our common stock have no preemptive rights and no
right to convert their common stock into any other securities. There are no redemption or sinking fund provisions applicable to our common stock.
Dividend Policy
We have never paid any cash dividends on our common stock and do not anticipate paying any cash dividends on our common stock in the
foreseeable future. We intend to retain future earnings to fund ongoing operations and future capital requirements of our business. Any future
determination to pay cash dividends will be at the discretion of our Board and will be dependent upon our financial condition, results of operations,
capital requirements and such other factors as our Board deems relevant. Our ability to pay cash dividends is subject to limitations imposed by state law.
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OUR BUSINESS
Our Current Business
Our business plan is currently focused on the development of strategic partnerships with licensees for our patented DehydraTECH technology in
exchange for up front and/or staged licensing fees and/or royalty payments over time. We continue to investigate national and international opportunities
to investigate expansions and additions to our intellectual property portfolio. We plan to perform additional human clinical investigations in late calendar
2020 and early 2021 related to enhanced DehyraTECH formulations of cannabidiol in pre- and mildly-hypertensive middle-aged subjects to gather
additional information on blood pressure reduction potential. The Company also plans to conduct during calendar 2020 and 2021 evaluations of
DehydraTECH’s ability to improve the oral delivery characteristics and pharmacological performance of certain anti-viral drugs. We will continue to seek
beneficial acquisitions of intellectual property if and when we believe it is advisable to do so.
Our current patent portfolio includes patent family applications or grants pertaining to our method of improving bioavailability and taste, and the
use of DehydraTECH as a delivery platform for a wide variety of Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (“APIs”) including, but not limited to, fat soluble
vitamins; NSAIDs pain medications; and nicotine and its analogs.
The Company hopes to reduce common but less healthy administration methods, such as smoking cigarettes as a delivery method for nicotine, by
way of enabling development of safe and effective oral nicotine dosage forms through licensing arrangements with major tobacco companies. The
Company is aggressively pursuing patent protection in jurisdictions around the world. The Company currently has over 50 patent applications pending
worldwide, with 18 patents granted to date. Due to the complexity of pursuing patent protection, the quantity of patent applications will vary continuously
as each application advances or stalls. The Company is also filing new patent applications for new discoveries that arise from the Company’s R&D
programs and, due to the inherent unpredictability of scientific discovery, it is not possible to predict if or how often such new applications might be filed.
During the past fiscal year the Company experienced the following significant corporate developments with respect to its current business
framework:
On November 13, 2019 the Company closed the first tranche of a non-brokered private placement financing resulting in the issuance of 51,808
units at a price of $13.50 per unit with each unit being comprised of one share of common stock and one share purchase warrant for gross proceeds of
$699,410.25. The warrants are currently exercisable at a price of $36.00 per share until November 13, 2024.
On November 28, 2019 the Company closed the second tranche of a non-brokered private placement financing resulting in the issuance of 8,983
units at a price of $13.50 per unit with each unit being comprised of one share of common stock and one share purchase warrant for gross proceeds of
$121,275. The warrants are currently exercisable at a price of $36.00 per share until November 28, 2024.
On March 19, 2020, the Company announced that it intended to commence a program to conduct tests to research the benefits of its
DehydraTECH Technology in connection with enhancing the delivery of certain antiviral drugs.
On April 21, 2020 the Company announced the filing of a strategic new US patent application under a new patent family “Compositions and
Methods for Enhanced Delivery of Antiviral Agents” to utilize its DehydraTECH process in connection with antiviral drugs for the purposes of
combatting infectious disease conditions potentially including, but not limited to, COVID-19, MERS, SARS, influenza, herpes and AIDS.
On May 4, 2020, the Company entered into material contracts with certain investors for the sale of 295,540 shares of common stock and 295,550
(based on rounding up all fractional warrants) warrants to purchase up to 295,550 shares of common stock for gross proceeds of $2,039,228. The warrants
have a five year term and are exercisable at $10.50 per share. The financing closed in two tranches on May 6, 2020 and May 11, 2020.
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On May 5, 2020 the Company terminated the agreement, entered into by its subsidiary Canpharm, to provide DehydraTECH to a Californiabased private company for its utilization of DehydraTECH in certain THC-based beverages, due to lack of performance by the licensee.
On or around June 18, 2020, the Company submitted a grant application to the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH) entitled “In vitro and in
vivo animal exploratory pharmacokinetic and preliminary efficacy modelling of select orally administered antiviral compounds following DehydraTECH
formulation enhancement” pursuant to their National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA)
RFA-AI-20-028 - Partnerships for Countermeasures against Select Pathogens. This grant application, which has not yet been approved, is for funding to
support the Company’s second round of planned studies related to COVID-19 treatment possibilities.
On June 24, 2020, the Company announced the results of the 2020 Annual and Special Meeting held June 23, 2020. The Company held the
Meeting whereby there were 1,593,993 shares of the Company represented in person or by proxy at the meeting, constituting 53.38% of the Company’s
issued share capital as at May 13, 2020, being the record date of the Meeting. The matters voted upon at the Meeting and the final voting results are set
forth below:
Matter Being Voted On
To Elect Christopher Bunka as a director
To Elect John Docherty as a director
To Elect Nicholas Baxter as a director
To Elect Ted McKechnie as a director
To Elect Brian Quigley as a director
To Appoint Davidson & Company LLP as Auditors
To Approve a Reverse Stock Split on a ratio of not less than
2 current shares for one reverse stock split share and not
more than 30 current shares for one reverse stock split share
To Approve an amendment to the Company’s Bylaws
To ratify the lawful actions of the directors for the past year

For
910,558
910,126
909,975
907,966
911,272
1,578,817
1,460,205
885,989
902,977

0
0
0
0
0
0

Abstain or
Withheld
21,862
22,294
22,445
24,454
21,148
15,176

Broker
Non-Vote
661,573
661,573
661,573
661,573
661,573
0

Percent
Approved By
97.66%
97.61%
97.59%
97.38%
97.73%
99.05%

126,935
36,480
16,597

6,853
9,951
12,847

0
661,573
661,573

91.61%
95.02%
96.84%

Against

All of the proposals were described in detail in the Company’s proxy statement filed with the SEC via Edgar and with the BCSC and Ontario
Securities Commission via SEDAR on May 25, 2020.
On June 29, 2020, the Board approved the issuance of 11,574 restricted shares of common stock to a consultant bearing a deemed aggregate
value of $100,000 or $8.64 per share as partial compensation for investor relations services to be provided to the Company. In addition, the Company has
also agreed to pay the consultant a cash fee of $7,500 per month for such services and may, at its sole discretion, engage the consultant to provide
additional services at additional costs.
On July 21, 2020, the Company announced filing an application with a national securities exchange in the United States to request an uplisting of
the Company’s common stock.
On July 28, 2020, the Company announced that it has received ethics board approval by a European university research hospital to conduct an
exploratory clinical study using cannabidiol (“CBD”) formulated together with its patented DehydraTECH™ technology to assess blood pressure
reduction potential in pre- or mildly- hypertensive, middle-aged volunteers.
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On August 31, 2020, the Company announced a research and development (“R&D”) framework agreement with British American Tobacco
(Investments) Limited (“BAT”) to investigate the Company’s technology for potential use in nicotine products. R&D work under the Agreement will be
paid for by BAT.
During the past fiscal year the Company experienced the following significant corporate developments with respect to its historical business
framework:
On September 17, 2019, the Company announced the publication of the final study results in the peer reviewed medical journal, “Advances in
Therapy” of its 2018 human clinical study evaluating CBD delivery and effectiveness using its patented DehydraTECH powered TurboCBD capsules
available on the PubMed.gov website with the identification of PMID: 31512143. Advances in Therapy focuses on clinical medicine and pharmaceutical
research and has been published continually since 1984.
The study was conducted and well tolerated in 12 healthy young male athletes and accordingly, an additional study to assess blood pressure
reduction potential in middle-aged volunteers with pre- or mild-hypertension has been designed which in July 2020 received ethics board approval by a
European university research hospital.
On or around October 21, 2019, the Company submitted an amendment to its Health Canada research license, which was originally granted on
August 9, 2019, to allow for human organoleptic sensory testing. The amendment to the licence was approved by Health Canada on June 8, 2020 and
remains effective until August 9, 2023.
On January 14, 2020, the Company announced that it had entered into a definitive 10-year agreement, via its subsidiary Lexaria Hemp Corp.,
with Boldt Runners Corporation (dba Cannadips) to provide DehydraTECH on an exclusive basis in the U.S. for use in oral pouches containing CBD.
On March 4, 2020, the Company announced that it had amended its license agreement with Universal Hemp LLC, a B2B manufacturing
company of hemp-derived bulk ingredients to remove the exclusivity rights originally associated with the license and to reduce the aggregate minimum
performance fees from $3,750,000 to $132,500.
On November 18, 2020 the Company’s subsidiary CanPharm entered into an agreement to sell its license to use and sublicense DehydraTECH for
use in the production of consumer products containing over 0.3% THC to Hill Street, with such sale closed on December 9, 2020. Accordingly, the
Company’s expanded relationship with the Cannadips brand, as originally announced on January 22, 2020, by way of a definitive 10-year license
agreement, to provide the Company’s patented Technology on an exclusive basis in the U.S. for use in oral pouches containing over 0.3% THC has been
assigned to Hill Street.
On November 18, 2020, the Company announced that it had entered into a definitive 10-year agreement, via its subsidiary Lexaria Hemp Corp.,
with Hill Street to provide DehydraTECH on a non-exclusive global basis for use in multiple CBD-infused products. This agreement replaces a previous
license agreement and joint venture agreement between Lexaria Hemp Corp. and Hill Street as originally announced on July 23, 2019.
The Company experienced the following significant corporate developments subsequent to August 31, 2020
On September 22, 2020, the Company announced that U.S. Patent No. 10,756,180 was granted. This patent protects the use of its DehydraTECH
technology together with cannabinoids, nicotine, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, or vitamins in mix and serve beverage formats. The patent is
entitled “Food and Beverage Compositions Infused With Lipophilic Active Agents and Methods of Use Thereof”.
On December 2, 2020, the Company announced that its DehydraTECH technology significantly improved delivery in study animals of
representative drugs from two classes of antiviral therapies (a Protease Inhibitor and a Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitor) under investigation against SARSCoV-2/COVID-19 and already in use against HIV/AIDS. The study animals were not infected with or treated for any diseases. These are the first two of a
series of antiviral drugs to be tested using Lexaria’s DehydraTECH technology.
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AUClast* Delivery &
Improvement
(hr∙ng/mL)

Control
(hr∙ng/mL)

AUC∞** Delivery &
Improvement
(hr∙ng/mL)

Control
(hr∙ng/mL)

Drug

Drug Class

Darunavir

Protease Inhibitor

721 ± 332
54%
(p=0.036)

469 ± 252

726 ± 211
35%
(p=0.062)

536 ± 223

Efavirenz

Non-nucleoside
Reverse Transcriptase
Inhibitor

752 ± 203
16%
(p=0.11)

650 ± 148

1072 ±40
42%
(p=0.028)

757 ±103

Reverse Stock Split
On June 23, 2020, our stockholders approved a reverse stock split within the range of 1-for-2 to 1-for-30 of our issued and outstanding shares of
common stock and authorized the Board, in its discretion, to determine the final ratio, effective date, and date of filing of the certificate of amendment to
our articles of incorporation in connection with the reverse stock split.
On January 11, 2021, the Company filed an amendment and restatement of its articles of incorporation, effective 4:30 P.M. Eastern time, to
effectuate a 1-for-30 reverse split of the issued and outstanding shares of common stock of the Company. The purpose of the reverse stock split was to
meet Nasdaq’s minimum stock price requirement. The reverse stock split did not change the number of authorized shares of common stock, which
remains at 220,000,000 shares.
Amendment to Bylaws
Effective January 12, 2021, the Company amended its amended and restated bylaws to increase the quorum for holding shareholder meetings
from 10% to 33 1/3 %.
Public Offering and Listing on Nasdaq
On January 12, 2021, the Company conducted an underwritten public offering (the “Offering”) of 1,828,571 shares (the “Initial Shares”) of the
Company’s common stock, par value $0.001 per share, at a public offering price of $5.25 per share, less underwriting discounts and commissions. Each
Initial Share was sold with one five-year warrant (each an “Initial Warrant”) to purchase one share of common stock at an exercise price of $6.58. On
January 13, 2021, the representative of the underwriters for the Offering exercised its over-allotment option to purchase an additional 274,285 shares of
common stock (the “Option Shares” and, together with the Initial Shares, the “Shares”) at a public offering price of $5.25 per share, less underwriting
discounts and commissions. Each Option Share was sold with one five-year warrant (each an “Option Warrant”) to purchase one share of common stock
at an exercise price of $6.58. The Initial Warrants and Option Warrants are immediately exercisable. The Offering closed on January 14, 2021.
The Company agreed to pay the underwriters an underwriting discount equal to 8% of the gross proceeds of the offering and a management fee
equal to 1% of the gross proceeds of the offering, reimbursement for a non-accountable expense allowance of $50,000, up to $100,000 in legal fees and up
to $12,900 for clearing expenses. Additionally, as partial compensation for the underwriter’s services as underwriter in the Offering, the Company also
issued to the underwriter five-year warrants (the “Representative Warrants” and together with the Initial Warrants and Option Warrants, the “Warrants”) to
purchase 166,781 shares of common stock with an exercise price of $6.58 per share.
The net proceeds to the Company from the Offering, including proceeds received upon exercise of the over-allotment option and after deducting
the underwriting discount and the underwriters’ fees and expenses, were approximately $9,629,490. The Company plans to use approximately $3,700,000
of the net proceeds for research and development studies and the patent and legal costs associated thereto, with the remaining net proceeds to be used for
general working capital purposes.
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Effective as of the opening of market trading on January 12, 2021, the Company’s common stock and the Warrants began trading on the Nasdaq
Capital Market under the symbols LEXX and LEXXW, respectively.
The Shares and Warrants were offered by the Company pursuant to a registration statement on Form S-1, as amended (File No. 333-250326),
filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “Commission”), which was declared effective by the Commission on January 11, 2021, and a
registration statement on Form S-1 (File No. 333-252031) filed with the Commission on January 11, 2021 pursuant to Rule 462(b) and immediately
declared effective.
Because certain investors in the Company’s May 2020 financing participated in the Offering, the Company paid 8% of the gross proceeds
received from these investors in the Offering to the placement agent for the May 2020 financing and issued to the placement agent restricted warrants to
purchase shares of common stock equal to 8% of the shares issued to those investors in the Offering.
Impact of COVID-19
The emergence of COVID-19 beginning in January of 2020, now in over 220 countries and territories around the world, presents significant and
unforecastable new risks to the Company and its business plan. Restrictions on national and international travel, and required business closures, have
made it increasingly difficult to carry out normal business activities related to corporate finance efforts, to the pursuit of new customers, and to retail
customers throughout North America who might otherwise access the products of our business partners and licensees. As a result, the COVID-19
pandemic will almost certainly increase risks of lower revenues and higher losses. We are monitoring our licensees and are working with them, where
possible, to prevent default and contract terminations. In some cases, we have issued termination of contract notices in accordance to provisions within our
contracts.
As a result of COVID-19, the Company is encountering significant challenges in executing its business plan and normal business operations and
does not have sufficient resources to withstand a protracted term during which most business activities are curtailed. In addition, we have implemented
cost containment initiatives to reduce operating expenses and preserve cash such as the dismissal of one employee, termination of contracts with two
consultants and reduction of compensation payable to certain other consultants. The Company currently has six (6) employees and/or independent
contractors who dedicate all or a majority of their time to the business of the Company and eight (8) consultants. We may need to dismiss additional
employees or terminate services contracts to preserve resources. We have not had to close operations or locations as our contractors and staff can work
remotely and our third-party facilities continue to operate. To date, we have not directly had to quarantine contractors or staff, however we have
implemented additional safety precautions and measures for their protection. Due to our historic and current geographic diversity of our contractors and
employees, we have long established and ongoing experience in remote work and collaboration. Our procedures and controls have been built over time to
address remote working requirements.
We have not experienced any significant impacts on our material supply chains but have noted increased timelines from some third-party
research facilities regarding their ability to conduct research and testing. To date, this has not significantly impacted our R&D programs, but we cannot
predict whether our R&D programs will be impacted in the future.
On March 19, 2020, the Company announced that it intended to commence a program to conduct tests to research the benefits of DehydraTECH
in connection with enhancing the delivery of certain antiviral drugs.
The tests are intended to include a pilot human pharmacokinetic exploratory study in healthy volunteers of three antiviral drugs that had
previously been studied against other coronavirus strains, comparing DehydraTECH formulations to controls without the Company’s Technology.
Subsequent to March 19, 2020, the Internal Review Board (“IRB”) of one of the Universities where we submitted a study design and plan to, advised us
to limit the study to two of the original antiviral drugs. Based on the requirements of the IRB, we have modified the study to two antiviral drugs. IRB
approval has since been received, however, such approval is conditioned on further government regulatory approval. The Company is currently in the
process of pursuing the necessary steps to file for study approval from federal regulators to conduct the study.
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In parallel, the Company launched a separate rodent antiviral study to evaluate pharmacokinetic benefits from the use of DehydraTECH in the
delivery of representative drugs from two classes of antiviral drugs under investigation for treatment of COVID-19. The results of that animal study were
released on December 1, 2020 whereby the DehydraTECH enhanced antiviral drug formulations demonstrated increased delivery of the antiviral drugs
into the bloodstream of the animals. The results of this animal study have encouraged the Company to conduct expanded investigations into antiviral drug
delivery enhancement, with such investigations including remdesivir (a nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitor); as well as three additional drugs known
to target the main protease associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection. The Company intends to make its research results available to researchers throughout
the world looking to maximize the delivery of their own drug investigations. The Company’s business model relies on performing early stage studies like
these to help support its efforts to form commercial relationships with more established companies.
The Company continues to monitor governmental programs being released to assist with the COVID-19 pandemic. To date, we have received a
CDN$40,000 Canada Emergency Business Account (“CEBA”) for our subsidiary Kelowna Management Services Corp. (“KMSC”) with 0% interest and
no principal payments required until December 31, 2022, after which the account is converted to a 3 year term loan at 5% annual interest paid monthly.
CDN$10,000 is forgivable if the account is paid back CDN$30,000 after December 31, 2020 and prior to December 31, 2022. We have also received
$30,732 (CDN$42,076) from the Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy (“CEWS”) program for the employees in our subsidiary KMSC that reduced costs
therein.
Science and Technology
The Company is a biotechnology, oral, topical and drug delivery R&D company focused on developing and out licensing DehydraTECH for
improved consumer experiences, rapidity, and delivery of bioactive compounds in oral and topical products. The Company is focusing its capital and
management time on its pursuit of intellectual property, technology licensing opportunities, and an expanding portfolio of patent pending applications.
In 2014, the Company acquired the intellectual property that formed our first patent application that was filed in the same year. From that first
patent application, due to ongoing R&D investigation and work by Company management, we now have over 50 patent applications pending around the
world, with 18 patents granted. All of our applications and granted patents relate to DehydraTECH and certain characteristics of oral ingredient and drug
delivery. Additional early stage investigation has been conducted of topically-administered products such as patches, creams and lotions.
The Company developed a variety of demonstration products throughout 2015 to demonstrate the potential uses for DehydraTECH to both
consumers and potential licensees. Seven (7) flavors of teas, hot chocolate, coffee, and two (2) flavors of protein energy bars were produced – all intended
to utilize DehydraTECH for more palatable and efficient delivery of bioactive molecules. The Company subsequently developed additional demonstration
products including powder filled capsules and mix and serve powders for beverage incorporation also intended to utilize DehydraTECH for more palatable
and efficient delivery of bioactive molecules. The Company gained extensive experience and knowledge from the formulation and production of these
demonstration products that facilitates assisting our licensees with the integration of DehydraTECH in their products.
In the production of our intermediate products for product manufacturers to use, each raw material, intermediate stage and completed product is
assessed for compliance with all applicable regulations, and that the inputs and the finished products meet all applicable legal and quality standards
including and as it relates to content; molds and mildews; heavy metals; and may measure additional components.
The US Federal Government, through the US Department of Health and Human Services, owns US Patent #6630507, which among other things,
claims that
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“Cannabinoids have been found to have antioxidant properties, unrelated to NMDA receptor antagonism. This new found property makes
cannabinoids useful in the treatment and prophylaxis of wide variety of oxidation associated diseases, such as ischemic, age-related, inflammatory
and autoimmune diseases. The cannabinoids are found to have particular application as neuroprotectants, for example in limiting neurological
damage following ischemic insults, such as stroke and trauma, or in the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer's disease,
Parkinson's disease and HIV dementia.”
For reference, cannabinoids are compounds that affect cannabinoid receptors located on many human cells. CB1 receptors are widely found
within the human brain; and CB2 receptors are found with the human immune system and have been linked to anti-inflammatory and other responses.
Despite independent scientific findings in many locations around the world, some regulatory agencies do not officially recognize that a human
endocannabinoid system exists.
Over one hundred different cannabinoids have been isolated from the cannabis plant, most of which do not have psychoactive properties. One
that does have psychoactive properties is THC. Endocannabinoids are produced naturally in the human body while Phyto cannabinoids are produced in
several plant species, most abundantly in the cannabis plant.
CBD is one of the major Phyto cannabinoid forms of cannabinoids and is not psychoactive, often contributing more than 35% of the extracts
from the cannabis plant resin. CBD occurs naturally in other plant species beyond cannabis. For example, the most widely acknowledged alternative
source of Phyto cannabinoid is in the better understood Echinacea species, which is in widespread use as a dietary supplement. Most Phyto cannabinoids
are virtually insoluble in water but are soluble in lipids and alcohol. The World Anti Doping Agency (“WADA”) has exempted CBD from its 2018 list of
banned substances.
In the U.S., the 2018 Farm Bill permits hemp cultivation and allows the transport of hemp-derived products across state lines, within a tightly
regulated framework. Primary among these, the plant must contain less than 0.3% THC, and state departments of agriculture must submit their plans to
license and regulate hemp to the Secretary of the USDA, or otherwise comply with a federally-run hemp program. Legislative reform regarding CBD
from hemp is continually evolving.
Status of Current Operations
We have a main corporate website (www.lexariabioscience.com). Most of the Company’s revenues are generated from third party businesses
either licensing the intellectual property associated with DehydraTECH for incorporation into their products or purchasing DehydraTECH infused
intermediate product as a raw material for use within their own products.
On June 11, 2015, we initiated the simultaneous filing of a U.S. utility patent application and an International patent application under the Patent
Cooperation Treaty (PCT) procedure, both through the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (“USPTO”). These applications follow the Company’s 2014 and
2015 family of provisional patent application filings in the U.S. and serve two additional broad purposes:
1.

The Company is seeking protection of its intellectual property under international treaties. To this end, the Company has filed for PCT patent
application protection. There are 153 countries that are signatories to the Patent Cooperation Treaty, including such major markets as Canada,
China, India, much of Europe and the Middle East and Japan among others.

2.

The Company has demonstrated that its lipid infusion technology may have applications beyond the delivery of just cannabinoids. Based on
further formulation testing, the Company has included additional lipophilic molecules that may be delivered via oral administration utilizing
its technology, widely encompassing three major market opportunities for the Company: Nicotine; NSAIDs; and Vitamins.
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In December 2015, the Company filed two further provisional patent applications in the U.S. These new applications served to further broaden
the variety and applicability of base compounds that can be used when formulating DehydraTECH. The first of these applications identify compounds like
edible starches (e.g., tapioca starch) that are commonly used in oral and pharmaceutical products today and could, therefore, serve as a base for
formulating and incorporating DehydraTECH into a wide variety of products. The second of these applications identify emulsifier compounds like gum
arabic that are commonly used in beverage products today in order to facilitate similar flexibility for formulating DehydraTECH in shelf-stable beverages.
On October 26, 2016, the USPTO issued U.S Patent No. 9,474,725, “Food and Beverage Compositions Infused with Lipophilic Active Agents
and Methods of Use Thereof,” pertaining to our method of improving bioavailability and taste of certain cannabinoid lipophilic active agents in food
products. This was the Company’s first patent granted and has a publish date of October 25, 2016 (March 2, 2017 in Australia No. 2015274698) and
protects DehydraTECH for twenty years from the application’s filing date. Additional patent grants include, but are not limited to: the use of
DehydraTECH as a delivery platform, “composition of matter” claims that protect the specific combination of substances intended to enable improved
taste and bio absorption properties, that protect processes for making specific compositions of matter intended to enhance cannabinoid delivery utilizing
DehydraTECH. Of note, the Company has received issuance of patents in its second and third patent families in Australia. This represents the first time
the Company has been granted claims for use of DehydraTECH in connection with the treatment of specific diseases and medical conditions affecting
humans, which the Company believes will prove to be of significance to the pharmaceutical industry sector as it further develops and grows. Our portfolio
consists of the following granted patents:
Issued Patent #
US 9,474,725 B1
US 9,839,612 B2
US 9,972,680 B2
US 9,974,739 B2
US 10,084,044 B2
US 10,103,225 B2
US 10,381,440
US 10,374,036
US 10,756,180
AU 2015274698
AU 2017203054
AU 2018202562
AU 2018202583
AU 2018202584
AU 2018220067
EP 3164141
AU 2016367036
AU 2016367037

Patent Certificate Grant Date Patent Family
Food and Beverage Compositions Infused With Lipophilic Active Agents and Methods of
10/25/2016
Use Thereof
12/12/2017
05/15/2018
05/22/2018
09/25/2018
10/16/2018
08/13/2019
08/06/2019
08/25/2020
06/15/2017
08/30/2018
08/30/2018
08/30/2018
01/10/2019
07/30/2019
11/11/2020
Methods for Formulating Orally Ingestible Compositions Comprising Lipophilic Active
07/30/2019
Agents
08/15/2019
Stable Ready-to-Drink Beverage Compositions Comprising Lipophilic Active Agents

The Company does not know and cannot know whether these strategies will be successful, or if successful, how long it will take to gain customer
loyalty. It can be a challenge to be successful by introducing new consumer products utilizing DehydraTECH to a competitive retail marketplace, and we
can offer no assurances that our licensees’ products will be commercially successful. To date, the Company has not realized significant revenues from its
licensees or from the production of its products.
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International Patent Protection
The Company first began work in the fields of enhanced delivery of active ingredients and drugs in 2014 focusing our efforts on R&D within the
U.S. and Canadian marketplaces with our demonstration products to licence DehydraTECH to product manufacturers. Our pursuit and development of our
technology has expanded our potential area of impact, both geographically and by sector. Because of the applicability of DehydraTECH to many market
sectors across the globe, we have taken the necessary steps to protect that intellectual property within global markets in sectors such as cannabinoids,
nicotine, vitamins, and pharmaceuticals.
Additional Molecules
The Company does not intend to create or produce consumer products ourselves, rather, its business plan is to encourage existing participants
within these sectors to license and utilize DehydraTECH to enable enhanced performance of their products.
ANTIVIRALS. Viruses and bacteria cause the most common infectious diseases in the world today. Vaccines can offer protection against contracting
viral and bacterial infections, whereas antiviral drugs and antibiotics respectively are required as treatments to combat disease if vaccination or other
protective measures are inadequate or are not available. Early research findings have shown that some known antiviral drugs like remdesivir, interferon
beta-1b, lopinavir, ritonavir and ribavirin among others, evaluated alone and in combination treatment regimens, may have utility against COVID-19
caused by infection with COVID-19. Most of the antiviral drugs currently available are used to treat infections caused by HIV, herpes viruses, hepatitis B
and C viruses, and influenza A and B viruses, and are therefore being repurposed to evaluate prospective utility against COVID-19. While a host of
antiviral drugs exist or are under development today as treatments for COVID-19 and other infectious disease conditions, many of them are hindered by
poor water solubility which, in turn, results in their poor absorption and uptake by the body if taken orally, frequently limiting their overall therapeutic
effectiveness. To attempt to overcome this, oral antiviral medications often have to be given at high doses which can result in a variety of unwanted side
effects including diarrhea, headache, nausea, vomiting, stomach upset, drowsiness, dizziness, vision changes, difficulty breathing and other bodily
dysfunctions. Alternatively, in some cases it is necessary to administer antiviral medications by way of needle injection for easier access to the
bloodstream circumventing the gastrointestinal absorption limitations as is the case with, for instance, remdesivir, as mentioned above. However,
injectable administration requires involvement of a medical practitioner which may not be easily accessible for the masses, usually increases cost of a
medicine and often means that the product format isn’t as stable or requires special storage and handling considerations relative to oral medications.
NICOTINE. More than 99% of all nicotine consumed worldwide is delivered through smoking cigarettes. Approximately 6,000,000 deaths per year,
worldwide, are attributed primarily to the delivery of nicotine through the act of smoking according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
which also estimates that over $170 billion per year is spent just in the U.S. on direct medical care costs for adult smokers. 69% of U.S. adult smokers
want to quit smoking and 43% of U.S. adult smokers have attempted to quit in any twelve-month period.
Worldwide, legal retail cigarette sales were worth US$814 billion in 2018 with illegal sales thought to represent another 11.2% of the global
market (bat.com) with over 5.3 trillion cigarettes sold to more than 1 billion smokers. The Company’s technology is not applicable to the combusted
cigarette market: instead, it is hoped to be adopted as an alternative to combusted cigarettes.
NON-STEROIDAL ANTI-INFLAMMATORIES. NSAIDs are the second-largest category of pain management treatment options in the world and are
used both for pain management and for treatment of inflammation. The anti-inflammatory therapeutic market is expected to generate $106.1 billion in
2020, globally (alliedmarketresearch.com). Incurable inflammatory autoimmune diseases included arthritis, asthma, and chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD). The U.S. makes up over one-half of the global market. The opioids market (such as morphine) form the largest single pain management
sector but are known to be associated with serious dependence and tolerance issues.
Some of the most commonly known NSAIDs are ASA (Aspirin), Ibuprofen (Advil, Motrin), and Acetaminophen (Tylenol - Acetaminophen is
not accepted by all persons to be an NSAID). Although NSAIDs are generally a safe and effective treatment method for pain, they have been associated
with a number of gastrointestinal problems including dyspepsia and gastric bleeding and certain adverse effects on human kidneys.
VITAMINS. The global vitamin and supplement market is worth $68 billion according to Euromonitor. The category is both broad and deep, comprised
of many popular and some lesser known substances. Vitamins in general are thought to be an $8.5 billion annual market in the U.S. The U.S. is the largest
single national market in the world, and China and Japan are the 2nd and 3rd largest vitamin markets.
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Vitamin E is fat soluble and can be incorporated into cell membranes which can protect them from oxidative damage. Global consumption of
natural source Vitamin E was 10,900 metric tons in 2013 worth $611.9 million.
On August 11, 2015, the Company signed a license agreement with PoViva Tea LLC for $10,000, granting the Company a 35-year non-exclusive
worldwide license to unencumbered use of PoViva Tea LLC’s IP Rights, including rights of resale of Poviva Tea LLC’s DehydraTECH enhanced ViPova
Teas. This license agreement ensures the Company has full access to the underlying infusion technology. On January 14, 2019, this agreement was
updated whereby Poviva Corp. (formerly PoViva Tea LLC) granted the Company an exclusive license to use DehydraTECH for a period of time ending
25 years after the date of the last patent granted to Poviva Corp. We are not currently planning to continue production of ViPova Teas or any other
previously manufactured DehydraTECH enhanced consumer products.
Scientific testing and validation
On August 24, 2015, the Company announced achievements in enhanced gastro-intestinal absorption of CBD utilizing DehydraTECH. The thirdparty testing was conducted in two phases of in vitro tests beginning in June and completed in August 2015.
The independent laboratory results delivered average CBD permeability of 499% of baseline permeability, compared to CBD permeability
without DehydraTECH, exceeding Company expectations. This was assessed in a strictly controlled, in vitro experiment using a human intestinal tissue
model.
The tests also showed 325% of baseline gastro-intestinal permeability of CBD comparing the Company’s CBD-fortified ViPova black tea to a
second control of CBD and black tea combined, without the Company’s patented formulation enhancements. This confirmed that the specialized
processing undertaken by the Company during its manufacturing process together with its formulation enhancements, does indeed significantly improve
preclinical absorption levels.
The bioavailability of CBD (or of THC) varies greatly by delivery method. Smoking typically delivers cannabinoids at an average bioavailability
rate of 30% (Huestis (2007) Chem. Biodiverse. 4:1770–1804; McGilveray (2005) Pain Res. Manag. 10 Suppl. A:15A – 22A). By comparison, orally
consumed cannabis edibles typically deliver cannabinoids at an average bioavailability rate of only 5% (Karschner et al. (2011) Clin. Chem. 57:66–75).
The Company’s findings suggested that DehydraTECH may achieve a five-fold improvement in cannabinoid absorption in edible form over that
which can be achieved without its proprietary process and formulation enhancements. This conceptually supports that DehydraTECH represents a
significant breakthrough in cannabinoid delivery by approximating the high absorption levels achieved as though through administration by smoking, but
without the associated negative effects on human health caused by smoking.
The tests were completed in two phases culminating with testing using simulated intestinal fluid conditions that delivered these findings. These
results were stronger than earlier iterations of the tests that did not use a simulated intestinal fluid environment and contributed to the Company’s
understanding of the mechanisms at work. The Company believes DehydraTECH could significantly reduce individual serving requirements for CBD to
consumers. This could lead to reduced costs of consumption for consumers.
The Company believes that the use of DehydraTECH to enhance the absorption of CBD in the recent laboratory tests, may be applicable to antiviral, THC, nicotine, NSAIDs and other lipophilic compounds widely used today.
During January 2015, the Company conducted a study of nitric oxide levels in humans, as a biomarker for absorption of CBD, with the
expectation that it would provide additional evidence of the efficient absorption of CBD from DehydraTECH-enhanced oral products enhanced with hemp
oil, by demonstrating the elevation of nitric oxide in the human body in response to oral ingestion.
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The study data from human subjects demonstrated significant elevation of systemic nitric oxide levels as a surrogate biomarker for CBD bio
absorption in response to ingestion of the Company’s oral delivery. This provided clinical support for the CBD bioavailability-enhancing properties of
DehydraTECH, on the premise that bioavailable CBD is known to elevate levels of the endocannabinoid anandamide in the human body which, in turn,
stimulates release of nitric oxide in the vascular system.
Consuming the Technology-enhanced oral products resulted in elevated levels of nitric oxide within the body. The results of the study indicated
that all of Technology-enhanced oral products elicited significant increases in salivary nitric oxide, achieving levels from 110 µM to as high as 220 µM in
the test subjects. The liquid oral products generally had faster initial responses in as little as 15 minutes after product ingestion, whereas the initial
responses from the solid oral products required 30 minutes. The faster response time with the liquid oral products was to be expected, given the relative
ease of digesting liquids versus solids. All products sustained their maximum levels of nitric oxide detection through to the 60-minute end-points used in
the study, indicating a need for additional study to determine the length of time that nitric oxide levels remain elevated following production consumption.
Six healthy human subjects (3 male and 3 female) between the ages of 22 and 65 years of age were recruited for the small pilot study. Subjects
were screened for cardiovascular and allergic response to hemp products, were non-smokers and did not have any history of substance or alcohol abuse.
One product was studied per day across all six subjects, with each subject consuming a full product serving size. Subjects were required to refrain from
eating food or using vape products for at least 12 hours before test article administration on each day of the study. Nitric oxide levels in the test subjects
were assessed using a commercially available, colorimetric test kit designed to quantify systemic nitric oxide via a detectable salivary marker.
Immediately before test article administration each day, all subjects were required to demonstrate a negative baseline nitric oxide saliva test. Subjects were
considered to have a negative test strip reading at a level of 20 µM according to the test strip scale, and positive readings anywhere above this. Subjects
performed salivary nitric oxide testing at 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes’ post-consumption of each product. All subjects remained sedentary from baseline
through to the completion of testing for each product.
In August of 2018, we released the results from our randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind European human clinical study that evaluated
TurboCBD capsules- a proprietary, DehydraTECH powered, CBD fortified hemp oil capsule developed by the Company. The degree and speed of CBD
absorption into blood plasma and potential cardiovascular and cognitive performance enhancement in 12 healthy male volunteers were studied.
Key metabolic and hemodynamic performance findings linked to bioavailability enhancements were revealed in the study as released in February
2019, which compared a 90 mg dose of the Company’s DehydraTECH enhanced TurboCBD capsules to a 90 mg dose without DehydraTECH™ (the
“positive control”) as well as a placebo, as follows:
•
•

Analysis of mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) at peak blood levels of CBD achieved with the Company’s TurboCBD demonstrated a
significant reduction in MAP compared to placebo (95% CI; p=0.027). This finding was not observed with the dose-matched positive control
formulation for which there was no significant decrease in MAP compared to placebo (95% CI; p=0.625);
Cerebral perfusion was also analysed by an index of conductance in the middle cerebral artery (MCA). The findings revealed that the
Company’s TurboCBD caused the greatest increase in MCA conductance relative to both the positive control formulation and placebo (95%
CI; p=0.017 and P=0.002 respectively);

Finally, over the six-hour study, analysis of the total area under the curve (AUC) demonstrated that the Company’s DehydraTECH enhanced
TurboCBD capsules resulted in a notable trend for higher levels of CBD in the bloodstream overall than the positive control formulation with total AUC of
10,865 ± 6,322 observed with the Company’s formulation compared to 7,115 ± 2,978 observed with the positive control (95% CI; p=0.096). Furthermore,
when normalized to body mass, the AUC at the peak CBD concentration was markedly and significantly (95% CI; p=0.02) higher with the TurboCBD 90
mg dose compared to the 90 mg dose positive control formulation.
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These results corroborate other in vitro and in vivo studies that evaluated DehydraTECH. Although this study evaluated absorption only of CBD
and its metabolites, the Company believes nearly identical bioavailability enhancement results would be achieved with other cannabinoids.
During March of 2019 we also launched an in vivo research program to test the Company designed nanotech enhancements comprised of eleven
separate animal studies and released initial results during May 2019 demonstrating measurable quantities of cannabidiol into blood in as little as 2
minutes. In each arm of the animal studies, 10 male Sprague-Dawley rats were administered CBD at 25mg per kg of bodyweight. Delivery of CBD into
the bloodstream was monitored over a 60-minute duration. In the first animal study results it announced, the Company compared its standard
DehydraTECH formulation that combined cannabinoids with long-chain fatty acids (“LCFA”) using the Company’s patented dehydration processing
technique to a concentration-matched formulation utilizing coconut oil which is a commonly used MCT oil in the cannabis edibles industry, with the
following key findings:
·

At 2 minutes DehydraTECH’s LCFA formulation delivered measurable CBD in blood, compared to no measurable CBD in blood until 6
minutes and onwards for the MCT oil formulation.

·

At 15 minutes DehydraTECH’s LCFA formulation achieved a CBD blood concentration level that was 475% more than the MCT oil
formulation; and, the DehydraTECH LCFA formulation CBD blood levels reached at 15 minutes were greater than the CBD blood levels
reached by the MCT oil formulation at any time point during the 60-minute evaluation.

·

At 60 minutes DehydraTECH’s LCFA formulation achieved a CBD blood concentration level of 319% more than the MCT oil formulation.

·

Over the entire 60-minute study, the animals that received the standard DehydraTECH LCFA formulation achieved an average maximum
CBD blood concentration level that was 334% more than the average maximum blood concentration level of the animals that received the
MCT oil formulation (p<0.0021).

·

Over the entire 60-minute study, the area under the curve (AUC) (total quantity of CBD delivered) for the DehydraTECH LCFA formulation
was 389% more than the MCT oil formulation (p<0.0011).

The Company also tested for brain tissue concentrations to quantify 8-hour CBD delivery from the DehydraTECH-enabled LCFA formulation
compared to the MCT oil formulation and DehydraTECH’s LCFA formulation outperformed the MCT oil formulation by 246%.
The Company released additional results from its March 2019 research program wherein animal testing showed that combining the Company’s
DehydraTECH delivery technology with generic nanotech techniques delivered 1,137% more CBD into animal brain tissue following oral ingestion than
certain existing industry formulations. The Company combined its DehydraTECH delivery technology with a standard form of nanotechnology and
analyzed subsequent delivery into brain tissue following oral ingestion. Delivery of CBD into the brain was reported 8 hours after dosing, as follows:
·

The DehydraTECH LCFA formulation without nanotech achieved an average brain tissue accumulation level that was 246% higher than the
average for those animals that received the MCT oil formulation (p=0.0013).

·

The DehydraTECH LCFA formulation with nanotech achieved an average brain tissue accumulation level that was 1,137% higher than the
average for those animals that received the MCT oil formulation (p=0.0178).

Further preclinical results demonstrated that Enhanced DehydraTECH led to 811% more CBD delivery into blood than generic industry MCT
coconut-oil formulations (p=0.00008); and 110% more CBD into blood than DehydraTECH in its traditional format (p=0.02).
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·

Enhanced DehydraTECH delivered roughly twice as much CBD to animal blood at all measured time points in the study from the 15-minute
mark onwards, compared to traditional DehydraTECH; and during the same time points from 717% to 1098% more CBD than the generic
industry MCT coconut oil formulations.

·

Enhanced DehydraTECH delivered more CBD to blood in just 12 minutes than the MCT coconut-oil formulation was able to achieve at any
point during the 1-hour test duration.

·

Enhanced DehydraTECH is even faster acting, reaching a maximum blood concentration level (“tmax”) in just 45 minutes compared to
traditional DehydraTECH at 50 minutes and the MCT coconut oil formulation at 57 minutes.

·

Enhanced DehydraTECH delivered an astonishing 1,937% more CBD into animal brain tissue after 8 hours compared to generic industry
MCT coconut oil formulations; and 487% more than traditional DehydraTECH.

Both traditional DehydraTECH and Enhanced DehydraTECH delivered maximum blood concentration levels prior to the 60-minute end-of-test,
with levels tapering off thereafter. The DehydraTECH technology therefore demonstrates both fast onset and fast offset as tested which is of interest for
dose titration purposes when repeated dosing is desired.
We have also completed our first preclinical study evaluating DehydraTECH used in a topical cream formulation for absorption of CBD through
human skin. Results proved significant increases in both speed and quantity of CBD absorption through skin when compared to control formulations. The
absorption study was performed on human skin at a California-based laboratory that specializes in Franz diffusion cell skin permeability testing.
DehydraTECH was used together with a sophisticated oil-in-water emulsion formulation design and compared to a series of matching oil-in-water
emulsion formulations prepared with the same CBD inputs, with and without DehydraTECH and with and without two leading skin penetration enhancers
currently used in the skin products industry. Several factors were measured, including the time required to detect CBD skin penetration and quantity, and
peak amounts of CBD absorbed into and through the skin, at multiple testing intervals over a 48-hour duration.
The Company’s DehydraTECH-enabled topical formulation, absent either of the commercial penetration enhancers, was the fastest acting for
absorption into the epidermis, dermis or through the skin into the systemic fraction representing permeation into the underlying circulatory system. The
Company’s DehydraTECH-enabled product also had no odor even without the use of perfumes, contrary to other cannabinoid industry products that can
be quite strongly odoriferous without the use of masking perfumes.
Furthermore, the Company’s DehydraTECH-enabled topical formulation without the addition of either of the commercial penetration enhancers,
demonstrated the highest overall average quantity of CBD delivered through the skin and into the representative systemic fraction of all the formulations
tested, with as much as a 225% increase in CBD permeability when compared to the highest performing commercial penetration enhancer formulation
assessed and almost a 1,900% increase in CBD permeability when compared to a control formulation that was devoid of both DehydraTECH or any
commercial penetration enhancers. The commercial skin penetration enhancers only demonstrated performance that was on par or superior to the
DehydraTECH-enabled formulations tested in so far as total CBD absorption into the shallow epidermis or dermis was concerned.
We have also completed our first ingestible nicotine in vivo (animal) absorption study. The Company is pursuing the use of DehydraTECH as a
possible new nicotine delivery method, an edible dose absorbed through the gastrointestinal tract, with potential both as a nicotine replacement therapy as
well as an alternative product format for regular tobacco users.
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DehydraTECH delivered the following major nicotine absorption performance improvements: 1,160% faster delivery of equivalent peak
quantities of nicotine to the bloodstream than achieved with controls (within 15 min vs. 2.9 hours), 148% gain in the quantity of peak nicotine delivery to
the bloodstream relative to controls, 560% higher brain levels of nicotine where nicotine effects are focused, compared to controls, lower urine levels of
nicotine excreted than controls, for enhanced nicotine activity and bioavailability over the course of the study, lower quantities of key liver metabolites in
the bloodstream than controls as hypothesized, suggesting bypass of first pass liver metabolism.
The study was designed to principally assess the relative ingestible nicotine absorption performance of DehydraTECH-powered formulations
compared to concentration-matched control formulations that lacked any form of delivery enabling technology in rats. Nicotine was administered in a
nicotine polacrilex derivative format as is widely commercialized today in nicotine replacement therapy products such as chewing gums. Twelve male rats
were divided into four groups of three, such that DehydraTECH and control formulations were each tested at a 1 mg/Kg and 10 mg/Kg dosage level.
Formulations were administered orally and all rats were cannulated for blood collection at multiple intervals over an 8 hour duration post-dosing with the
first data collection at the 15-minute mark. Urine and feces were also collected for up to a 24-hour duration post-dosing, and essential organ tissue
samples were also collected for examination after the study. All samples were subjected to analytical testing in order to quantify the levels of nicotine
therein, as well as the levels of three major liver metabolites thereof, hydroxycotinine, nicotine N’-oxide and cotinine, in order to assess the relative
metabolite levels absorbed by the different formulations. The Company’s hypothesis was tested to prove that DehydraTECH would influence more rapid
and complete intestinal bio absorption of nicotine lymphatically with less metabolic degradation by the liver. All animals were also assessed for general
tolerability of the administered formulations. The study was conducted at the same independent laboratory in Philadelphia where the Company completed
its initial CBD absorption study in 2015.
The DehydraTECH formulations generally achieved faster absorption, higher peak absorption and higher overall quantities of nicotine, on
average, in the blood than the concentration-matched control formulations at both the 1mg and 10 mg/Kg doses tested. Furthermore, as previously
reported, there were no obvious signs of gastrointestinal distress such as vomiting or diarrhea indicating that the animals appeared to tolerate the treatment
well.
Nicotine blood levels were evaluated multiple times over a period of 8 hours after dosing. In the 10mg/Kg dosing arm, the control formulation
required nearly 3 hours to reach similar levels of blood absorption that the DehydraTECH formulation reached in only 15 minutes. Furthermore, the
DehydraTECH formulation went on thereafter to demonstrate peak plasma levels that were 148% of those achieved by the control formulation. If
replicated in human studies, these findings are suggestive that DehydraTECH could be more effective in elevating blood nicotine levels through edible
formats much more quickly and substantially than previously theorized, potentially making ingestible nicotine preparations a viable alternative to today’s
available product formats while also leading to a more rapid nicotine craving satiation.
Analysis of the liver metabolites revealed, as expected, that overall levels in the blood of two of the three metabolites studied were higher in the
control group than in the DehydraTECH formulation group at the 10 mg/Kg dose. This result was especially pronounced in the 45-minute to 2-hour time
interval post-dosing which is consistent with the expected timing of release of metabolites in higher quantity into the bloodstream by the liver following
normal physiological processing of ingested nicotine with the control preparation, compared to DehydraTECH that is believed to elude first pass liver
metabolism. The DehydraTECH formulation also demonstrated lower quantities of nicotine in the rat urine at both doses, which is consistent with the fact
that the levels of nicotine in the rat blood remained higher over the duration of the study with the DehydraTECH formulation than with the control. The
study also revealed that the DehydraTECH formulation at the 10 mg/Kg level achieved up to 5.6-times as much nicotine upon analysis of the rat brain
tissue than was recovered with the matching control formulation. These findings together perhaps suggest prolongation of nicotine effectiveness with the
DehydraTECH formulation which may also be beneficial in humans to control cravings over an extended time-period from a single edible nicotine dose.
In our follow-up third-party in vivo statistically significant study, including two groups of 20 animals, further defining delivery of nicotine in
edible form at each of the 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10-minute intervals post-dosing, with 90.2% greater delivery than the concentration-matched control formulation
by the 10-minute mark (95% CI; p=0.044), and significantly greater absorption levels than the control formulation at all subsequent time points in the
study. Speed of onset is a key attribute for oral drug administration, and it is of particular importance for the consideration of non-inhalation nicotine
delivery formats.
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Key highlights of the follow-up study were as follows:
·

Peak Level: 79% improvement in peak blood levels (maximum concentration or “Cmax”) at 394 ng/mL using the Company’s DehydraTECH
technology vs. 220 ng/mL with the control (95% CI; p=0.0257);

·

Total Quantity: 94% improvement in total quantity of nicotine delivered (area under the curve or “AUC”) to the blood during the 60-minute
course of the study, at 266 hr•ng/mL versus 137 hr•ng/mL (95% CI; p=0.0086);

·

Rapidity: the Company’s technology delivered nicotine into the blood stream by the first time interval of blood sampling at the 2-minute
mark. On average, the Company’s technology delivered 203 ng/mL to the blood in aggregate of the 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 15-minute time
points, compared to only 120 ng/mL in aggregate over the same period by the control, an improvement of 70% (95% CI; p=0.0004).

In addition to the above described scientific testing and validation studies, the Company has also conducted various cannabinoid formulation
experiments, together with potential DehydraTECH licensees, on chocolates, candies, gummies, mouth-melts, chocolate bars, protein bars, beverages such
as beer, spices, tea, coffee, supplements and more over the past several years. Beverage formulations have produced cannabinoid water-based products
including de-alcoholized beer that mask unwanted cannabis flavor and are fast acting. Chocolate formulations were reported as being the fastest acting,
most consistent, and best-tasting products relative to comparator control formulations in approximately 70% of cases in a 2017 consumer study. As well,
on March 22, 2016, the Company announced results from another chocolate formulation consumer study in which test subjects ranked those chocolates
that had been created with DehydraTECH as the best tasting, most palatable and providing the best overall experience of the chocolates sampled.
Furthermore, the test subjects in that study indicated a time of onset of the cannabis oil effects in as little as 15-20 minutes on average. The study included
12 volunteers who were all regular cannabis consumers with experience ingesting conventional edibles. All chocolates used in the study were blinded
(unmarked) in order that the subjects could not discern the product formulations applied.
During March of 2020, we also announced that we were commencing a program to study the prospective benefits of our DehydraTECH drug
delivery platform for enhancing delivery and effectiveness of certain antiviral drugs in the fight against COVID-19. As an initial step, the Company
announced that it intends to conduct a pilot human pharmacokinetic exploratory study in healthy volunteers of three antiviral drugs that have previously
been studied against other coronavirus strains, comparing DehydraTECH formulations to controls without DehydraTECH.
We intend to conduct the study at a leading Canadian university to which we have already submitted a study design and plan and from which we
have already received ethics board approval. The study, however, remains subject to further government regulatory approval. The Company is currently in
the process of pursuing the necessary steps to file for study approval from federal regulators to conduct the study.
In parallel, the Company launched a separate rodent antiviral study to evaluate pharmacokinetic benefits from the use of DehydraTECH in the
delivery of representative drugs from two classes of antiviral drugs under investigation for treatment of COVID-19. The results of that animal study were
released on December 1, 2020 whereby the DehydraTECH enhanced antiviral drug formulations demonstrated increased delivery of the antiviral drugs
into the bloodstream of the animals. The results of this animal study have encouraged the Company to conduct expanded investigations into antiviral drug
delivery enhancement, with such investigations including remdesivir (a nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitor); as well as three additional drugs known
to target the main protease associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection. The Company intends to make its research results available to researchers throughout
the world looking to maximize the delivery of their own drug investigations.
The Company continually focuses on new R&D programs to expand on its understanding of DehydraTECH, including (i) plans forin vitro
absorption tests on Vitamin E and Ibuprofen, having received positive results from its in vitro testing on Nicotine; and (ii) plans for defining the molecular
compatibility, absorption rates, timing and viable formats of delivery of DehydraTECH. In addition, the Company intends to investigate the potential of
additional commercial applications for DehydraTECH. These include, but are not limited to ongoing programs to explore methods to integrate
nanoemulsification chemistry techniques together with DehydraTECH and to further enhance intestinal bioabsorption rates with its technology, as well as
ongoing programs to expand the types and breadth of product form factors into which DehydraTECH can be applied. Depending on how many of these
tests are undertaken, R&D budgets are expected to vary significantly. It is in our best interests to remain flexible at this early stage of our R&D efforts in
order to capitalize on potential novel findings from early stage tests and thus re-direct research into specific avenues that offer the most reward.
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Historical Business Technology out-licensing
On May 14, 2016, the Company entered into a Licensing Agreement with Nuka Enterprises, LLC (“Nuka”) for a two-year period, to utilize
DehydraTECH to create, test, manufacture, and sell marijuana-infused consumable and/or topical products, in the state of Colorado, with an option of
extending the terms of the Licensing Agreement to Washington, Oregon, and California. On April 30, 2018, the Company announced a new 10-year
renewal licensing agreement with Nuka, maker of 1906 brand cannabis chocolates and other edible products. The new agreement provides Nuka with
semi-exclusive ability to utilize the Technology across the U.S. Nuka also acquired an option to expand its products and brand to Canada, including using
the Company’s existing chocolate and confections contract manufacturer licensee Cannfections Group Inc. The agreement incorporates new rights in
product categories in addition to the original chocolate formats, which include candies, beverages, capsules and pills, and topical creams. On May 21,
2019, we announced a major expansion in operations by Nuka over the next two years into Illinois, Oklahoma (amended from Ohio), Massachusetts,
Michigan and other states. The comprehensive semi-exclusive agreement provides Nuka and 1906 with competitive technological advantages until 2028.
This license was subsequently disposed of and assigned to Hill Street with the asset disposition by CanPharm.
On January 25, 2018, the Company announced it entered a definitive technology licensing agreement with a 7-year term with Cannfections Group
Inc. whereby the Company is providing its patented Technology to empower next-generation performance in cannabis infused chocolates and candies to
be developed and sold in Canada and internationally. This license, with respect to products prepared with greater than 0.3% THC was subsequently
disposed of and assigned to Hill Street with the asset disposition by CanPharm.
In connection with the disposition of CanPharm’s assets to Hill Street, as agreed to on November 18, 2020 with an effective closing on December
9, 2020, the historical license to utilize the Technology with THC-infused beverages and the historical joint venture agreement to produce THC consumer
products that were entered into between CanPharm and Hill Street as at July 24, 2019 were effectively terminated via their assignment to Hill Street.
Current Business Technology out-licensing
On January 15, 2019, the Company announced that its wholly-owned subsidiary Lexaria Nicotine and Altria Ventures Inc., an indirect whollyowned subsidiary of Altria Group, Inc. (“Altria”), executed definitive agreements to pursue innovation in oral, reduced risk nicotine consumer products
using the Company’s patented Technology. Altria was granted a license to use the Company’s Technology for oral nicotine delivery forms on an exclusive
basis in the United States and a non-exclusive basis elsewhere globally. Altria will pay Lexaria Nicotine a royalty on revenue generated from the sale of
nicotine products containing DehydraTECH, until such time it may acquire 100% ownership in Lexaria Nicotine. There is no requirement that Altria must
acquire 100% ownership in Lexaria Nicotine. Altria has determined not to continue investing into Lexaria Nicotine and accordingly, they now retain nonexclusive provisions within their license for the U.S region.
On May 15, 2019, the Company, via its wholly-owned subsidiary, Lexaria Hemp Corp. entered into a ten-year license agreement to provide Nuka
with the immediate ability to utilize DehydraTECH with CBD products across the U.S. marketplace to the extent compliant with all federal, state and local
laws.
On July 10, 2019, the Company announced that it entered a definitive 5-year agreement, via its subsidiary Lexaria Hemp Corp., to provide the
Company’s Technology to Nic’s Beverages Ltd. for use in CBD-based beverages to be produced and sold throughout the United States.
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On July 11, 2019, the Company announced that it entered a definitive 5-year agreement, via its subsidiary Lexaria Hemp Corp., to provide the
Company’s Technology to Universal Hemp LLC, a B2B manufacturing company of hemp-derived bulk ingredients to the nutraceutical and consumer
packaged goods industries to be produced and sold across the U.S. immediately, and in Canada when regulations permit. On March 4, 2020, this license
was revised to remove exclusivity provisions that Universal Hemp previously enjoyed and reduce the minimum fees payable over the term of the license
to $132,500. This agreement was further amended on December 8, 2020 to further reduce the minimum fees payable over the term of the license to
$120,000.
On November 18, 2020, the Company, via its wholly-owned subsidiary Lexaria Hemp Corp., and Hill Street terminated and mutually released
each other from the obligations and liabilities associated with a license to use DehydraTECH to enhance CBD infused beverages and a joint venture
agreement to produce CBD-infused products. As part of the termination of these agreements, Lexaria Hemp Corp. agreed to enter into a new license
agreement with Hill Street, entitling Hill Street to use DehydraTECH with multiple product lines that incorporate CBD globally on a non-exclusive basis.
Following the disposition of the CanPharm assets, the Company will retain 5 licensees from its hemp and nicotine business divisions.
The continuation of our business interests in these sectors is dependent upon obtaining further financing, a successful program of development,
and, ultimately, achieving a profitable level of operations. The issuance of additional equity securities by us could result in a significant dilution in the
equity interests of our current stockholders. Obtaining commercial loans, assuming those loans would be available, will increase our liabilities and future
cash commitments.
We are not yet profitable and have not yet demonstrated our ability to generate significant revenues from our business plan. We will require
additional corporate funds if our existing capital is not sufficient to support the Company until potential future profitability is reached. There are no
assurances that we will be able to obtain further funds required for our long-term operations. We expect to require additional operating capital during our
fiscal 2021 year. There can be no assurance that additional financing will be available to us when needed or, if available, that it can be obtained on
commercially reasonable terms. If we are not able to obtain the additional financing on a timely basis, we will be unable to conduct our operations as
planned, and we will not be able to meet our other longer-term obligations as they become due. In such event, we could be forced to scale down or
perhaps even cease our operations. There is uncertainty as to whether we can obtain additional long-term financing if we do in fact require it.
Our business plan anticipates that we will hire two to four additional staff members during fiscal 2021 to enhance operations in our office and
federally-licensed laboratory space. However, the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic call into question our ability to hire additional staff. We expect to be
able to utilize contracted third-parties for our R&D testing programs, instead focusing our capital on higher value-added aspects of our research and
development, and scientific test planning.
Our Company relies on the business experience of our existing management, on the technical abilities of consulting experts, and on the technical
and operational abilities of its operating partner companies to evaluate business opportunities.
Competition
The biopharmaceutical industry is characterized by intense competition and rapid innovation. Our competitors may be able to develop other drug
delivery platforms that are able to achieve similar or better results than DehydraTECH. Our potential competitors include major multinational
pharmaceutical companies, established biotechnology companies, specialty pharmaceutical companies, universities and other research institutions. Many
of our competitors have substantially greater financial, technical and other resources, such as larger research and development staff and experienced
marketing and manufacturing organizations and well-established sales forces. Smaller or early stage companies may also prove to be significant
competitors, particularly as they develop novel approaches to oral or topical drug delivery that our DehydraTECH is also focused on. Established
pharmaceutical companies may also invest heavily to accelerate discovery and development of novel therapeutics or to in-license novel therapeutics that
could make the product candidates that can be delivered using DehydraTECH obsolete. Mergers and acquisitions in the biotechnology and pharmaceutical
industries may result in even more resources being concentrated in our competitors. Competition may increase further as a result of advances in the
commercial applicability of technologies and greater availability of capital for investment in these industries. Our competitors, either alone or with
collaborative partners, may succeed in developing, acquiring or licensing API delivery technologies that are more effective, safer, more easily
commercialized or less costly than our DehydraTECH proprietary technology or secure patent protection that we may need for the enhancement of our
DehydraTECH. We believe the key competitive factors that will affect the development and commercial success of any DehydraTECH enhanced product
candidates are efficacy, safety, tolerability, reliability, convenience of use, price and reimbursement. We face competition from segments of the
pharmaceutical, biotechnology and other related markets that pursue the development of API delivery platforms which may be more effective or cost
efficient than our DehydraTECH. We anticipate that we will continue to face intense and increasing competition as new advanced API delivery
technologies become available. There can be no assurance that our competitors are not currently developing, or will not in the future develop, technology
that is equally or more effective or is more economically attractive than any of our current or any enhanced versions of DehydraTECH.
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Competition in alternative health sectors and in consumer products in the U.S. is fierce. We expect to encounter competitive threats from existing
participants in the sector and new entrants with competing technologies. Although PoViva Corp. has filed patent applications to protect intellectual
property, there is no assurance that patents beyond those already issued will be granted nor that other firms may not file superior patents pending. Food
supplements, organic foods, and health food markets are all well established and the Company and/or its licensees will face many challenges within these
markets. The Company is also aware of various competing technologies that exist in the marketplace that claim to also enhance the bio absorption of
bioactive molecules as the Company has demonstrated through repeated in vitro and in vivo scientific testing with DehydraTECH. By and large, these
technologies are mostly forms of nanotechnology that generally claim to enable the formation of microencapsulated microemulsions of active ingredients.
These technologies can enable exceptional water solubility of ingredients and can impart improved intestinal bio absorption as a result, but do not
necessarily offer the breadth of performance and value enhancing benefits that the Company’s DehydraTECH technology offers to its licensees.
Competition in nicotine, alternative nicotine delivery and nicotine cessation sectors in the U.S. is comprised of long-established entities, brands,
and new technologies competing to create less harmful options. The sectors are complicated by the significant historical empirical data of older products
or technologies versus the more limited published supporting data regarding the effects of new products or technologies. Due to the size of the sectors we
expect to encounter competitive threats from existing participants and unknown new entrants. There is no assurance that other technologies already
deployed, or in development, will not form the basis of product formats that competitors or consumers choose to utilize. It is also possible that historic
delivery methods that have been in use and the familiarity with them may prevent adoption of products utilizing DehydraTECH in alternative delivery
formats. Competing technologies or products may utilize known delivery formats or entirely new and unforecastable formats.
The Company has demonstrated through scientific testing that DehydraTECH delivers nicotine rapidly and effectively through oral delivery. We
believe that if we can educate and influence consumers to adopt a food-grade edible product format, and if US regulatory bodies authorize such formats,
we may be able to offer a competitively successful new product format that utilizes DehydraTECH.
The Company believes that DehydraTECH offers a host of benefits beyond what competing technologies can offer, including superior oral
palatability, a more appealing and all-natural ingredient compositional profile from an oral product and beverage formulation perspective, more
predictable time of delivery into bloodstream and certain target tissues, and superior scalability and cost effectiveness from a manufacturing perspective.
The Company believes that DehydraTECH is, therefore, significantly distinguished from competing technologies in these respects, and has a view of
growing the breadth and number of licensees that will adopt DehydraTECH into their product offerings going forward. The Company believes that these
competitive advantages together with its wealth of scientific data showing noteworthy bio absorption enhancements with DehydraTECH constitute a
compelling value proposition for its prospective licensees, and it intends to continue to pursue license arrangements in the multiple bioactive ingredient
sectors identified in its issued and pending patent applications.
Compliance with Government Regulation
The U.S. Farm Bill, which passed in December 2018, and the ambiguity regarding the incorporation of CBD into ingested and topical products
has had significant impacts on the industry segments that we operate and have products in and potentially changes some of the regulatory compliance
risks that may affect our business. The bill includes lifting restrictions on advertising, marketing, banking and other financial services as well as allowing
interstate commerce for hemp and hemp-derived CBD, removing barriers for intellectual property protections under federal law such as patents and
trademarks, as well as several other measures that may positively impact these industry segments overall. The impact the Bill may have on other
regulatory bodies and their regulations will require ongoing monitoring to determine the outcome and timing of any revisions.
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DehydraTECH may also have applications in completely separate sectors such as vitamins, NSAIDs, and nicotine. We have no products nor
operations in any of these sectors today, although we have commenced formulation development for research and validation purposes in each of these
areas. We have a formal relationship with the largest cigarette company in the U.S., the Altria Group, and have conducted R&D with that company
related to the possible development of nicotine oral products. We do not know whether the Altria Group will utilize DehydraTECH within any oral
nicotine product category although they do possess a license to do so. If we enter any of these sectors at any time, we will be exposed to and of necessity
will have to comply with, all local, state and federal regulations in each of those sectors. As a result of the possibility of the Company being involved in a
number of disparate business sectors, compliance with government regulations could require significant resources and expertise from our Company.
Contractors and Employees
We utilize employees, sub-contractors and consultants for the company’s intellectual property development and licensing, and business
operations. We have three full-time employees (including one executive officer) and may add research personnel during the next 12-month period to
expand our internal R&D capacity. None of our employees is represented by a labor union and we consider our employee relations to be good. We
primarily engage with independent contractors to serve our executive needs.
The Company has an agreement with CAB Financial Services Ltd., wholly-owned by Christopher Bunka, for a 3-year term management contract
as Chief Executive Officer effective January 1, 2019. The annual compensation payable is CDN$350,000 per year.
The Company appointed John Docherty as President of the Company effective April 15, 2015. The Company compensates Mr. Docherty by way
of an employment agreement and an agreement with Docherty Management Limited, wholly-owned by John Docherty with annual compensation of
CAD$300,000 for a 3-year term effective January 1, 2019.
Both of the Chief Executive Officer and the President of the Company are entitled to the following performance incentives:
Performance Incentives
·

A performance bonus equal to 50% of the annual compensation may be payable upon the completion of certain performance criteria as
determined by the Board. Compensation equal to 2% of the consideration received by the Company from the sale of a subsidiary, excluding
certain circumstances. Certain compensation to be paid upon a change of control excluding certain circumstances and participation in the
Company’s approved stock option plans.

On December 1, 2019, the Company amended and restated its contract with M&E Services Ltd., a wholly-owned company by Allan Spissinger,
as Chief Financial Officer for a term of one and one-half years with monthly compensation of CAD$12,960 plus applicable taxes, including an 8%
increase effective June 1, 2020 plus applicable taxes. The Company may pay Mr. Spissinger a bonus from time to time, at its sole discretion. Mr.
Spissinger will be entitled to receive additional common stock-based and stock option-based bonuses upon achieving certain milestones during the time of
his consultancy with the Company.
·

Compensation equal to 1% of the consideration received by the Company from the sale of a subsidiary, excluding certain circumstances.

Our business plan contemplates increases in the number of employees and other personnel over the next 12-month period to enhance operational,
sales and our in-house R&D capacity dependent upon adequate funding. When beneficial to do so, we will continue to outsource contract employment or
engagements as needed. It is not possible to accurately project potential needs into the future based on circumstances that may or may not occur.
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Research and Development
The Company incurred $387,074 for the year ended August 31, 2020 and $555,730 for the year ended August 31, 2019 in research and
development expenditures during the period ending August 31, 2020. Specific R&D programs are in ongoing development and will be tightly related to
our financial ability to undertake each research phase for each API. Due to our expanding portfolio coverage, we are continuing to examine accelerated
timetable options for testing, research and development.
The Company’s in vitro absorption test of DehydraTECH enhanced nicotine molecules and its in vivo absorption tests on DehydraTECH
enhanced CBD molecules yielded positive results. Ongoing testing plans are proceeding to (i) conduct in vitro absorption tests with DehydraTECH
enhanced ibuprofen; and (ii) further define molecular compatibility, absorption rates, timing and viable formats of delivery.
The Company continually focuses on new R&D programs to investigate potential additional commercial applications for the incorporation of
DehydraTECH. These include, but are not limited to, ongoing programs to explore methods to integrate nanoemulsification chemistry techniques together
with DehydraTECH that have demonstrated positive results to date, programs to further enhance intestinal bio absorption rates with DehydraTECH, as
well as ongoing programs to expand the types and breadth of product form factors into which DehydraTECH can be applied. Depending on how many of
these tests are undertaken, R&D budgets are expected to vary significantly. It is in our best interests to remain flexible at this early stage of our R&D
efforts in order to capitalize on potential novel findings from early stage tests and thus re-direct research into specific avenues that offer the most reward.
Subsidiaries
The Company has its wholly-owned subsidiaries Lexaria CanPharm ULC, Lexaria CanPharm Holding Corp., PoViva Corp., Lexaria Hemp
Corp., Kelowna Management Services Corp. and Lexaria Pharmaceutical Corp., and our majority owned subsidiary Lexaria Nicotine LLC. On January
15, 2019, the Company announced the initial investment of $1,000,000 from Altria Ventures Inc., an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of Altria Group,
Inc., for a 16.667% equity interest along with certain other rights in Lexaria Nicotine LLC.
DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY
Our principal executive offices are located at #100 – 740 McCurdy Road, Kelowna, British Columbia V1X 2P7. This location is used for our
corporate office and R&D lab. Our lease at this location is until November 15, 2023 with an option to extend an additional five years. Base rent is
CDN$12.56 per square foot until November 14, 2019, CDN$12.86 per square foot until November 14, 2021 and CDN$13.21 per square foot until
November 14, 2023 plus common area maintenance and taxes. We also have storage space at 2226 W Northern Ave STE C140 Phoenix Arizona 85021 at
the rate of $17.75 per square foot renewing annually on July 13 at the same rate.
LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
We know of no other material, existing or pending legal proceedings against our Company, nor are we involved as a plaintiff in any other
material proceeding or pending litigation. There are no other proceedings in which any of our directors, executive officers or affiliates, or any registered or
beneficial stockholder, is an adverse party or has a material interest adverse to our interest.
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UNAUDITED PRO FORMA COMBINED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The following unaudited pro forma combined financial statements were prepared by applying certain pro forma adjustments to the historical financial
statements of the Company. The pro forma adjustments give effect to the CanPharm Asset Sale.
The unaudited pro forma combined statements of operations for our fiscal years ended August 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively, give effect to the
CanPharm Asset Sale as if it had occurred on September 1, of each period.
These pro forma combined financial statements include adjustments for the CanPharm Asset Sale which closed on December 9, 2020, assuming the
combined offering price of $5.25 per share and related warrant.
We determined that the CanPharm Asset Sale, considering the guidance in Rule 11-01 (b) of Regulation S-X, met the significance test of Rule 3-05 of
Regulation S-X.
These unaudited pro forma combined financial statements do not purport to represent what our results of operations or financial condition would have
been had the CanPharm Asset Sale actually occurred on the assumed dates, nor do they purport to project our results of operations or financial condition
for any future period or future date. You should read these unaudited pro forma combined financial statements in conjunction with “Capitalization,”
“Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations,” and the historical financial statements, including the related
notes thereto, appearing elsewhere in this prospectus.
The following table includes (i) summary consolidated statement of operations data for the years ended August 31, 2020 and 2019 and (ii) summary
consolidated balance sheet data as of August 31, 2020 and August 31, 2019 (unaudited), derived from our audited consolidated financial statements and
related notes included elsewhere in this prospectus. Our financial statements are prepared and presented in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles in the United States. The results indicated below are not necessarily indicative of our future performance.
You should read this information together with the sections entitled “Capitalization”, “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and
Results of Operations” and our consolidated financial statements and related notes included elsewhere in this prospectus.
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UNAUDITED PRO FORMA CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS AND COMPREHENSIVE LOSS
(Expressed in U.S. Dollars, except number of shares)
Reported
August 31
2020
(Audited)

Pro
Forma
Adjustments

Revenue
$ 384,543 $ (156,750)
Cost of Goods Sold
99,378
Gross profit
285,165
Expenses
Accounting and audit
78,650
Depreciation and
amortization
112,750
Advertising and promotions
204,277
(45,605)
Bad debt
50,000
(25,000)
Consulting
2,193,076
Investor relation
184,277
Legal and professional
371,844
Office and miscellaneous
292,880
12,978
Research and development
387,074
Travel
47,336
(672)
Wages and salaries
401,283
Loss on disposal of
marketable securities
18,198
Unrealized (gain)/loss on
marketable securities
19,893
Inventory writeoff
8,240
4,369,778
Net loss from continuing
operations
(4,084,613)
Discontinued operations
Income from discontinued
operations
98,451
Gain/(Loss) on disposal
1,396,461
Gain/(Loss) on
discontinued operations
Net loss and comprehensive
loss for the period
Net loss and comprehensive
loss attributable to:
Common shareholders
Non-controlling interest
Basic and diluted loss per
share
Continuing operations
Discontinued
Total

Weighted average number
of common shares
outstanding
- Basic and diluted

Pro
Forma
August 31
2020
(Unaudited)

Notes

(1) $

(1)
(1)

(1)
(1)

(1)
(1)

227,793
99,378
128,415

Reported
August 31
2019
(Audited)
$

Pro
Forma
Adjustments

222,610
22,893
199,717

$

(91,000)

Pro
Forma
August 31
2019
(Unaudited)

Notes

(1) $

131,610
22,893
108,717

78,650

77,388

112,750
158,672
25,000
2,193,076
184,277
371,844
305,858
387,074
46,664
401,283

60,550
515,360
75,000
1,444,735
203,893
670,863
297,209
555,730
100,587
333,199

18,198

-

-

19,893
8,240
4,311,479

16,434
7,182
4,358,130

16,434
7,182
4,342,806

(4,183,064)

(4,158,413)

(4,234,089)

98,451
1,396,461

-

1,494,912

-

77,388
(1,098)

(1)

(14,226)

(1)

75,676

60,550
514,262
75,000
1,444,735
203,893
670,863
282,983
555,730
100,587
333,199

(1)

75,676
75,676

$ (4,084,613)

$ (2,688,152) $ (4,158,413)

$ (4,158,413)

$ (3,933,996)
$ (150,617)

$ (2,537,535) $ (4,099,420)
$ (150,617) $
(58,993)

$ (4,099,420)
$
(58,993)

$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$

(0.05)
(0.05)

83,201,271

(1.51) $
0.54 $
(0.97) $

2,773,376
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(0.05)
(0.05)

77,792,263

(1.63)
0.03
(1.60)

2,593,076
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UNAUDITED PRO FORMA CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

Current Assets
Cash and cash
equivalents
Marketable securities
Accounts receivable
Inventory
Prepaid expenses and
deposit
Current assets from
discontinued operations
Total Current Assets
Non-current assets, net
Intellectual property
Lease right of use
Long Term Receivable
Property & equipment
Total Non-Current Assets
TOTAL ASSETS
Current Liabilities
Accounts payable and
accrued liabilities
Deferred revenue
Due to related party
Lease current
Liabilities from
discontinued operations
Total Current Liabilities
Long Term
Lease long term
Loan payable
Total Long Term
Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES
STOCKHOLDERS’
EQUITY
Share Capital
Additional paid-in capital
Deficit
Equity attributable to
shareholders of the
Company
Non-Controlling Interest
Total Stockholders’
Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES
AND STOCKHOLDERS’
EQUITY

As Reported
August 31
2020
(Audited)

Pro Forma
August 31
2020
(Unaudited)

As Reported
August 31
2019
(Audited)

$ 9,881,220
402,721
592,325
116,871

$ 1,285,147
64,214
273,145
127,396

182,095

68,927

1,925,961

105,250
11,280,482

1,818,829

81,000
1,818,829

292,000
126,920
483,357
902,277
$ 2,828,238

292,000
126,920
(1)
383,400
483,357
1,285,677
$ 12,566,159

265,127
591,263
856,390
$ 2,675,219

265,127
591,263
856,390
$ 2,675,219

(1) $

109,039
44,255
58,704
36,038

$

(1)

225,917

250
248,286

89,393
30,670
120,063
345,980

$ 1,293,749
19,321
313,925
116,871

Pro Forma
Adjustments
$ 8,587,471
383,400
278,400

Notes

(1)
(1)

182,095
105,250

$

86,920
44,255
58,704
36,038

383,400

$

22,119

250

90,044
30,237,355
(27,802,198)

(85,213)
8,404,304
1,396,461

(1)

(1)

Pro Forma
Adjustments

(81,000)

Notes

$ 1,285,147
64,214
(1)
192,145
127,396
68,927

81,000

136,411
48,096
-

Pro Forma
August 31
2019
(Unaudited)

$

(320)

(1)

(1) $

136,091
48,096
-

(1)

184,507

320
184,507

89,393
30,670

-

-

120,063
368,349

184,507

184,507

320

4,831
38,641,659
(26,405,737)

78,787
26,172,453
(23,868,202)

(76,161)
76,161

2,626
26,248,614
(23,868,202)

2,525,201
(42,943)

12,240,753
(42,943)

2,383,038
107,674

2,383,038
107,674

2,482,258

12,197,810

2,490,712

2,490,712

$ 2,828,238

$ 12,566,159

$ 2,675,219

$ 2,675,219

Pro Forma Adjustments:
(1) Refers to the CanPharm Asset Sale, which occurred on November 18, 2020 and closed on December 9, 2020. As of the closing on December 9, 2020,
the Company and CanPharm have no part or interest in those ongoing revenue streams from the license agreements. Pursuant to the CanPharm Asset Sale,
CanPharm received CDN$350,000 in cash at closing. Additionally, Hill Street has agreed to issue to CanPharm CDN$1.5 million of Hill Street shares
over 3 milestone tranches, of which 6,031,363 Hill Street Shares (valued at CDN$500,000) were issued to CanPharm at closing, and a CDN$2 million
promissory note at closing included at its nominal value ($NIL) that bears interest at 10% per annum and is repayable in quarterly installments based on
5% of Hill Street’s gross revenues derived from products utilizing the intellectual property until fully paid.
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
Our financial statements are prepared in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States (“GAAP”). These accounting
principles require us to make certain estimates, judgments and assumptions. We believe that the estimates, judgments and assumptions upon which we
rely are reasonable based upon information available to us at the time that these estimates, judgments and assumptions are made. These estimates,
judgments and assumptions can affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities as of the date of the financial statements as well as the reported
amounts of revenues and expenses during the periods presented. Our financial statements would be affected to the extent there are material differences
between these estimates and actual results. In many cases, the accounting treatment of a particular transaction is specifically dictated by GAAP and does
not require management’s judgment in its application. There are also areas in which management’s judgment in selecting any available alternative
would not produce a materially different result. The following discussion should be read in conjunction with our financial statements and notes thereto
appearing elsewhere in this Registration Statement on Form S-1.
Company and Business Overview
We are a biotechnology R&D company incorporated in 2004 in Nevada and focused on developing and out licensing our patented DehydraTECH™
Technology. DehydraTECH improves delivery orally and topically of active ingredients and drugs. The Company is focusing its capital and management
time on its pursuit of intellectual property, technology licensing opportunities, and an expanding portfolio of patent pending applications.
The Company developed a variety of demonstration products throughout 2015 to demonstrate the potential uses for DehydraTECH to both consumers and
potential licensees. The Company subsequently developed additional demonstration products including powder filled capsules and mix and serve powders
for beverage incorporation also utilizing DehydraTECH for the more palatable and efficient delivery of bioactive molecules. The Company gained
extensive experience and knowledge from the formulation and production of these demonstration products that facilitates assisting our licensees with the
integration of DehydraTECH in their products.
In the manufacturing of our intermediate ingredients for Consumer Packaged Goods (“CPG”) companies to use, each raw material, intermediate stage and
completed product is assessed for compliance with all applicable regulations. The inputs and the finished ingredients meet all applicable legal and quality
standards including and as it relates to content; molds and mildews; heavy metals; and other additional components.
Lexaria hopes to reduce other common but less healthy administration methods, such as smoking, as manufacturers embrace the intended benefits of
DehydraTECH for public health. The Company is aggressively pursuing patent protection in national jurisdictions around the world. The Company
currently has more than 50 patent applications pending worldwide and, due to the complexity of pursuing patent protection, the quantity of patent
applications will vary continuously as each application advances or stalls. Lexaria is also filing new patent applications for new discoveries that arise from
the Company’s R&D programs and, due to the inherent unpredictability of scientific discovery, it is not possible to predict if or how often such new
applications might be filed.
As at November 30, 2020, we have identified two reportable operating segments: Intellectual Property and Products.
Our Current Business
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Our business plan is currently focused on the development of strategic partnerships with licensees for our patented DehydraTECH technology in exchange
for up front and/or staged licensing fees and/or royalty payments over time. We continue to investigate national and international opportunities to
investigate expansions and additions to our intellectual property portfolio. We plan to perform additional human clinical investigations in early 2021
related to enhanced DehydraTECH formulations of cannabidiol in pre- and mildly-hypertensive middle-aged subjects to gather additional information on
blood pressure reduction potential. Lexaria also plans to conduct during calendar 2021 evaluations of DehydraTECH’s ability to improve the oral delivery
characteristics and pharmacological performance of certain antiviral drugs. We will continue to seek beneficial acquisitions of intellectual property if and
when we believe it is advisable to do so.
Our current patent portfolio includes patent family applications or grants pertaining to Lexaria’s method of improving bioavailability and taste, and the use
of DehydraTECH as a delivery platform for a wide variety of Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (“APIs”) encompassing all cannabinoids including
tetrahydrocannabinol (“THC”); fat soluble vitamins; NSAIDs pain medications; and nicotine and its analogs.
Lexaria hopes to reduce common but less healthy administration methods, such as smoking cigarettes as a delivery method for nicotine, by way of
enabling development of safe and effective oral nicotine dosage forms through licensing arrangements with major tobacco companies, as it demonstrates
the intended benefits of DehydraTECH for public health. The Company is aggressively pursuing patent protection in jurisdictions around the world. The
Company currently has more than 50 patent applications pending worldwide, with 18 patents granted to date. Due to the complexity of pursuing patent
protection, the quantity of patent applications will vary continuously as each application advances or stalls. Lexaria is also filing new patent applications
for new discoveries that arise from the Company’s R&D programs and, due to the inherent unpredictability of scientific discovery, it is not possible to
predict if or how often such new applications might be filed.
To date, the following patents have been issued in the United States, Australia and Europe:
Issued Patent #
US 9,474,725 B1
US 9,839,612 B2
US 9,972,680 B2
US 9,974,739 B2
US 10,084,044 B2
US 10,103,225 B2
US 10,381,440
US 10,374,036
US 10,756,180
AU 2015274698
AU 2017203054
AU 2018202562
AU 2018202583
AU 2018202584
AU 2018220067
EP 3164141
AU 2016367036
AU 2016367037

Patent Certificate Grant
Date
10/25/2016
12/12/2017
05/15/2018
05/22/2018
09/25/2018
10/16/2018
08/13/2019
08/06/2019
08/25/2020
06/15 /2017
08/30 /2018
08/30 /2018
08/30 /2018
01/10/2019
07/30/2019
11/11/2020
07/30 /2019
08/15 /2019

Patent Family

Food and Beverage Compositions Infused With
Lipophilic Active Agents and Methods of Use Thereof

Methods for Formulating Orally Ingestible Compositions Comprising Lipophilic Active
Agents
Stable Ready-to-Drink Beverage Compositions Comprising Lipophilic Active Agents
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We are seeking additional patent protection for what we believe to be a unique process for oral delivery of certain molecules such as Cannabinoids,
Nicotine, NSAIDs, and Vitamins. To achieve sustainable and profitable growth, our Company intends to control the timing and costs of our projects
wherever possible. We have filed for patent protection of DehydraTECH for use with additional compounds such as phosphodiesterase inhibitors, human
hormones such as estrogen and testosterone, antivirals and more. We are investigating other compounds and molecules for potential patent protection.
During the quarter ended November 30, 2020, and up to the date of this prospectus, we experienced the following significant corporate developments:
On September 22, 2020, the Company announced that U.S. Patent No. 10,756,180 was granted; it has claims that protect the use of its DehydraTECH
technology together with cannabinoids, nicotine, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, or vitamins in mix and serve beverage formats. The patent is
entitled “Food and Beverage Compositions Infused With Lipophilic Active Agents and Methods of Use Thereof”.
On November 19, 2020 the Company entered a definitive asset sale agreement through its wholly owned subsidiary Lexaria Canpharm ULC
(“CanPharm”), to sell certain non-core, non-pharmaceutical THC-related business assets (the “THC-Related Assets”) for gross proceeds of C$3.85
million.
The buyer of the THC-Related Assets is Lexaria’s long-standing Canadian licensee Hill Street Beverage Company Inc. (“Hill Street”) (TSXV: BEER).
Under the terms of the agreement, Hill Street will pay C$350,000 in cash on closing; an additional C$2,000,000 payable over time in the form of a
promissory note bearing 10% interest per annum; and C$1,500,000 in common shares of Hill Street equity, issuable in three equal tranches of C$500,000
at closing; C$500,000 eight months after closing; and C$500,000 16 months after closing.
On December 2, 2020, the Company announced that its DehydraTECH technology significantly improved delivery in study animals of representative
drugs from two classes of antiviral therapies (a Protease Inhibitor and a Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitor) under investigation against SARS-CoV2/COVID-19 and already in use against HIV/AIDS. The study animals were not infected with or treated for any diseases. These are the first two of a series
of antiviral drugs to be tested using Lexaria’s DehydraTECH technology. The improved delivery of the antivirals along with the animal’s demonstrated
safety and tolerability of the DehydraTECH formulations has led the Company to begin preparations for expanded investigations into antiviral drug
delivery enhancement and effectiveness and filing additional patent applications.

Drug
Darunavir

Drug Class
Protease Inhibitor

Efavirenz

Non-nucleoside Reverse
Transcriptase Inhibitor

AUClast* Delivery &
Improvement
(hr∙ng/mL)
721 ± 332
54%
(p=0.036)
752 ± 203
16%
(p=0.11)

Control
(hr∙ng/mL)
469 ± 252
650 ± 148

AUC∞** Delivery &
Improvement
(hr∙ng/mL)
726 ± 211
35%
(p=0.062)
1072 ±40
42%
(p=0.028)

Control
(hr∙ng/mL)
536 ± 223
757 ±103

The emergence of COVID-19 beginning in January of 2020, now in over 220 countries and territories around the world, presents significant and
unforecastable new risks to the Company and its business plan. Restrictions on national and international travel, and required business closures, have
made it increasingly difficult to carry out normal business activities related to corporate finance efforts, to the pursuit of new customers, and to retail
customers throughout North America who might otherwise access the products of our business partners and licensees. As a result, the COVID-19
pandemic will almost certainly increase risks of lower revenues and higher losses. We are monitoring our licensees and are working with them, where
possible, to prevent default and contract terminations. In some cases we have had to issue termination of contract notices in accordance to provisions
within our contracts.
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The Company is encountering significant challenges in executing its business plan and normal business operations as a result of COVID-19 and does not
have sufficient resources to withstand a protracted term during which most business activities are curtailed. We have implemented cost containment
initiatives to reduce operating expenses and preserve cash that include dismissal of one employee, termination of contracts with two consultants and
reduction of compensation payable to certain other consultants as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The Company currently has six (6) employees
and/or independent contractors who dedicate all or a majority of their time to the business of the Company and eight (8) consultants. We may need to
dismiss additional employees or terminate services contracts to preserve resources. We have not had to close operations or locations as our contractors and
staff can work remotely and our third-party facilities continue to operate. To the date of this prospectus, we have not directly had to quarantine contractors
or staff, however we have implemented additional safety precautions and measures for their protection. Due to our historic and current geographic
diversity of our contractors and employees, we have long established and ongoing experience in remote work and collaboration. Our procedures and
controls have been built over time to address remote working requirements.
We have not experienced any significant impacts on our material supply chains but have noted increased timelines from some third-party research
facilities regarding their ability to conduct research and testing. To date, this has not significantly impacted our R&D programs, but we cannot predict
whether our R&D programs will be impacted in the future.
The Company is simultaneously investigating emerging opportunities related to the COVID-19 crisis in relation to its patented DehydraTECH technology
that has been tested for its superior delivery of other compounds and drugs, and whether any of these characteristics might be applicable to compounds or
drugs used to treat symptoms caused by the Coronavirus. It is unknown at this time whether there is any such applicability.
On March 19, 2020 the Company announced that it intended to commence a program to conduct tests to research the intended benefits of DehydraTECH
in connection with enhancing the delivery of certain antiviral drugs. The tests are intended to include a pilot human pharmacokinetic exploratory study in
healthy volunteers of two antiviral drugs that had previously been studied against other coronavirus strains, comparing DehydraTECH formulations to
controls without DehydraTECH. The Company intends to conduct the study at a leading Canadian university where a study design and plan was submitted
and ethics board approval was received. The study is subject to further government regulatory approval. The Company is currently in the process of
pursuing the necessary steps to file for study approval from Canadian federal regulators.
In parallel, the Company launched a separate rodent antiviral study to evaluate pharmacokinetic benefits from the use of DehydraTECH in the delivery of
representative drugs from two classes of antiviral drugs under investigation for treatment of COVID-19. The results of that animal study were released on
December 1, 2020 whereby the DehydraTECH enhanced antiviral drug formulations demonstrated increased delivery effectiveness of the antiviral drugs
into the bloodstream of the animals. The results of this animal study have encouraged the Company to conduct expanded investigations into antiviral drug
delivery enhancement, with such investigations including remdesivir (a nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitor); as well as three additional drugs known
to target the main protease associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection. The Company intends to make its research results available to researchers throughout
the world looking to maximize the effectiveness of their own drug investigations. The Company’s business model relies on performing early stage studies
like these to help support its efforts to form commercial relationships with more established companies.
The Company continues to monitor governmental programs being released to assist with the COVID-19 pandemic.
Subsequent to November 30, 2020
On December 10, 2020 the Company announced that it closed the sale of its non-pharmaceutical THC-related assets (“the Assets”) held within Lexaria
Canpharm ULC to Hill Street Beverage Company Inc. Lexaria received C$350,000 in cash, 6,031,363 restricted common shares of Hill Street at a
deemed price of C$0.0829 per share as the first required equity-based payment, a promissory note having a principal amount of C$2,000,000 and bearing
interest at the rate of 10% per annum, and a limited license to use the DehydraTECH technology outside of Canada and the US for certain nonpharmaceutical, therapeutic and medicinal products that contain 0.3% or greater THC and which are not classified by a national regulator as drug,
pharmaceutical or biopharmaceutical product. Pursuant to the terms of the transaction, Lexaria will receive another C$1,000,000 worth of common shares
of Hill Street over a period sixteen months in C$500,000 issuances eight months and sixteen months after the closing date.
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On January 11, 2021, the Company performed a 1:30 reverse stock split with no fractional shares issued. The issued and outstanding balance of shares at
that time changed from 90,044,312 to 3,001,476 as per shareholder approval at the annual general meeting of the company held June 23, 2020. On
January 12, 2021, the Company began its listing its common shares on the NASDAQ exchange under the symbol LEXX.
Effective January 12, 2021, the Company amended its amended and restated bylaws to increase the quorum for holding shareholder meetings from 10%
to 33 1/3 %.
On January 14, 2021, the Company closed an underwritten public offering for $11,039,994, issuing 2,102,856 units consisting of one common share and
one warrant for $5.25. Total fees of $1,568,499 w as paid . The warrants issued will trade under the symbol LEXXW.
Research and Development
During the quarter ended November 30, 2020, Lexaria incurred $192,261 (2019 $107,463) in research and development expenditures during the period
ending November 30, 2020. Specific R&D programs are in ongoing development and will be tightly related to our financial ability to undertake each
research phase for each API. Due to our expanding portfolio coverage, we are continuing to examine accelerated timetable options for testing, research
and development of each API.
The Company’s plans to include in vitro absorption tests of our patented technology of molecules such as: Vitamin E, Ibuprofen, and Nicotine allowed us
to perform testing on Nicotine with positive results. Our plan to conduct our first ever in vivo absorption tests on CBD also yielded positive results, and in
our first preclinical tests of representative drugs from two classes of antiviral therapies we had positive results. Ongoing testing plans are proceeding to
further define molecular compatibility, absorption rates, timing and viable formats of delivery.
The Company continually focuses on new R&D programs to investigate the potential of additional commercial applications for its Technology. These
include, but are not limited to, ongoing programs to explore methods to integrate nanoemulsification chemistry techniques together with its technology
and to further enhance intestinal bioabsorption rates with its technology, as well as ongoing programs to expand the types and breadth of product form
factors into which its technology can be applied. Depending on how many of these tests are undertaken, R&D budgets are expected to vary significantly. It
is in our best interests to remain flexible at this early stage of our R&D efforts in order to capitalize on potential novel findings from early-stage tests and
thus re-direct research into specific avenues that offer the most reward.
Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements
We have no off-balance sheet arrangements that have or are reasonably likely to have a current or future effect on our financial condition, changes in
financial condition, revenues or expenses, results of operations, liquidity, capital expenditures or capital resources that are material to stockholders.
Critical Accounting Estimates
Our consolidated financial statements and accompanying notes are prepared in accordance with US GAAP. Preparing financial statements requires
management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, revenue, and expenses. These estimates and
assumptions are affected by management's application of accounting policies. We believe that understanding the basis and nature of the estimates and
assumptions involved with the following aspects of our financial statements is critical to an understanding of our financials as described herein and as
more particularly described in Note 3 to our audited annual consolidated financial statements for the fiscal year ended August 31, 2020 included in this
prospectus.
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Capital Assets
Capital assets are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and depreciated using the straight-line method over their useful lives or by units of
production.
Patents
Capitalized patent costs represent legal costs incurred to establish patents. When patents reach a mature stage, any associated legal costs are comprised
mostly of maintenance fees and are expensed as incurred. Capitalized patent costs are amortized on a straight-line basis over the remaining life of the
patent.
Revenue Recognition
Product Revenue
Revenue from the sale of products is recognized when persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists, delivery has occurred, the sales price is fixed or
determinable, and collectability is reasonably assured, which typically occurs upon shipment. The Company reports its sales net of the amount of actual
sales returns. Sales tax collected from customers is excluded from net sales.
Licensing Revenue from Intellectual Property
We recognize revenue for license fees at a point in time following the transfer of our intellectual property, our patented lipid nutrient infusion technology
DehydraTECH for infusing APIs, to the licensee, which typically occurs on delivery of documentation.
Usage Fees from Intellectual Property
We recognize revenue for usage fees when usage of our DehydraTECH intellectual property occurs by licensees infusing an API into one or more of their
product lines for sale.
Going Concern
We have suffered recurring losses from operations. The continuation of our Company as a going concern is dependent upon our Company attaining and
maintaining profitable operations and/or raising additional capital. The financial statements do not include any adjustment relating to the recovery and
classification of recorded asset amounts or the amount and classification of liabilities that might be necessary should our Company discontinue
operations. The recurring losses from operations and net capital deficiency raise substantial doubt about the Company’s ability to continue as a going
concern.
Results of Operations
Results of Operations for our Period Ended November 30, 2020 and November 30, 2019
Our net loss and comprehensive loss and the changes between those periods for the respective items are summarized as follows:
THREE MONTHS ENDED
November 30
November 30
2020
2019
$
$
295,656
10,332
331,512
571,389
248,695
52,355
364,092
354,841
3,000
51,344
(710,121)
(924,763)

Revenue
Consulting fees & employees
Legal and professional
Other general and administrative
Discontinued operations
Net Loss
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Change
$
285,324
(239,877)
196,340
9,251
(48,344)
214,642
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Revenue
Product revenues of $164,990 represent more than half of revenues during the period ended November 30, 2020, the majority of which are intermediate
product sales to business customers. Intermediate products we produce are typically a DehydraTECH enabled powder that third party companies include
in their product’s manufacturing process. Our licensing revenue of $130,584 was primarily related to intermediate product sales.
A significant number of our licensees are experiencing suspended business activities in Canada in part from waiting on product approval by Health Canada
and the impact of the COVID-19 on markets and consumer spending, however this phenomenon has been mitigated following the sale of our THC-related
business division that closed on December 9, 2020. The abilities of other licensees to generate ongoing sales, thereby increasing usage fees are expected to
continue to be impacted by the pandemic. We are working with our licensees to assist them and prevent further license terminations. However, we are not
able to determine how severe the long-term impact of the pandemic will be and when recovery of the general economy will translate into increasing
licensing or usage revenues.
Our licensing revenues consist of IP licensing fees for the transfer of the Technology and usage fees that occur over time. IP licensing fees are due at the
signing of definitive agreements for the Technology and can include payments due upon transfer of the Technology and installment payments that are
receivable within 12 months (Note 7).
Our intermediate products, which easily allows consumer product manufacturers to add DehydraTECH enabled powder to their existing products, are
expected to simplify and enhance the adoption of our Technology for manufacturers. We have continued interest in our intermediate products but cannot
predict how long the pandemic will affect purchasing decisions of retail customers that will affect the consumer product manufacturers that utilize our
intermediate products.
The majority of our revenue was primarily based on one licensee of our intermediate products ramping up their production and product distribution. From
the initial introduction of our intermediate products in the second quarter of our fiscal 2020 year, we have experienced substantial growth in intermediate
product sales.
During the period ended November 30, 2020, our revenues were derived within the following categories: $130,584 (2020: $51,344 in discontinued
operations) of intellectual property licensing revenue and $164,990 (2020: $10,015) in product revenues (Note 14, 16).
General and Administrative
Our total general and administrative expenses (consisting of consulting & wages, legal & professions, and all other) decreased by $34,286 during the
period ended November 30, 2020. The decrease is comprised of reductions in consulting expense, travel and wages due to staffing decreases, offset by
increases legal filing for patents and research programs being initiated. We are continuing to focus on cost constraints to preserve cash where possible
while executing portions of our business plan.
Interest Expense
Interest expense for the period ended November 30, 2020 was $Nil (2019: $Nil). The Company has a C$40,000 noninterest-bearing loan until January
2023 (Note 19).
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Consulting Fees
Our consulting fees decreased by $227,782, which is primarily due to non-cash stock-based compensation included in 2020 of $233,166 that was not
incurred in the current period.
Legal and Professional Fees
Our professional fees increased by $196,340 during the period primarily due to increased patent and trademark filings and additional advisory services
utilized during the period. We recognize certain legal fees, tax advice fees, and accounting services all as “Professional Fees.”
Liquidity and Financial Condition
Working Capital

November 30
2020
$
1,307,714
(242,475)
1,065,239

Current assets
Current liabilities
Net Working Capital

August 31
2020
$
1,925,961
(225,917)
1,700,044

The Company’s working capital balance decreased during the period due to normal execution of our business plan. The Company maintained a positive
and relatively strong working capital position throughout the period.
November 30
2020
$
(818,300)
(5,775)
55,667
(768,408)

Cash Flows
Cash flows (used in) provided by operating activities
Cash flows (used in) provided by investing activities
Cash flows (used in) provided by financing activities
Net cash flows (used in) discontinued operations
Increase (decrease) in cash

November 30
2019
$
(555,078)
(5,710)
706,704
(97,742)
48,174

Operating Activities
Net cash used in operating activities was $818,300 for the period compared with cash used in operating activities of $555,078 during the same period in
2020. This difference was largely due to the increased costs pertaining to professional fees and research and development.
Investing Activities
Net cash used in investing activities was $5,775 (2020 $5,710) for the period to support capitalized patent filings.
Financing Activities
Net cash provided from financing activities was $NIL during the period ended November 30, 2020.
Results of Operations for our Year Ended August 31, 2020 and August 31, 2019
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Our net loss and comprehensive loss for the year ended August 31, 2020, for the year ended August 31, 2019 and the changes between those periods for
the respective items are summarized as follows:
YEAR ENDED
August 31
August 31
2020
2019
$
$
384,543
222,610
2,594,359
1,777,934
371,844
670,863
1,403,575
1,909,333
(4,084,613)
(4,158,413)

Revenue
Consulting fees & employees
Legal and professional
Other general and administrative
Net Loss

Change
$
161,933
816,425
(299,019)
(505,758)
73,800

Revenue
Licensing revenues represent the majority of the $384,543 in revenues during the year ended August 31, 2020 and include a significant increase in product
revenues from the sale of our intermediary products. Licensing revenue increases were primarily based on license renewals and expansions entered into
recognizing the intellectual property territory licensing fee (the “IP Territory Licensing Fee”) and they are expected to generate future ongoing intellectual
property usage fees (the “IP Usage Fees”) and increases in such IP Usage Fees.
During the year ended August 31, 2020, our revenues were derived within the following categories: $232,909 (2019 $198,000) of licensing revenue and
$151,634 (2019 $24,610) in product and other revenues. Licensing revenues generally deliver much higher gross profit margins than do product revenues.
General and Administrative
Our general and administrative expenses increased by $11,648 during the year ended August 31, 2020, which includes $1,408,103 of non-cash
compensation. The increase in our general and administrative expenses was largely due to non-cash expenses related to valuation of grants for service and
share based payments. Included in the total were significant reductions to Advertising, Legal fees, R&D and travel based on changes to our operations
around COVID-19 and cost containment for a significant aggregate reduction of $851,625.
Interest Expense
Interest expense for the year ended August 31, 2020 was $Nil (2019 $Nil).
Consulting fees
Our consulting fees increased during the year ended August 31, 2020 due to the involvement of additional consultants, contract updates and non-cash
payments for services of $1,244,472. Our executives are typically hired and compensated as consultants and costs associated with those agreements
comprise the majority of our consulting fees expense and thus a portion of our Consulting Expenses category includes certain fees that might otherwise be
recognized under wages and salaries.
Professional Fees
Our professional fees decreased by $299,019 during fiscal 2020 primarily due to fewer patent and trademark filings, tax and contract work. We recognize
certain legal fees, tax advice fees, and accounting services all as “Professional Fees.”
Working Capital

August 31
2020
$
1,925,961
(225,917)
1,700,044

Current assets
Current liabilities
Net Working Capital
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August 31
2019
$
1,818,829
(184,507)
1,634,322
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The Company’s working capital balance increase during the year ended August 31, 2020, was due to the exercises of outstanding options and two private
placements that provided significant incoming funds. The Company maintained a positive and strong working capital position throughout the year.
Cash Flows

August 31
2020
$
(2,663,281)
(26,843)
2,698,726
8,602

Cash flows (used in) provided by operating activities
Cash flows (used in) provided by investing activities
Cash flows (used in) provided by financing activities
Increase (decrease) in cash

August 31
2019
$
(3,005,555)
(769,165)
3,332,683
(442,036)

Operating Activities
Net cash used in operating activities was $2,663,281 for the year ended August 31, 2020 compared with cash used in operating activities of $3,005,555
during the same period in 2019. This difference was largely due to the decreased costs pertaining to advertising and promotion, patent and trademark
related filings, research and development, and travel.
Investing Activities
Net cash used in investing activities was $26,843 (2019 $769,165) for the year ended August 31, 2020 and is due to the Company’s cost incurred related
to its capitalized patent related applications. The reduction is primarily based on the inclusion of the new head office facility and equipment in fiscal 2019.
Financing Activities
Cash provided from financing activities was $2,698,726 during the year ended August 31, 2020 compared to $3,332,683 during the same period in 2019.
Results of Operations for our Year Ended August 31, 2019 and August 31, 2018
Our net loss and comprehensive loss and the changes between those periods for the respective items are summarized as follows:
Year Ended
August 31
2019
$
222,610
4,358,130
1,777,934
670,863
(4,158,413)

Revenue
General and administrative
Consulting fees & Employees
Legal and professional
Net Loss
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Year Ended
August 31
2018
$
433,287
7,017,289
5,332,398
289,062
(6,609,186)

Change
(210,677)
(2,659,159)
(3,554,464)
381,801
2,450,773
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Revenue
Licensing revenues of $198,000 represent the majority of revenues during the year ended August 31, 2019 and reflect delays in usage fee revenues from
existing licensees in Canada waiting for approval from Health Canada on products, and other licensees initiating or ramping up their production. Revenue
was primarily based on new licence agreements entered into recognizing the IP Territory Licensing Fee, and existing licenses generating usage fees.
Increasing ongoing usage fees are expected as licensees begin or ramp up products or contracted minimum requirements become due.
Two years ago, the Company had one licensee and as of August 31, 2019, we had nine licensees. The territory fees consist of IP licensing fees for the
transfer of the Technology at the signing of definitive agreements for the DehydraTECH technology. The additional IP Usage Fees include payments due
upon transfer of the technology and installment payments that are receivable within 12 months. We are pleased that we have signed additional licenses and
are looking toward revenues increasing during fiscal 2020 with the legalization of edible products in Canada expected during October 2019 and the
potential for licensee product launches early in calendar 2020 in that country. Our additional and expanded licenses in the US are anticipated to generate
ongoing usage fee revenues based on contracted minimums or based on licensee sales starting during our fiscal 2020.
We have made progress in signing more corporate licensees than ever before in our corporate history, but most of these licensees are small start up
companies that continue to present operational risk to us. We continue to attempt to work with larger more established companies to encourage them to
adopt our technology, but the markets have been slow to adopt our technology, notwithstanding our new corporate relationship with a Fortune 500
company in the nicotine industry.
Consumer product sales remain low due to ongoing challenges in securing expansive distribution opportunities, third-party production challenges,
inconsistent federal vs. state or local regulations, and payment processing changes. The Company continues to pursue more widespread distribution
possibilities that have the potential to unlock more significant consumer product revenues.
During the year ended August 31, 2019, our revenues were derived within the following categories: $198,000 (2018 $415,183) of intellectual property
licensing revenue and $24,610 (2018 $18,104) in product and other revenues.
As fiscal 2019 came to a close, hemp oil fortified foods, and hemp seed products continued gaining consumer acceptance and provide a reason to believe
that sales could increase. In addition, legislative trends in America and in many nations around the world such as Canada and the UK are supportive of
additional opportunities in the hemp-based foods and supplements sector. Those trends could support higher potential consumer product sales. Release of
the ChrgD+ product was successful, but sales were limited due to ongoing payment processing issues outside of the Company’s control, and due to our not
being successful in obtaining widespread retail distribution channels.
For 2020, the Company expects to continue to derive the majority of its revenues from technology licensing to third parties noting that IP territory fees are
recognized when new definitive license agreements occur and IP usage fees are dependent upon our licensees’ opportunity to implement the technology
pursuant to applicable regulatory approvals. Canadian regulatory approval for ingestible products was originally scheduled for October 17, 2019, but there
are indications that actual individual product approvals required from Health Canada may delay licensee product launches into 2020 in that country. At
August 31, 2015, the Company had zero technology licensing agreements entered. By August 31, 2016, we had entered several LOI’s or definitive
agreements related to technology out-licensing. During the period ended August 31, 2019, we entered into nine active licensing agreements that are
expected to generate additional revenue from the payment of usage fees as the licensees’ production and sales occur. It is the Company’s view its nine
granted US patents, eight granted Australian patents and one granted European patent, along with its expanding patent portfolio, is a positive step in
enabling the generation of more significant revenues during fiscal 2020. As of the date hereof, the Company has entered more than 10 formal letters of
intent or definitive agreements and is negotiating more.
We do not expect that all of the letters of intent into which we enter will result in definitive agreements with paying customers and cannot predict how
many will. We believe that strengthening and expanding our intellectual property portfolio and conducting supportive R&D will jointly contribute to
strengthening revenue prospects.
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General and Administrative
Our general and administrative expenses decreased by $2,659,158 during the year ended August 31, 2019. The decrease in our general and administrative
expenses was largely due to non-cash expenses related to valuation of grants for service and share-based payments required by contracts included in fiscal
2018. Increases during fiscal 2019 included expanded patent applications, R&D, IR programs and the addition of employees for a total of $1,061,125,
which includes $368,115 of non-cash compensation and $58,243 increase in depreciation related to new facilities and equipment.
Interest Expense
Interest expense for the year ended August 31, 2019 was $Nil (2018 $Nil). The Company has no debt at this time other than month-to-month receivables.
Consulting fees
Our consulting fees decreased by $3,887,663 primarily due to the non-cash payments for services included in fiscal 2018. Our executives are typically
consultants and costs associated with those agreements comprise a significant portion of our consulting fees expense.
Legal and Professional Fees
Our professional fees increased by $381,801 to $670,863 during the year primarily due to ongoing patent and trademark filings, consultations on licensing
agreements, and other advisory services. Although we always try to minimize expenses, we consider increases in costs related to patent and trademark
work to reflect positive progress in executing our business plan. We recognize certain legal fees, tax advice fees, and accounting services all as
“Professional Fees.”
Liquidity and Financial Condition
Working Capital

August 31
2019
$
1,818,829
(184,507)
1,634,322

Current assets
Current liabilities
Net Working Capital

August 31
2018
$
2,284,051
(43,640)
2,240,411

The Company’s working capital balance decrease during the year was limited due to exercises of outstanding options and warrants and the private
placement completed during the year. The Company maintained a positive and strong working capital position throughout the year.
Cash Flows

August 31
2019
$
(3,005,555)
(769,165)
3,332,683
(442,037)

Cash flows (used in) provided by operating activities
Cash flows (used in) provided by investing activities
Cash flows (used in) provided by financing activities
Decrease in cash
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August 31
2018
$
(2,517,979)
(155,399)
1,867,224
(806,153)
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Operating Activities
Net cash used in operating activities was $3,005,555 for the year compared with cash used in operating activities of $2,517,979 during the same period in
2018. This difference was largely due to the increased costs pertaining to consulting, advertising and promotion, patent and trademark related filings, legal
advisory services, new employees, research and development, and travel.
Investing Activities
Net cash used in investing activities was $769,165 (2018 $155,399) for the year due to the Company’s cost incurred related to its patent applications
$122,982 and our new office space and equipment $646,183.
Financing Activities
Net cash provided from financing activities was $3,332,683 during the year ended August 31, 2019 compared to net cash provided of $1,867,224 during
the same period in 2018.
Liquidity and Capital Resources
We have accumulated a large deficit since inception that has primarily resulted from executing our business plan including research and development
expenditures we have made in seeking to identify and develop our intellectual property patents for licensing and product creation. We expect to continue to
incur losses for at least the short term.
To date, we have obtained cash and funded our operations primarily through equity financings and limited amounts from revenue generation while our
licensees ramp up production and expansions. We expect to continue to evaluate various funding alternatives on an ongoing basis as needed to maintain
operations, to continue our research programs and to expand our patent portfolio. If we determine it is advisable to raise additional funds, there is no
assurance that adequate funding will be available to us or, if available, that such funding will be available on terms that we or our stockholders view as
favorable. Market volatility and concerns over a global recession may have a significant impact on the availability of funding sources and the terms at
which any funding may be available.
Short Term Liquidity
At November 30, 2020 we had $525,341 in cash and cash equivalents. On January 14, 2021 we closed an underwritten public offering for $11,039,994,
issuing 2,102,856 units consisting of one common share and one warrant for $5.25. Total fees of $1,568,499 were estimated at time of closing. We
believe our cash resources are sufficient to allow us to continue operations for at least through January 31, 2022 .
Long Term Liquidity
It will require substantial cash to achieve our objectives for developing and patenting our intellectual property across all applicable market and industry
segments. This process typically takes many years and potentially millions of dollars for each segment. We will need to obtain significant funding from
existing or new relationships, increasing revenue streams or from other sources of liquidity such as the sale of equity, issuance of debt or other
transactions.
The exact requirements will vary depending on the results of research programs and the requirements of each industry segment that we pursue. Pursuit of
each segment will be prosecuted or curtailed based on available sources of cash with which to execute individual segment business plans. The
requirements will also be affected by transactions with existing or new relationships and the depth of regulatory requirements in each segment for
compliance required to approve our IP, to market and license it. These changes to requirements and transactions may impact our liquidity as well as affect
our expenses.
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MANAGEMENT
All directors of our Company hold office until the next annual meeting of the security holders or until their successors have been elected and
qualified. The officers of our Company are appointed by our Board and hold office until their death, resignation or removal from office. Our directors and
executive officers and their ages, positions held, and duration as such, are as follows:

Name
Christopher Bunka
John Docherty
Allan Spissinger
Nicholas Baxter
Ted McKechnie
Brian Quigley
Al Reese Jr.

Position Held with our Company
Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, and Director
President and Director
Chief Financial Officer
Director
Director
Director
Director

Age
59
50
51
67
73
47
71

Date first
Elected or
Appointed
Oct. 26, 2006
April 15, 2015
May 31, 2017
July 8, 2011
Sept. 16, 2015
Aug. 14, 2019
January 14, 2021

Business Experience
The following is a brief account of the education and business experience of each director and executive officer during the past five years,
indicating each person's principal occupation during the period, and the name and principal business of the organization by which he was employed.
Christopher Bunka – Chairman, Chief Executive Officer and Director
Mr. Bunka has been Chairman of the Board and CEO since 2006 and was primarily responsible for the corporate pivot from older business
activities to bioscience. Mr. Bunka is a serial entrepreneur and has been involved in several private and public companies since the late 1980’s. He was
well known for more than a decade as a part-time business commentator in print and radio, as well as an author. He has extensive experience in the capital
markets, corporate governance, project acquisition and corporate finance. He is a named inventor on some of the Company’s pending patent applications.
Since 1988, Mr. Bunka has been the CEO of CAB Financial Services Ltd., a private holding company located in Kelowna, Canada. He is a
venture capitalist and corporate consultant.
John Docherty – President and Director
Mr. Docherty was appointed President of the Company effective April 15, 2015. Prior to joining the Company, Mr. Docherty was former
President and Chief Operating Officer of Helix BioPharma Corp. (TSX: HBP), where he led the company’s pharmaceutical development programs for its
plant and recombinantly derived therapeutic protein product candidates.
Mr. Docherty is a senior operations and management executive with over 20 years experience in the pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical
sectors. He has worked with large multinational companies and emerging, private and publicly held start-ups. At Helix, Mr. Docherty was also
instrumental in the areas of investor/stakeholder relations, capital raising, capital markets development, strategic partnering, regulatory authority
interactions and media relations, and he also served as a management member of its board of directors. Prior to this, Mr. Docherty was President and a
board member of PharmaDerm Laboratories Ltd., a Canadian drug delivery company that developed unique microencapsulation formulation technologies
for use with a range of active compounds.
Mr. Docherty has also held positions with companies such as Astra Pharma Inc., Nu-Pharm Inc. and Price Water house Coopers’ former global
pharmaceutical industry consulting practice. He is a named inventor on issued patents and pending patent applications and he has a M.Sc. in
pharmacology and a B.Sc. in Toxicology from the University of Toronto.
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He has served as a director of the Company since April 29, 2016.
Allan Spissinger – Chief Financial Officer
Prior to concentrating on finance and accounting, Mr. Spissinger worked within the Informational Technologies (IT) sector for over a decade;
specializing in corporate IT infrastructure and software development projects. Mr. Spissinger joined the audit and assurance department at
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) where he obtained his Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA) designation focusing on financial reporting and
Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) compliance in the following sectors: resources, manufacturing and technologies. Mr. Spissinger joined the Company in September
2014 as a corporate controller. His positive mentorship, excellent communication and extensive leadership skills have enabled him to successfully manage
a variety of private businesses for over 20 years.
Nicholas Baxter - Director
Mr. Baxter was appointed as a member of the Board of Lexaria Corp. in 2009. Mr. Baxter received a Bachelor of Science (Honours) from the
University of Liverpool in 1975, and has worked on oil & gas projects in many areas of the world. Since the 1980’s, he has worked with companies in the
public markets both in the U.K. and in Canada. Mr. Baxter brings extensive real-world experience as a board member.
Mr. Baxter serves as an independent member on the Company’s Audit and Finance Committee, its Compensation Committee and its Corporate
Governance and Nominating Committee.
Ted McKechnie – Director
Mr. McKechnie is a well-recognized thought leader in the Canadian food industry. In the past, Mr. McKechnie was president of Maple Leaf
Foods, an owner and senior executive at Humpty Dumpty and a senior leader at Pepsi Co. After a distinguished career as an executive and marketer
specializing in food manufacturing, he now focuses on moving the Canadian food sector into the future. Besides being the chairman of Food Starter’s
board, Mr. McKechnie is also the Chairman/CEO of The Davies Group and William Davies Consulting Inc. Mr. McKechnie is also a chairman of the
board for Advanced Technology For Food Manufacturing, serves on the Board Of Governors for St Jeromes University.
Mr. McKechnie is often called upon by think tanks, the government and industry leaders to offer insights on how to grow the food sector and add
more value to the Canadian economy.
Mr. McKechnie serves as an independent member on the Company’s Audit and Finance Committee and its Compensation Committee.
Brian Quigley – Director
Mr. Quigley has been a senior Consumer Packaged Goods executive for over 20 years of Brand Building, Marketing, Operations, Leadership and
General Management experience leading business transformations that deliver shareholder returns for public and private equity investors. Mr. Quigley is
one of the founders of Green Sky Strategy. Before founding Green Sky, he spent 16 years at the Altria Group, with 7 years as President and CEO for U.S.
Smokeless Tobacco and Nu-Mark, Altria’s innovation Company. In his time at Altria, Brian spearheaded the companies Harm Reduction strategies and
worked to deliver results by creating change in the U.S. Tobacco business. Prior to Altria, Brian held branding and leadership roles with several
companies, including Pinnacle Foods Corporation, International Home Foods, which is now part of ConAgra, Inc., and in the advertising industry. Brian
has launched dozens of new products, created consumer focused innovation strategies and built businesses and cultures that deliver results. Brian is
motivated by helping to change lives with meaningful brands.
Mr. Quigley serves as an independent member on the Company’s Compensation Committee and its Corporate Governance and Nominating
Committee.
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Al Reese Jr. – Director
Mr. Reese joined our Board on January 14, 2021. Mr. Reese has over 40 years experience in public and private businesses and has served in
board positions for energy companies and commercial banks. He was the Chief Financial Officer of a multi-billion public energy company and has
directed over 50 acquisitions and financings ranging in size from several hundred thousand dollars to multibillion dollars. Mr. Reese was CFO of ATP Oil
and Gas from 1999 until 2014 during which time he guided ATP in equity, debt, and mezzanine transaction totaling over $10 billion. Mr. Reese received
his Bachelor’s Degree in Business Administration (Finance) from Texas A&M University in 1971 and his Master of Business Administration from
University of Houston in 1977, and is a Certified Public Accountant.
Our Board has determined that Mr. Reese is independent within the meaning of the Nasdaq Rule 5605(a)(2). Mr. Reese is a member of the Audit
and Finance committee, as its financial expert, and is a member of the Corporate Governance and Nominating Committee.
Family Relationships
There are no family relationships among any of our directors or officers.
Involvement in Certain Legal Proceedings
None of our directors, executive officers, promoters or control persons has been involved in any of the following events during the past five years:
1)

2)
3)

A petition under the Federal bankruptcy laws or any state insolvency law was filed by or against, or a receiver, fiscal agent or similar officer
was appointed by a court for the business or property of such person, or any partnership in which he was a general partner at or within two
years before the time of such filing, or any corporation or business association of which he was an executive officer at or within two years
before the time of such filing;
A conviction in a criminal proceeding or is a named subject of a pending criminal proceeding (excluding traffic violations and other minor
offenses);
The subject of any order, judgment, or decree, not subsequently reversed, suspended or vacated, of any court of competent jurisdiction,
permanently or temporarily enjoining him from, or otherwise limiting, the following activities:
i.

Acting as a futures commission merchant, introducing broker, commodity trading advisor, commodity pool operator, floor broker,
leverage transaction merchant, any other person regulated by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, or an associated person of
any of the foregoing, or as an investment adviser, underwriter, broker or dealer in securities, or as an affiliated person, director or
employee of any investment company, bank, savings and loan association or insurance company, or engaging in or continuing any
conduct or practice in connection with such activity

ii.

Engaging in any type of business practice; or

iii.

Engaging in any activity in connection with the purchase or sale of any security or commodity or in connection with any violation of
Federal or State securities laws or Federal commodities laws;
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4)

Such person was the subject of any order, judgment or decree, not subsequently reversed, suspended or vacated, of any Federal or State
authority barring, suspending or otherwise limiting for more than 60 days the right of such person to engage in any activity described in
paragraph (f)(3)(i) of this section, or to be associated with persons engaged in any such activity;

5)

Found by a court of competent jurisdiction in a civil action or by the SEC to have violated any Federal or State securities law, and the
judgment in such civil action or finding by the SEC has not been subsequently reversed, suspended, or vacated;

6)

Found by a court of competent jurisdiction in a civil action or by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission to have violated any Federal
commodities law, and the judgment in such civil action or finding by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission has not been subsequently
reversed, suspended or vacated;

7)

The subject of, or a party to, any Federal or State judicial or administrative order, judgment, decree, or finding, not subsequently reversed,
suspended or vacated, relating to an alleged violation of:

8)

i.

Any Federal or State securities or commodities law or regulation; or

ii.

Any law or regulation respecting financial institutions or insurance companies including, but not limited to, a temporary or permanent
injunction, order of disgorgement or restitution, civil money penalty or temporary or permanent cease-and-desist order, or removal or
prohibition order; or

iii.

Any law or regulation prohibiting mail or wire fraud or fraud in connection with any business entity; or

The subject of, or a party to, any sanction or order, not subsequently reversed, suspended or vacated, of any self-regulatory organization (as
defined in Section 3(a)(26) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(26))), any registered entity (as defined in Section 1(a)(29) of the
Commodity Exchange Act (7 U.S.C. 1(a)(29))), or any equivalent exchange, association, entity or organization that has disciplinary authority
over its members or persons associated with a member.

Code of Ethics
We adopted a Code of Ethics applicable to our officers, directors and employees. If we make any amendments to our Code of Ethics other than
technical, administrative, or other non-substantive amendments, or grant any waivers, including implicit waivers, from a provision of our Code of Ethics
to our Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer, or certain other finance executives, we will disclose the nature of the amendment or waiver, its
effective date and to whom it applies in a Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC.
Board and Committee Meetings
Our Board held four formal meetings and several informal meetings during the year ended August 31, 2020. All proceedings of the Board taken
at a formal meeting were evidenced by minutes taken at such meeting. All other matters approved by the Board outside of any formal meeting were
evidenced by resolutions consented to by all the directors. Such resolutions consented to in writing by the directors entitled to vote on that resolution at a
meeting of the directors are, according to the Nevada Revised Statutes and our Bylaws, as valid and effective as if they had been passed at a meeting of
the directors duly called and held.
Corporate Governance and Nominating Committee
Our Corporate Governance and Nominating Committee consists of Nicholas Baxter, Brian Quigley and Al Reese Jr. The functions of the
Corporate Governance and Nominating Committee include, in part:
·
·
·

identifying and recommending candidates for membership on our Board;
reviewing and recommending the composition of our committees;
making recommendations to our Board concerning governance matters;
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·
·

establish an orientation and continuing education program for newly elected Board members; and
assessing the effectiveness of the Board as a whole.

Audit and Finance Committee and Audit Committee Financial Expert
Our Audit and Finance Committee consists of Al Reese Jr., Ted McKechnie and Nicholas Baxter.
Our Board has determined that Al Reese qualifies as an "audit committee financial expert" as defined in Item 407(d)(5)(ii) of Regulation S-K,
and is "independent" as the term is used in Item 7(d)(3)(iv) of Schedule 14A under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.
We believe that the members of our Audit and Finance Committee are collectively capable of analyzing and evaluating our consolidated financial
statements and understanding internal controls and procedures for financial reporting.
Compensation Committee
On July 2, 2020, the Board appointed a Compensation Committee comprised of the following initial members: Ted McKechnie, Nicholas Baxter
and Brian Quigley, all being independent directors of the Board. A Compensation Committee charter was adopted by the Board to govern the
Compensation Committee.
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EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
The particulars of the compensation paid to the following persons:
a)

our principal executive officer;

b)

each of our two most highly compensated executive officers who were serving as executive officers at the end of the years ended August 31,
2020 and August 31, 2019; and

c)

up to two additional individuals for whom disclosure would have been provided under (b) but for the fact that the individual was not serving
as our executive officer at the end of the years ended August 31, 2020 and August 31, 2019,

who we will collectively refer to as the named executive officers of our Company, are set out in the following summary compensation table, except that
no disclosure is provided for any named executive officer, other than our principal executive officer, whose total compensation did not exceed $100,000
for the respective fiscal year:
SUMMARY COMPENSATION TABLE

Name and
Principal
Position
Christopher
Bunka(1),
Chairman,
Chief
Executive
Officer &
Director

Year
2020(4)

Salary
($)

Stock
Awards ($)

Bonus ($)

Option
Awards
($)

Non-Equity
Incentive Plan
Compensation
($)

Non-Qualified
Deferred
Compensation
Earnings
($)

All Other
Compensation
($)

Total ($)

-

-

-

153,065

-

-

300,802

453,867

-

-

-

-

-

-

223,280

223,280

-

-

-

275,614

-

-

242,521

518,135

-

-

-

-

-

-

195,740

195,740

-

-

-

143,886

-

-

121,664

265,550

-

-

-

-

-

-

112,377

112,377

2019

John
Docherty(2)
President &
Director

2020(4)
2019

Allan
Spissinger(3)
Chief
Financial
Officer

2020(4)
2019

(1)

Mr. Bunka was appointed as Chairman, President, Chief Executive Officer, and director on October 26, 2006, and was Chief Financial
Officer of our company from April 29, 2016 to May 31 2017. He resigned as President on April 15, 2015. We pay Mr. Bunka a consulting fee
through CAB Financial Services Ltd., where he is also the Chief Executive Officer.

(2)

Mr. Docherty became President on April 15, 2015 and a director on April 29, 2016. We pay Mr. Docherty a consulting fee through his
wholly-owned company Docherty Management Ltd.

(3)

Mr. Spissinger became Interim Chief Financial Officer on June 1, 2017 and Chief Financial Officer June 1, 2018. We pay Mr. Spissinger a
consulting fee through his wholly-owned company M&E Services Ltd.

(4)

The fair value of the stock options awarded was estimated using the Black-Scholes option pricing model with the following assumptions:
expected volatility of 96%; risk-free interest rate of 0.35%; expected life of 5 years; and dividend yield of 0%.
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Our Company is currently paying consulting fees to our Chief Executive Officer CAD$29,706 per month, our President CAD$25,609 per month
and our Chief Financial Officer CAD$13,997 per month.
Consulting Agreements
The Company has negotiated a 3-year term renewal management contract with Chief Executive Officer Christopher Bunka effective January 1,
2019. The annual compensation payable is CDN$350,000 per year.
The Company appointed John Docherty as President of the Company effective April 15, 2015. The Company had an agreement with Docherty
Management Limited, solely owned by John Docherty with compensation of CAD$180,000 plus applicable taxes per year and has negotiated a 3-year
term renewal management contract CAD$300,000 per year.
The contracts for the services of the Chief Executive Officer and President of the Company also include the following performance incentives:
A performance bonus equal to 50% of the annual compensation may be payable upon the completion of certain performance criteria as
determined by the Board. Compensation equal to 2% of the consideration received by the Company from the sale of a subsidiary, excluding certain
circumstances. Certain compensation to be paid upon a change of control excluding certain circumstances and participation in the Company’s approved
stock option plans.
On December 1, 2019, the Company amended and restated its contract with M&E Services Ltd., a wholly-owned company by Allan Spissinger,
as Chief Financial Officer for a term of one and one-half years with monthly compensation of CAD$ 12,960 plus applicable taxes, including an 8%
increase effective June 1, 2020 plus applicable taxes. Mr. Spissinger is also entitled to an incentive of compensation equal to 1% of the consideration
received by the Company from the sale of a subsidiary, excluding certain circumstances.
Other than as set out in this registration statement on Form S-1, we have not entered into any employment or consulting agreements with any of
our current officers, directors or employees.
Grants of Plan-Based Awards Table
During the fiscal year ended August 31, 2020, we issued the following plan based awards to our named executive officers:

Name
and position
Christopher Bunka CEO

Compensation Securities
Number of
compensation
securities,
number of
underlying
Issue,
Type of
securities, and
Date of
conversion or
compensation percentage of
issue
exercise
security
class
or grant
price ($)
Stock Options
23,333
04/23/2020
10.20

John Docherty President

Stock Options

18,333
13,333

02/07/2020
04/23/2020

14.10
9.60

02/07/2025
04/23/2025

Allan Spissinger CFO

Stock options

21,666

04/23/2020

9.60

04/23/2025
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Outstanding Equity Awards at Fiscal Year End
The particulars of unexercised options, stock that has not vested and equity incentive plan awards for our named executive officers are set out in
the following table:
OUTSTANDING EQUITY AWARDS AT FISCAL YEAR-END
OPTION AWARDS
STOCK AWARDS

Name
Christopher
Bunka
John
Docherty

Allan
Spissinger

Number of
Securities
Underlying
Unexercised
Options
Exercisable
(#)

Number of
Securities
Underlying
Unexercised
Options
Unexercisable
(#)

Equity
Incentive
Plan Awards:
Number of
Securities
Underlying
Unexercised
Unearned
Options
(#)

23,333

-

-

$

10.20

10,000
18,333
13,333

-

-

$
$
$

3.30
14.10
9.60

21,666

-

-

$

9.60

Market
Value of
Shares or
Units of
Stock That
Have Not
Vested
($)

Equity
Incentive
Plan
Awards:
Number of
Unearned
Shares,
Units or
Other
Rights That
Have Not
Vested
(#)

Equity
Incentive
Plan
Awards:
Market or
Payout
Value of
Unearned
Shares,
Units or
Other
Rights That
Have Not
Vested
(#)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Number of
Shares or
Units of
Option
Stock That
Expiration Have Not
Date
Vested (#)

Option
Exercise
Price ($)

2025/04/23
2021/04/15
2025/02/07
2025/04/23
2025/4/23
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Option Exercises
During our fiscal year ended August 31, 2020, no named executive officer exercised any options.
Compensation of Directors
As of January 2019, we implemented agreements for compensating our directors for their services in their capacity as directors for CAD$30,000
per year paid quarterly in advance. As of August 31, 2020, three of our Directors are accepting compensation for their services.
During the year ended August 31, 2020, an aggregate of 13,333 stock options were granted to three of our directors with an exercise price of
$9.60 expiring April 23, 2025, valued at $88,544 and included in consulting expense replacing cancelled options.
Pension, Retirement or Similar Benefit Plans
There are no arrangements or plans in which we provide pension, retirement or similar benefits for directors or executive officers. We have no
material bonus or profit sharing plans pursuant to which cash or non-cash compensation is or may be paid to our directors or executive officers, except
that stock options may be granted at the discretion of the Board or a committee thereof.
Indebtedness of Directors, Senior Officers, Executive Officers and Other Management
None of our directors or executive officers or any associate or affiliate of our Company during the last two fiscal years is or has been indebted to
our Company by way of guarantee, support agreement, letter of credit or other similar agreement or understanding currently outstanding.
Compensation Committee Interlocks and Insider Participation
During the majority of the fiscal year ended August 31, 2020, we did not have a Compensation Committee or another committee of the board of
directors performing equivalent functions. Instead, the entire Board performed the function of Compensation Committee. Our Board approved the
executive and director compensation updates, with the entire board acting as the Compensation Committee. Updated compensation is as disclosed in this
registration statement on Form S-1. On July 2, 2020, the Board established a Compensation Committee comprised of the following independent directors:
Ted McKechnie, Nicholas Baxter and Brian Quigley.
Compensation Committee Report
As the Compensation Committee was recently formed, it did not, during the fiscal year ended August 31, 2020, hold any meetings and therefore it
has not prepared a compensation committee report. The Compensation Committee Charter, as adopted by the Board to govern the Compensation
Committee, is available at its website.
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SECURITY OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND MANAGEMENT
The following table sets forth information as of February 11, 2021 regarding the beneficial ownership of our common stock by (i) those persons
who are known to us to be the beneficial owner(s) of more than 5% of our common stock, (ii) each of our directors and named executive officers, and (iii)
all of our directors and executive officers as a group. Except as otherwise indicated, the beneficial owners listed in the table below possess the sole voting
and dispositive power in regard to such shares and have an address of c/o Lexaria Bioscience Corp. #100 – 740 McCurdy Road, Kelowna, British
Columbia V1X 2P7. As of February 11, 2021 there were 5,104,332 shares of our common stock outstanding on a post-reverse split basis.
Beneficial ownership is determined in accordance with the rules of the SEC and generally includes voting or investment power with respect to
securities. Shares of our common stock subject to options, warrants, notes or other conversion privileges currently exercisable or convertible, or
exercisable within 60 days of the date of this table, are deemed outstanding for computing the percentage of the person holding such option, warrant, note,
or other convertible instrument but are not deemed outstanding for computing the percentage of any other person. Where more than one person has a
beneficial ownership interest in the same shares, the sharing of beneficial ownership of these shares is designated in the footnotes to this table.
Amount and
Nature of
Beneficial
Ownership
483,455(1)
16,000(2)
95,742(3)
18,191(4)
25,639(5)
3,334(6)
3,400(7)
645,761

Name and Address of Beneficial Owner
Christopher Bunka; Kelowna BC Canada
Nicholas Baxter; Aberdeenshire, UK*
John Docherty; Toronto, Ontario
Ted McKechnie; Toronto, Ontario*
Allan Spissinger; Langley, BC*
Brian Quigley; Richmond, VA*
Al Reese Jr.*
Directors and Executive Officers as a Group (7 persons)

Percentage
of Class
9.42%
0.31%
1.86%
0.36%
0.50%
0.07%
0.07%
12.38%

*Less than 1%
(1) Includes 215,911 shares held in the name of C.A.B. Financial Services and 237,543 shares held directly by Christopher Bunka, chairman, chief
executive officer and a director of our Company. Includes 23,334 options which are exercisable at $10.20 and 6,667 warrants exercisable at $10.50.
(2) Includes 5,000 options exercisable at $9.60.
(3) Includes 18,333 options which are exercisable at $14.10, 10,000 options which are exercisable at $3.30, and 13,333 options exercisable at $9.60. John
Docherty is the President and a Director of our Company.
(4) Includes 5,000 options exercisable at $9.60.
(5) Includes 21,667 options exercisable at $9.60. Allan Spissinger is chief financial officer of our Company.
(6) Includes 3,334 options exercisable at $9.60.
(7) Includes 3,400 options exercisable at $4.80.
RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
Except as disclosed herein, no director, executive officer, shareholder holding at least 5% of shares of our common stock, or any family member
thereof, had any material interest, direct or indirect, in any transaction, or proposed transaction since the beginning of the years ended August 31, 2020
and 2019, in which the amount involved in the transaction exceeded or exceeds the lesser of $120,000 or one percent of the average of our total assets at
the year end for the last three completed fiscal years.
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DESCRIPTION OF CAPITAL STOCK
The rights of our stockholders are be governed by Nevada law, Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws, as amended. The following briefly
summarizes the material terms of our common stock and preferred stock. We urge you to read the applicable provisions of Nevada Corporation Law, our
Articles of Incorporation and our Bylaws.
Authorized Capital Stock
Our authorized capital stock consists of 220,000,000 shares of common stock, par value $0.001 per share. As of February 25, 2021, there were
5,104,332 shares of our common stock outstanding.
Common Stock
We are authorized to issue up to a total of 220,000,000 shares of common stock, par value $0.001 per share. Holders of our common stock are
entitled to one vote for each share held on all matters submitted to a vote of our stockholders. Holders of our common stock have no cumulative voting
rights. Further, holders of our common stock have no preemptive or conversion rights or other subscription rights. Upon our liquidation, dissolution or
winding-up, holders of our common stock are entitled to share in all assets remaining after payment of all liabilities and the liquidation preferences of any
of our outstanding shares of preferred stock. Subject to preferences that may be applicable to any outstanding shares of preferred stock, holders of our
common stock are entitled to receive dividends, if any, as may be declared from time to time by our Board out of our assets which are legally available.
Such dividends, if any, are payable in cash, in property or in shares of capital stock.
Holders of shares of our common stock are entitled to cast at least 33.33% of the total votes entitled to be cast by the holders of all of our
outstanding capital stock, present in person or by proxy, are necessary to constitute a quorum at any meeting. If a quorum is present, an action by
stockholders entitled to vote on a matter is approved if the number of votes cast in favor of the action exceeds the number of votes cast in opposition to the
action. The vote of 33.33% of our stock held by shareholders present in person or represented by proxy and entitled to vote at the Meeting will be
sufficient to elect Directors or to approve a proposal.
Warrants
In May 2020, the Company issued five-year warrants to purchase an aggregate of 295,550 shares of common stock at an exercise price of $10.50
per share. The Company is registering for resale in this registration statement all of the shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of these warrants.
In November 2019, the Company issued two-year warrants, which were subsequently extended to five-year warrants, to purchase an aggregate of
60,798 shares of common stock at an exercise price of $36.00 per share. The Company is registering for resale in this registration statement all of the
shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of these warrants.
Anti-Takeover Provisions of Nevada State Law
Certain anti-takeover provisions of Nevada law could have the effect of delaying or preventing a third-party from acquiring us, even if the
acquisition arguably could benefit our stockholders.
Nevada’s “combinations with interested stockholders” statutes, NRS 78.411 through 78.444, inclusive, prohibit specified types of business
“combinations” between certain Nevada corporations and any person deemed to be an “interested stockholder” for two years after such person first
becomes an “interested stockholder” unless the corporation’s board of directors approves the combination, or the transaction by which such person
becomes an “interested stockholder”, in advance, or unless the combination is approved by the board of directors and sixty percent of the corporation’s
voting power not beneficially owned by the interested stockholder, its affiliates and associates. Further, in the absence of prior approval certain
restrictions may apply even after such two year period. However, these statutes do not apply to any combination of a corporation and an interested
stockholder after the expiration of four years after the person first became an interested stockholder. For purposes of these statutes, an “interested
stockholder” is any person who is (1) the beneficial owner, directly or indirectly, of ten percent or more of the voting power of the outstanding voting
shares of the corporation, or (2) an affiliate or associate of the corporation and at any time within the two previous years was the beneficial owner, directly
or indirectly, of ten percent or more of the voting power of the then outstanding shares of the corporation. The definition of the term “combination” is
sufficiently broad to cover most significant transactions between a corporation and an “interested stockholder.” These statutes generally apply to Nevada
corporations with 200 or more stockholders of record. However, a Nevada corporation may elect in its articles of incorporation not to be governed by
these particular laws, but if such election is not made in the corporation’s original articles of incorporation, the amendment (1) must be approved by the
affirmative vote of the holders of stock representing a majority of the outstanding voting power of the corporation not beneficially owned by interested
stockholders or their affiliates and associates, and (2) is not effective until 18 months after the vote approving the amendment and does not apply to any
combination with a person who first became an interested stockholder on or before the effective date of the amendment. We have made such an election in
our original articles of incorporation.
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Nevada’s “acquisition of controlling interest” statutes, NRS 78.378 through 78.379, inclusive, contain provisions governing the acquisition of a
controlling interest in certain Nevada corporations. These “control share” laws provide generally that any person that acquires a “controlling interest” in
certain Nevada corporations may be denied voting rights, unless a majority of the disinterested stockholders of the corporation elects to restore such
voting rights. Absent such provision in our bylaws, these laws would apply to us as of a particular date if we were to have 200 or more stockholders of
record (at least 100 of whom have addresses in Nevada appearing on our stock ledger at all times during the 90 days immediately preceding that date) and
do business in the State of Nevada directly or through an affiliated corporation, unless our articles of incorporation or bylaws in effect on the tenth day
after the acquisition of a controlling interest provide otherwise. These laws provide that a person acquires a “controlling interest” whenever a person
acquires shares of a subject corporation that, but for the application of these provisions of the NRS, would enable that person to exercise (1) one fifth or
more, but less than one third, (2) one third or more, but less than a majority or (3) a majority or more, of all of the voting power of the corporation in the
election of directors. Once an acquirer crosses one of these thresholds, shares which it acquired in the transaction taking it over the threshold and within
the 90 days immediately preceding the date when the acquiring person acquired or offered to acquire a controlling interest become “control shares” to
which the voting restrictions described above apply.
Nevada law also provides that directors may resist a change or potential change in control if the directors determine that the change is opposed
to, or not in the best interests of, the corporation. The existence of the foregoing provisions and other potential anti-takeover measures could limit the price
that investors might be willing to pay in the future for shares of our common stock. They could also deter potential acquirers of our Company, thereby
reducing the likelihood that you could receive a premium for your common stock in an acquisition.
Anti-Takeover Effects of Our Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws
The following provisions of our articles of incorporation and bylaws could have the effect of delaying or discouraging another party from
acquiring control of us and could encourage persons seeking to acquire control of us to first negotiate with our Board:
·

no cumulative voting in the election of directors, which limits the ability of minority stockholders to elect director candidates;

·

the right of our Board to elect a director to fill a vacancy created by the expansion of the Board or the resignation, death or removal of a
director, with our stockholders only allowed to fill such a vacancy if not filled by the Board;

·

the ability of our Board to alter our bylaws without obtaining shareholder approval; and

·

the requirement that a special meeting of stockholders may be called only by either (i) the Chairman; (ii) the President; (iii) Vice President, or
(iv) at least two members of our Board, which may delay the ability of our stockholders to force consideration of a proposal or to take action,
including the removal of directors
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Transfer Agent and Registrar
The transfer agent and registrar for our common stock is Computershare Trust Company of Canada.
Stock Market Listing
On January 12, 2021, our common stock ceased trading on the OTCQX, and our common stock and warrants commenced trading on Nasdaq
under the symbols “LEXX” and “LEXXW”, respectively. Our common stock also trades on the CSE under the symbol “LXX”.
Indemnification of Directors and Officers
The NRS empower us to indemnify our directors and officers against expenses relating to certain actions, suits or proceedings as provided for
therein. In order for such indemnification to be available, the applicable director or officer must not have acted in a manner that constituted a breach of his
or her fiduciary duties and involved intentional misconduct, fraud or a knowing violation of law, or must have acted in good faith and reasonably believed
that his or her conduct was in, or not opposed to, our best interests. In the event of a criminal action, the applicable director or officer must not have had
reasonable cause to believe his or her conduct was unlawful.
Pursuant to our articles, we may indemnify each of our present and future directors, officers, employees or agents who becomes a party or is
threatened to be made a party to any suit or proceeding, whether pending, completed or merely threatened, and whether said suit or proceeding is civil,
criminal, administrative, investigative, or otherwise, except an action by or in the right of the Company, by reason of the fact that he is or was a director,
officer, employee, or agent of the Company, or is or was serving at the request of the Company as a director, officer, employee, or agent of another
corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust, or other enterprise, against expenses, including, but not limited to, attorneys' fees, judgments, fines, and
amounts paid in settlement actually and reasonably incurred by him in connection with the action, suit, proceeding or settlement, provided such person
acted in good faith and in a manner which he reasonably believed to be in or not opposed to the best interest of the Company, and, with respect to any
criminal action or proceeding, had no reasonable cause to believe his conduct was unlawful.
The expenses of directors, officers, employees or agents of the Company incurred in defending a civil or criminal action, suit, or proceeding may
be paid by the Company as they are incurred and in advance of the final disposition of the action, suit, or proceeding, if and only if the director, officer,
employee or agent undertakes to repay said expenses to the Company if it is ultimately determined by a court of competent jurisdiction, after exhaustion
of all appeals therefrom, that he is not entitled to be indemnified by the corporation.
No indemnification shall be applied, and any advancement of expenses to or on behalf of any director, officer, employee or agent must be
returned to the Company, if a final adjudication establishes that the person's acts or omissions involved a breach of any fiduciary duties, where applicable,
intentional misconduct, fraud or a knowing violation of the law which was material to the cause of action.
The NRS further provides that a corporation may purchase and maintain insurance or make other financial arrangements on behalf of any person
who is or was a director, officer, employee or agent of the corporation, or is or was serving at the request of the corporation as a director, officer,
employee or agent of another corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise for any liability asserted against him and liability and
expenses incurred by him in his capacity as a director, officer, employee or agent, or arising out of his status as such, whether or not the corporation has
the authority to indemnify him against such liability and expenses. We have secured a directors’ and officers’ liability insurance policy. We expect that we
will continue to maintain such a policy.
Disclosure of Commission Position on Indemnification for Securities Act Liabilities
Insofar as indemnification for liabilities under the Securities Act may be permitted to officers, directors or persons controlling the Company
pursuant to the foregoing provisions, the Company has been informed that is it is the opinion of the SEC that such indemnification is against public policy
as expressed in such Securities Act and is, therefore, unenforceable.
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DESCRIPTION OF PRIVATE PLACEMENTS
May 2020 Private Placement
On May 4, 2020, the Company entered into securities purchase agreements with certain investors for the sale of up to 295,550 shares of common
stock and warrants to purchase up to 295,550 shares of common stock for gross proceeds of $2,039,228. The financing closed in two tranches on May 6,
2020 and May 11, 2020. The warrants have a five year term and are exercisable at $10.50 per share, subject to adjustment as set forth in the warrants for
stock splits, stock dividends, recapitalizations and the like. The investors may exercise the warrants on a cashless basis if the shares of common stock
underlying the warrants are not then registered pursuant to an effective registration statement. Each investor has contractually agreed to restrict its ability
to exercise the warrants such that the number of shares of the Company’s common stock held by the investor and its affiliates after such exercise does not
exceed 4.99% of the Company’s then issued and outstanding shares of common stock.
Additionally, pursuant to the purchase agreements, until the 18 month anniversary of the Resale Date, in the event of a subsequent financing by
the Company, investors that invested at least $115,000 shall have the right to participate up to an aggregate of 50% of the subsequent financing.
Additionally, pursuant to the purchase agreements, the Company may not effect a subsequent financing until 90 days following the Resale Date unless the
Company has received the written consent and approval by investors who had purchased at least 50.1% of the shares sold in the May 2020 offering.
Resale Date is defined in the purchase agreements as the later of (i) September 7, 2020 or (ii) the earlier of (a) the date that this registration statement is
declared effective and (b) all of the shares and warrant shares may be resold pursuant to Rule 144 without any volume or manner-of-sale restrictions.
In connection with the purchase agreements, the Company entered into a registration rights agreement with the investors. Pursuant to the
registration rights agreement, the Company is required to file the registration statement of which this prospectus forms a part to register for resale of the
common stock and shares of common stock underlying the warrants, within 30 days of signing, and to have such registration statement declared effective
within 60 days after signing in the event the registration statement is not reviewed by the SEC, or 120 days of signing in the event the registration
statement is reviewed by the SEC. The Company will be obligated to pay liquidated damages to the investors if the Company fails to file the registration
statement when required, fails to cause the registration statement to be declared effective by the SEC when required, fails to maintain the effectiveness of
the registration statement or, in certain circumstances, or if the Company fails to timely file its periodic reports under the Exchange Act.
In conjunction with the purchase agreements, all officers and directors of the Company entered into lock-up agreements pursuant to which they
agreed to not sell their shares of common stock or common stock equivalents in the Company until 90 days after the Resale Date and all investors have
entered into lock-up agreements pursuant to which they have agreed not to sell the shares or shares of common stock underlying the warrants through the
later of the effective date of the registration statement of which this prospectus forms a part or September 6, 2020.
As compensation for placement agent services, the Company paid Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. (“BWC”) a cash fee of approximately $151,623 at
the final closing and, subject to certain exceptions, will pay to 8% of the proceeds received from the cash exercise, if any, of the warrants issued to the
investors. The Company also issued to BWC and its designees warrants to purchase up to 21,640 shares of common stock. The Company agreed to
reimburse BWC’s legal fees up to $25,000.
November 2019 Private Placement
On November 13, 2019, the Company closed the first tranche of a non-brokered private placement financing resulting in the issuance of 51,814
units at a price of $13.50 per unit with each unit being comprised of one common share and one share purchase warrant for gross proceeds of $699,410.25.
The warrants are exercisable for a period of five years at an exercise price of $36.00 per share until November 13, 2024.
On November 28, 2019, the Company closed the second tranche of a non-brokered private placement financing resulting in the issuance of 8,984
units at a price of $13.50 per unit with each unit being comprised of one common share and one share purchase warrant for gross proceeds of $121,275.
The warrants are exercisable for a period of five years at an exercise price of $36.00 per share until November 28, 2024. In connection with the issuance
of the units, the Company also paid to certain finders an aggregate of $3,937.50 and issued an aggregate of 292 warrants exercisable until November 13,
2021 at an exercise price of $36.00. The Company is registering for resale in this registration statement 60,798 of the shares of common stock issuable
upon exercise of the warrants issued in November 2019.
October 2018 Private Placement
On October 31, 2018, the Company closed a non-brokered private placement financing resulting in the issuance of 31,571 units at a price of
$48.00 per unit with each unit being comprised of one common share and one share purchase warrant for gross proceeds of $1,514,408. The warrants were
exercisable on or prior to October 31, 2020 at an exercise price of $67.50 per share. Finder’s fees of US$45,080 and warrants to purchase 939 shares were
paid on a portion of the proceeds raised, with each warrant having exercise terms identical to the warrants issued to investors.
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SELLING STOCKHOLDERS
The shares of common stock being offered by the selling stockholders are those previously issued to the selling stockholders, and those issuable
to the selling stockholders, upon the exercise of certain warrants issued in November 2019 and May 2020. For additional information regarding the
issuances of the shares of common stock and warrants to the selling stockholders, see “Recent Developments” above. We are registering the shares of
common stock in order to permit the selling stockholders to offer the shares for resale from time to time. Except for the ownership of the shares of
common stock and the warrants or in the footnotes to the table below, the selling stockholders have not had any material relationship with us within the
past three years.
The table below lists the selling stockholders and other information regarding the beneficial ownership of the shares of common stock by each of
the selling stockholders. The second column lists the number of shares of common stock beneficially owned by each Selling Stockholder, based on its
ownership of the shares of common stock and warrants, as of February 11, 2021, assuming exercise of the warrants held by the selling stockholders on
that date, without regard to any limitations on exercises.
The third column lists the shares of common stock being offered by this prospectus by the selling stockholders.
This prospectus generally covers the resale of the sum of (i) the number of shares of common stock issued to the selling stockholders pursuant to
securities purchase agreements and (ii) the maximum number of shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of the related warrants, determined as if
such outstanding warrants were exercised in full as of the trading day immediately preceding the date this registration statement was initially filed with the
SEC, each as of the trading day immediately preceding the applicable date of determination and all subject to adjustment as provided in the registration
right agreement, without regard to any limitations on the exercise of the warrants. The fourth column assumes the sale of all of the shares offered by the
selling stockholders pursuant to this prospectus.
Under the terms of the warrants issued in May 2020, a Selling Stockholder may not exercise the warrants to the extent such exercise would cause
such Selling Stockholder, together with its affiliates and attribution parties, to beneficially own a number of shares of common stock which would exceed
4.99% of our then outstanding common stock following such exercise, excluding for purposes of such determination shares of common stock issuable
upon exercise of the warrants which have not been exercised. The number of shares in the second column does not reflect this limitation. The selling
stockholders may sell all, some or none of their shares in this offering. See "Plan of Distribution.
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Name of Selling Stockholder
Empery Asset Master, Ltd. (1)
Empery Tax Efficient, LP (5)
Empery Tax Efficient III, LP (9)
CVI Investments, Inc. (13)
Anson Investments Master Fund LP (15)
Richard Molinsky (19)
Scott A. Sampson Trust #2 (21)
Brio Capital Master Fund, Ltd. (23)
L1 Capital Global Opportunities Master Fund (27)
Intracoastal Capital, LLC (31)
Iroquois Capital Investment Group LLC (35)
Proactive Capital Partners, L.P. (37)
Gregory Castaldo (39)
Newtown Road 130 Holdings LLC (41)
Michael A. Silverman (43)
The Special Equities Opportunity Fund LLC+ (45)
C.A.B. Financial Services Ltd. (47)
Leede Jones Gable ITF Jack Ross (51)
PI Financial Corp. ITF Kristin Hamilton (53)
Keith Spinelli (57)
Susan Baxter (59)
Scotia Capital ITF 1068606 Ontario Inc. (63)
Aaron Unger (65)
Odlum Brown Limited (67)
PI Financial Corp ITF David Kosowan (71)
PI Financial Corp. ITF Dig Media Inc (75)
Elizabeth Cyna (77)
Odlum Brown Limited (79)
Fidelity Clearing Canada ULC ITF Elizabeth Staltari (83)
GS Venture Partners LLC (85)
Hans Birker (89)
Fidelity Canada ITF John Rice (91)
Jeff D Friesen 2015 Trust (93)
KEY Investment Partners LLC (95)
Kingsbrook Opportunities Master Fund LP (97)
Lawrence Cyna (101)
Fidelity Clearing Canada ITF Lukas Frankowski (103)
Fidelity Clearing Canada ULC ITF Patrick McBride (105)
Scotia Capital in Trust for Peter Volpe (107)
Odlum Brown Limited (109)
Fidelity ITF Sameh Ghobrial E5D4361F(113)
Thomas K. Brozowski (115)
Tanner Kenji Mason Kohara (119)
Fidelity Clearing Canada ULC ITF Tony Loria (121)
Third Edge Fund I LLC (123)
Vanessa Carle (125)
Zenon 401k Trust (129)
*

Number of
Shares of
Common
Stock
Owned
Prior to
Offering
105,387(2)
21,577 (6)
42,603 (10)
16,667 (14)
128,571(16)
5,000(20)
43,479 (22)
205,143(24)
319,048(28)
84,282 (32)
42,029 (36)
15,864 (38)
16,667 (40)
10,000 (42)
3,334(44)
16,667 (46)
519,456(48)
2,499(52)
30,326 (54)
24,001 (58)
23,111 (60)
1,667(64)
521 (66)
3,176(68)
3,866(72)
2,027(76)
4,267(78)
1,099(80)
313 (84)
23,500 (86)
2,000(90)
1,667(92)
37,038 (94)
208 (96)
34,067 (98)
5,200(102)
1,334(104)
1,041(106)
6,667(108)
4,159(110)
6,250(114)
23,027 (116)
1,500(120)
533 (122)
1,042(124)
5,134(126)
8,912(130)

Denotes less than 1%.
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Maximum
Number of
Shares of
Common
Stock to be
Sold Pursuant
to this
Prospectus
23,320 (3)
6,699(7)
6,215(11)
16,667 (14)
33,334 (17)
5,000(20)
43,479 (22)
16,667 (25)
33,334 (29)
21,739 (33)
42,029 (36)
15,864 (38)
16,667 (40)
10,000 (42)
3,334(44)
16,667 (46)
13,334 (49)
2,499(52)
8,333(55)
24,001 (58)
10,146 (61)
1,667(64)
521 (66)
700 (69)
1,833(73)
2,027(76)
4,267(78)
200 (81)
313 (84)
16,000 (87)
2,000(90)
1,667(92)
37,038 (94)
208 (96)
7,400(99)
5,200(102)
1,334(104)
1,041(106)
6,667(108)
600 (111)
6,250(114)
5,186(117)
1,500(120)
533 (122)
1,042(124)
134 (127)
8,912(130)

Number of
Shares of
Common Stock
Owned After
Offering
82,067 (4)
14,878 (8)
36,388 (12)
95,237 (18)
188,476(26)
285,714(30)
62,543 (34)
506,122(50)
21,993 (56)
12,965 (62)
2,476(70)

Percentage of
Common
Stock Owned
After the
Offering
1.58 %
*
*
1.74 %
3.56 %
5.30 %
1.21 %
9.87 %
*
*
*

2,033(74)
-

*
-

899 (82)
7,500(88)
26,667 (100)
3,559(112)
17,841 (118)
5,000(128)

*
*
*
*
*
*
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Referenced selling stockholder is affiliated with The Special Equities Group, LLC a division of Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd., 150 E.58th St., 28th
Floor, New York, NY 10155, a registered broker dealer, and the placement agent for the May 2020 private placement. The address of such selling
stockholder is c/o The Special Equities Group, LLC a division of Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd., 150 E.58th St., 28th Floor, New York, NY 10155.

(1)

Empery Asset Management LP, the authorized agent of Empery Asset Master Ltd. (“EAM”), has discretionary authority to vote and dispose of the
securities held by EAM and may be deemed to be the beneficial owner of these securities. Martin Hoe and Ryan Lane, in their capacity as
investment managers of Empery Asset Management LP, may also be deemed to have investment discretion and voting power over the securities
held by EAM. EAM, Mr. Hoe and Mr. Lane each disclaim any beneficial ownership of these securities. The business address for each of EAM,
Empery Asset Management LP and Messrs. Hoe and Lane is c/o Empery Asset Management, LP, 1 Rockefeller Plaza, Suite 1205, New York, NY
10020.

(2)

Represents 105,387 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.

(3)

Represents 23,320 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.

(4)

Represents 82,067 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants

(5)

Empery Asset Management LP, the authorized agent of Empery Tax Efficient, LP (“ETE”), has discretionary authority to vote and dispose of the
securities held by ETE and may be deemed to be the beneficial owner of these securities. Martin Hoe and Ryan Lane, in their capacity as
investment managers of Empery Asset Management LP, may also be deemed to have investment discretion and voting power over the securities
held by ETE. ETE, Mr. Hoe and Mr. Lane each disclaim any beneficial ownership of these securities. The business address for each of ETE, Empery
Asset Management LP and Messrs. Hoe and Lane is c/o Empery Asset Management, LP, 1 Rockefeller Plaza, Suite 1205, New York, NY 10020.

(6)

Represents 21,577 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.

(7)

Represents 6,699 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.

(8)

Represents 14,878 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.

(9)

Empery Asset Management LP, the authorized agent of Empery Tax Efficient III, LP (“ETE III”), has discretionary authority to vote and dispose of
the securities held by ETE III and may be deemed to be the beneficial owner of these shares. Martin Hoe and Ryan Lane, in their capacity as
investment managers of Empery Asset Management LP, may also be deemed to have investment discretion and voting power over the securities
held by ETE III. ETE III, Mr. Hoe and Mr. Lane each disclaim any beneficial ownership of these securities. The business address for each of ETE
III, Empery Asset Management LP and Messrs. Hoe and Lane is c/o Empery Asset Management, LP, 1 Rockefeller Plaza, Suite 1205, New York,
NY 10020.

(10) Represents 42,603 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(11) Represents 6,215 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(12) Represents 36,388 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
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(13) Heights Capital Management, Inc., the authorized agent of CVI Investments, Inc. ("CVI"), has discretionary authority to vote and dispose of the
shares held by CVI and may be deemed to be the beneficial owner of these shares. Martin Kobinger, in his capacity as Investment Manager of
Heights Capital Management, Inc., may also be deemed to have investment discretion and voting power over the shares held by CVI. Mr. Kobinger
disclaims any such beneficial ownership of the shares. CVI is affiliated with one or more FINRA members, none of whom are currently expected to
participate in this offering.
(14) Represents 16,667 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(15) Anson Advisors Inc., or AA, and Anson Funds Management LP, or AFM, the co-investment advisers of Anson Investments Master Fund LP, or
Anson, hold voting and dispositive power over the securities held by Anson. Bruce Winson is the managing member of Anson Management GP
LLC, or AM, which is the general partner of AFM. Moez Kassam and Amin Nathoo are directors of AA. Mr. Winson, Mr. Kassam and Mr. Nathoo
each disclaim beneficial ownership of these securities except to the extent of their pecuniary interest therein. The principal business address of Anson
is Walkers Corporate Limited, Cayman Corporate Centre, 27 Hospital Road, George Town, Grand Cayman KY1-9008, Cayman Islands.
(16) Represents 128,571 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(17) Represents 33,334 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(18) Represents 95,237 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(19) The address for Richard Molinsky is 51 Lord’s Highway East, Weston, CT 06883.
(20) Represents 5,000 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(21) The address of Scott A. Sampson Trust #2 is 6938A N. Santa Monica Blvd. Fox Point, WI 53217. Ann Mandelman has voting and dispositive
power over the securities held by Scott A. Sampson Trust #2.
(22) Represents (i) 21,739 shares of common stock and (ii) 21,740 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants
(23) The address of Brio Capital Master Fund Ltd is 100 Merrick Road, Suite 401W, Rockville Centre, NY 11570-4800. Shaye Hirsch, Director of Brio
Capital Master Fund Ltd, may be deemed to have voting and investment power over these securities.
(24) Represents 205,143 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(25) Represents 16,667 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(26) Represents 188,476 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(27) The address of L1 Capital Global Opportunities Master Fund, or L1, is 161A Shedden Road, 1 Artillery Court, PO Box 10085, Grand Cayman
KY1-1001. Cayman Islands. David Feldman has voting and dispositive power over the securities held by L1.
(28) Represents 319,048 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(29) Represents 33,334 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(30) Represents 285,714 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
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(31) The address for Intracoastal Capital LLC is 245 Palm Trail, Delray Beach, FL 33483. Mitchell P. Kopin (“Mr. Kopin”) and Daniel B. Asher (“Mr.
Asher”), each of whom are managers of Intracoastal Capital LLC (“Intracoastal”), have shared voting control and investment discretion over the
securities reported herein that are held by Intracoastal. As a result, each of Mr. Kopin and Mr. Asher may be deemed to have beneficial ownership
(as determined under Section 13(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”) of the securities reported herein that
are held by Intracoastal.
(32) Represents (i) 10,869 shares of common stock and (ii) 73,413 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(33) Represents (i) 10,869 shares of common stock and (ii) 10,870 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(34) Represents 62,543 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants
(35) The address of Iroquois Capital Investment Group LLC is c/o Iroquois Capital Management LLC, 125 Park Avenue, 25th Fl., New York NY 10017.
Iroquois Capital Management LLC has voting and dispositive power over the securities reported herein.
(36) Represents 42,029 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(37) The address of Proactive Capital Partners, LP is 150 East 58th Street, 20th Floor, New York, NY 10155. Jeffrey Ramson, Manager of Proactive
Capital Partners, LP, may be deemed to have voting and investment power over these securities.
(38) Represents (i) 7,932 shares of common stock and (ii) 7,932 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(39) The address of Gregory Castaldo is 3776 Steven James Drive, Garnet Valley, PA 19060.
(40) Represents 16,667 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of Warrants.
(41) The address of Newtown Road 130 Holdings LLC is c/o Bender Lane Advisory, 4 Tower Place, Suite 1001, Albany, NY. John P. Gutfreund,
Manager of Newtown Road 130 Holdings LLC, may be deemed to have voting and investment power over these securities.
(42) Represents 10,000 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(43) The address of Michael A. Silverman is c/o Katalyst Securities LLC, 630 Third Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10017.
(44) Represents 3,334 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(45) The address of The Special Equities Opportunity Fund LLC is 135 Sycamore Drive, Roslyn, NY 11576. Jonathan Schechter and Joseph Reda have
shared voting and dispositive power over the securities held by The Special Equities Opportunity Fund LLC. The Special Equities Opportunity Fund
LLC is an affiliate of the placement agent for our May 2020 offering. The securities registered for resale herein were purchased in the May 2020
offering and were not issued as compensation for services.
(46) Represents 16,667 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
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(47) The address of C.A.B. Financial Services Ltd. is #100 – 740 McCurdy Road, Kelowna, British Columbia V1X 2P7. Christopher Bunka, our Chief
Executive Officer, has voting and investment power over these securities.
(48) Represents (i) 6,667 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants held in the name of C.A.B. Financial Services, (ii) 215,912 shares
held in the name of C.A.B. Financial Services, (iii) 273,543 shares held directly by Christopher Bunka and (iv) options to purchase an aggregate of
23,334 shares held in the name of Christopher Bunka.
(49) Represents (i) 6,667 shares of common stock and (ii) 6,667 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(50) Represents (i) 215,912 shares held in the name of C.A.B. Financial Services, (ii) 273,543 shares held directly by Christopher Bunka and (iii)
options to purchase an aggregate of 23,334 shares held in the name of Christopher Bunka.
(51) The address of Leede Jones Gable ITF Jack Ross is #410-14100 Riverport Way, Richmond, BC V6W 1M3.
(52) Represents (i) 1,666 shares of common stock and (ii) 833 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(53)

The address of PI Financial Corp ITF Kristin Hamilton is 1708 Dolphin Avenue, #406 Suite 907. Kristin Hamilton has voting and dispositive
power over the securities held by PI Financial Corp ITF Kristin Hamilton. Kristin Hamilton is the Company’s Office Manager.

(54) Represents (i) 6,159 shares of common stock, (ii) 4,167 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants and (iii) options to purchase an
aggregate of 20,000 shares.
(55) Represents (i) 4,166 shares of common stock and (ii) 4,167 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(56) Represents (i) 1,993 shares of common stock and (ii) options to purchase an aggregate of 20,000 shares of common stock.
(57) The address of Keith Spinelli is 909 Berkshire Drive, Westbury, NY 11590.
(58) Represents (i) 12,000 shares of common stock and (ii) 12,001 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(59) The address of Susan Baxter is 37H King’s Gate, Aberdeen, AB15 4EL, U.K.
(60) Represents (i) 18,038 shares of common stock and (ii) 5,073 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(61) Represents (i) 5,073 shares of common stock and (ii) 5,073 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants
(62) Represents 12,965 shares of common stock.
(63) The address of Scotia Capital ITF 1068606 Ontario Inc. is 40 King St. W, 49th Floor, Toronto, ON, M5H 1H1. Allan Newman and Greg Newman
have shared voting and dispositive power over the securities held by Scotia Capital ITF 1068606 Ontario Inc.
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(64) Represents (i) 883 shares of common stock and (ii) 884 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(65) The address of Aaron Unger is 707 Briar Hill Ave, Toronto, ON, Canada, M6B 1L5.
(66) Represents 521 shares of common stock.
(67) The address of Odlum Brown Limited is Suite 1500, 1631 Dickson Ave. Kelowna, B.C., V1Y 0B5. C.L. Nash Holdings Ltd. is the beneficial owner
of the securities. Carla Louise Nash, President of C.L. Nash Holdings Ltd., has voting and dispositive power over these securities held by Odlum
Brown Limited.
(68) Represents 3,176 shares of common stock.
(69) Represents 700 shares of common stock.
(70) Represents 2,476 shares of common stock.
(71) The address of PI Financial Corp ITF David Kosowan is 748 Wanyandi Road, Edmonton, AB, T5T 4K8. David Kosowan has voting and
dispositive power over the securities held by PI Financial Corp ITF David Kosowan.
(72) Represents 3,866 shares of common stock.
(73) Represents 1,833 shares of common stock.
(74) Represents 2,033 shares of common stock.
(75)

The address of PI Financial Corp. ITF Dig Media Inc is 1200-736 Granville St, Vancouver, BC V6Z 1G3. Mike Rodger has voting and dispositive
power over the securities held by Dig Media Inc.

(76) Represents 2,027 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(77) The address of Elizabeth Cyna is 26 Chiltern Hill Rd, Toronto, ON M6C 3B3.
(78) Represents (i) 2,133 shares of common stock and (ii) 2,134 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(79) The address of Odlum Brown Limited is Suite 1500, 1631 Dickson Ave. Kelowna, B.C., V1Y 0B5. Ryan Burgis is the beneficial owner of the
securities and has voting and dispositive power over these securities.
(80) Represents 1,099 shares of common stock.
(81) Represents 200 shares of common stock.
(82) Represents 899 shares of common stock.
(83) The address of Fidelity Clearing Canada ULC ITF Elizabeth Staltari is 101-1 Columbus Ave., Toronto, ON, M6R 1S1. Elizabeth Staltari has voting
and dispositive power over the securities held by Fidelity Clearing Canada ULC ITF Elizabeth Staltari.
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(84) Represents 313 shares of common stock.
(85)

The address of GS Venture Partners LLC is 1095 Park Avenue, Suite 4D New York, NY 10128. Gregg Smith has voting and dispositive power over
the securities held by GS Venture Partners LLC.

(86) Represents (i) 8,000 shares of common stock and (ii) 15,500 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(87) Represents (i) 8,000 shares of commons stock and (ii) 8,000 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(88) Represents 7,500 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(89) The address of Hans Birker is 409 Cadder Avenue, Kelowna, BC V1Y 5N2.
(90) Represents (i) 1,000 shares of common stock and (ii) 1,000 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(91)

The address of Fidelity Canada ITF John Rice is 747 Morton Lane, Cavan, ON, L0A 1C0. John Rice has voting and dispositive power over the
securities held by Fidelity Canada ITF John Rice.

(92) Represents 1,667 shares of common stock.
(93)

The address of Jeff D Friesen 2015 Trust is 1060 Campanile, Newport Beach, CA 92660. Jeff Daryl Friesen has voting and dispositive power over
the securities held by Jeff D Friesen 2015 Trust.

(94) Represents (i) 18,519 shares of common stock and (ii) 18,519 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(95) The address of KEY Investment Partners LLC is 2590 Welton Street, Apt. 820, Denver, CO 80205. Jordan Youkilis has voting and dispositive
power over the securities held by KEY Investment Partners LLC.
(96) Represents 208 shares of common stock.
(97) The address of Kingsbrook Opportunities Master Fund LP is 689 Fifth Avenue, 12th Floor, New York, NY 10022. Kingsbrook Partners LP
("Kingsbrook Partners") is the investment manager of Kingsbrook Opportunities Master Fund LP ("Kingsbrook Opportunities") and consequently
has voting control and investment discretion over securities held by Kingsbrook Opportunities. Kingsbrook Opportunities GP LLC ("Opportunities
GP") is the general partner of Kingsbrook Opportunities and may be considered the beneficial owner of any securities deemed to be beneficially
owned by Kingsbrook Opportunities. KB GP LLC ("GP LLC") is the general partner of Kings brook Partners and may be considered the beneficial
owner of any securities deemed to be beneficially owned by Kingsbrook Partners. Ari J. Storch, Adam J. Chill and Scott M. Wallace are the sole
managing members of Opportunities GP and GP LLC and as a result may be considered beneficial owners of any securities deemed beneficially
owned by Opportunities GP and GP LLC. Each of Kingsbrook Partners, Opportunities GP, GP LLC and Messrs. Storch, Chill and Wallace disclaim
beneficial ownership of these securities.
(98) Represents 34,067 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(999) Represents 7,400 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(100) Represents 26,667 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(101) The address of Lawrence Cyna is 26 Chiltern Hill Rd, Toronto, ON M6C 3B3.
(102) Represents (i) 2,600 shares of common stock and (ii) 2,600 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
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(103) The address of Fidelity Clearing Canada ITF Lukas Frankowski is 3183 25 Sideroad, Milton, ON N0B 2K0. Lukas Frankowski has voting and
dispositive power over the securities held by Fidelity Clearing Canada ITF Lukas Frankowski.

(104) Represents 1,334 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(105) The address of Fidelity Clearing Canada ULC ITF Patrick McBride is 162 Lascelles Blvd., Toronto, ON, M5P 2E6. Patrick McBride has voting and
dispositive power over the securities held by Fidelity Clearing Canada ULC ITF Patrick McBride.
(106) Represents 1,041 shares of common stock.
(107) The address of Scotia Capital in Trust for Peter Volpe is 40 King St. West – Scotia Plaza – 49th Floor, Toronto, ON, M5H 3Y2. Peter Volpe has
voting and dispositive power over the securities held by Scotia Capital in Trust for Peter Volpe.
(108) Represents (i) 3,333 shares of common stock and (ii) 3,334 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(109) The address of Odlum Brown Limited is Suite 1500, 1631 Dickson Ave. Kelowna, B.C., V1Y 0B5. Trevor Alan Wright is the beneficial owner of
the securities and has voting and dispositive power over these securities.
(110) Represents 4,159 shares of common stock.
(111) Represents 600 shares of common stock.
(112) Represents 3,559 shares of common stock.
(113)

The address of Fidelity ITF Sameh Ghobrial E5D4361F is 280 Ruhl Dr. Milton, ON, L9T 8J7. Sameh Ghobrial has voting and dispositive power
over the securities held by Fidelity ITF Sameh Ghobrial E5D4361F.

(114) Represents 6,250 shares of common stock.
(115) The address of Thomas K. Brozowski is 2556 McCrea Road, Thousand Oaks, CA 91362.
(116) Represents (i) 13,260 shares of common stock and (ii) 9,767 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(117) Represents (i) 2,593 shares of common stock and (ii) 2,593 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(118) Represents (i) 10,667 shares of common stock and (ii) 7,174 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
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(119) The address of Tanner Kenji Mason Kohara is 39 Thorn Hill Ave, Toronto, ON M6S 4C6.
(120) Represents (i) 750 shares of common stock and (ii) 750 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
(121) The address of Fidelity Clearing Canada ULC ITF Tony Loria is 124 Blueridge View, Calgary, AB, T3L 2N6. Tony Loria has voting and
dispositive power over the securities held by Fidelity Clearing Canada ULC ITF Tony Loria.
(122) Represents 533 shares of common stock.
th
(123) The address of Third Edge Fund I LLC is 161 W 15 St., Apt. 7F, New York, NY 10011. David Kovner has voting and dispositive power over the
securities held by Third Edge Fund I LLC.

(124) Represents 1,042 shares of common stock.
(125) The address of Vanessa Carle is 9551 Winview Road, Lake Country, BC V4V 1M1. Vanessa Carle is the Head of Legal Department.
(126)

Represents (i) 67 shares of common stock (ii) 67 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants and (iii) 5,000 shares of common
stock issuable upon exercise of options.

(127) Represents(i) 67 shares of common stock and (ii) 67 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants
(128) Represents 5,000 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of options.
(129)

The address of Zenon 401k Trust is 12 Robinhood Road, White Plains, NY10605. Andrew Dowicz has voting and dispositive power over the
securities held by Zenon 401k Trust.

(130) Represents (i) 5,208 shares of common stock and (ii) 3,704 shares of common stock issuable upon exercise of warrants.
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PLAN OF DISTRIBUTION
Each selling stockholder and any of their pledgees, assignees and successors-in-interest may, from time to time, sell any or all of their securities
covered hereby on the principal trading market or any other U.S. stock exchange, market or trading facility on which the securities are traded or in private
transactions. These sales may be at fixed or negotiated prices. A selling stockholder may use any one or more of the following methods when selling
securities:
·

ordinary brokerage transactions and transactions in which the broker‑dealer solicits purchasers;

·

block trades in which the broker‑dealer will attempt to sell the securities as agent but may position and resell a portion of the block as principal
to facilitate the transaction;

·

purchases by a broker‑dealer a principal and resale by the broker‑dealer for its account;

·

an exchange distribution in accordance with the rules of the applicable exchange;

·

privately negotiated transactions;

·

settlement of short sales;

·

in transactions through broker‑dealers that agree with the selling stockholders to sell a specified number of such securities at a stipulated price
per security;

·

through the writing or settlement of options or other hedging transactions, whether through an options exchange or otherwise;

·

a combination of any such methods of sale; or

·

any other method permitted pursuant to applicable law.

The selling stockholders may also sell securities under Rule 144 or any other exemption from registration under the Securities Act of 1933, if
available, rather than under this prospectus.
Broker‑dealers engaged by the selling stockholders may arrange for other brokers‑dealers to participate in sales. Broker‑dealers may receive
commissions or discounts from the selling stockholders (or, if any broker‑dealer acts as agent for the purchaser of securities, from the purchaser) in
amounts to be negotiated, but, except as set forth in a supplement to this prospectus, in the case of an agency transaction not in excess of a customary
brokerage commission in compliance with FINRA Rule 2440; and in the case of a principal transaction a markup or markdown in compliance with FINRA
IM-2440.
In connection with the sale of the securities or interests therein, the selling stockholders may enter into hedging transactions with broker-dealers
or other financial institutions, which may in turn engage in short sales of the securities in the course of hedging the positions they assume. The selling
stockholders may also sell securities short and deliver these securities to close out their short positions, or loan or pledge the securities to broker-dealers
that in turn may sell these securities. The selling stockholders may also enter into option or other transactions with broker-dealers or other financial
institutions or create one or more derivative securities which require the delivery to such broker-dealer or other financial institution of securities offered
by this prospectus, which securities such broker-dealer or other financial institution may resell pursuant to this prospectus (as supplemented or amended to
reflect such transaction).
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The selling stockholders and any broker-dealers or agents that are involved in selling the securities may be deemed to be “underwriters” within
the meaning of the Securities Act in connection with such sales. In such event, any commissions received by such broker-dealers or agents and any profit
on the resale of the securities purchased by them may be deemed to be underwriting commissions or discounts under the Securities Act. Each Selling
Stockholder has informed the Company that it does not have any written or oral agreement or understanding, directly or indirectly, with any person to
distribute the securities.
The Company is required to pay certain fees and expenses incurred by the Company incident to the registration of the securities. The Company
has agreed to indemnify the selling stockholders against certain losses, claims, damages and liabilities, including liabilities under the Securities Act.
We agreed to keep this prospectus effective until the earlier of (i) the date on which the securities may be resold by the selling stockholders
without registration and without regard to any volume or manner-of-sale limitations by reason of Rule 144, without the requirement for the Company to be
in compliance with the current public information under Rule 144 under the Securities Act or any other rule of similar effect or (ii) all of the securities
have been sold pursuant to this prospectus or Rule 144 under the Securities Act or any other rule of similar effect. The resale securities will be sold only
through registered or licensed brokers or dealers if required under applicable state securities laws. In addition, in certain states, the resale securities
covered hereby may not be sold unless they have been registered or qualified for sale in the applicable state or an exemption from the registration or
qualification requirement is available and is complied with.
Under applicable rules and regulations under the Exchange Act, any person engaged in the distribution of the resale securities may not
simultaneously engage in market making activities with respect to the common stock for the applicable restricted period, as defined in Regulation M, prior
to the commencement of the distribution. In addition, the selling stockholders will be subject to applicable provisions of the Exchange Act and the rules
and regulations thereunder, including Regulation M, which may limit the timing of purchases and sales of the common stock by the selling stockholders or
any other person. We will make copies of this prospectus available to the selling stockholders and have informed them of the need to deliver a copy of this
prospectus to each purchaser at or prior to the time of the sale (including by compliance with Rule 172 under the Securities Act).
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LEGAL MATTERS
The validity of the common stock being offered by this prospectus has been passed upon for us by Sichenzia Ross Ference LLP, New York, New
York.
EXPERTS
The audited consolidated financial statements of the Company and its subsidiaries, as of and for the years ended August 31, 2020 and 2019
included in this prospectus have been so included in reliance upon the report of Davidson & Company LLP, independent registered public accountants,
upon the authority of said firm as experts in accounting and auditing.
WHERE YOU CAN FIND MORE INFORMATION
We file reports, proxy statements and other information with the SEC. The SEC maintains an internet site that contains reports, proxy and
information statements and other information regarding Lexaria Bioscience Corp. and other issuers that file electronically with the SEC. The address of
the SEC internet site is www.sec.gov. In addition, we make available on or through our Internet site copies of these reports as soon as reasonably
practicable after we electronically file or furnish them to the SEC. Our Internet site can be found at www.lexariabioscience.com
You should rely only on the information contained in this prospectus. We have not authorized anyone to provide you with different
information. Therefore, if anyone gives you different or additional information, you should not rely on it. The information contained in this
prospectus is correct as of its date. It may not continue to be correct after this date.
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
To the Shareholders and Directors of
Lexaria Bioscience Corp.
Opinion on the Consolidated Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Lexaria Bioscience Corp. (the “Company”), as of August 31, 2020 and 2019, and the
related consolidated statements of operations and comprehensive loss, cash flows and stockholders’ equity for the years ended August 31, 2020 and 2019,
and the related notes (collectively referred to as the “financial statements”). In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of Lexaria Bioscience Corp. as of August 31, 2020 and 2019, and the results of its operations and its cash flows
for the years ended August 31, 2020 and 2019 in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
Going Concern
The accompanying consolidated financial statements have been prepared assuming that the Company will continue as a going concern. As discussed in
Note 1 to the consolidated financial statements, the Company has suffered recurring losses from operations and has a net capital deficiency that raise
substantial doubt about its ability to continue as a going concern. Management's plans in regard to these matters are also described in Note 1. The
consolidated financial statements do not include any adjustments that might result from the outcome of this uncertainty.
Basis for Opinion
These consolidated financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the
Company’s consolidated financial statements based on our audits. We are a public accounting firm registered with the Public Company Accounting
Oversight Board (United States) (“PCAOB”) and are required to be independent with respect to the Company in accordance with the U.S. federal
securities laws and the applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission and the PCAOB.
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements are free of material misstatement, whether due to error or fraud. The Company is not
required to have, nor were we engaged to perform, an audit of its internal control over financial reporting. As part of our audits we are required to obtain
an understanding of internal control over financial reporting but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s
internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we express no such opinion.
Our audits included performing procedures to assess the risks of material misstatements of the financial statements, whether due to error or fraud, and
performing procedures that respond to those risks. Such procedures included examining, on a test basis, evidence regarding the amounts and disclosures in
the consolidated financial statements. Our audits also included evaluating the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management,
as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated financial statements. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
We have served as the Company’s auditor since 2016.
“DAVIDSON & COMPANY LLP”
Chartered Professional Accountants
Vancouver, Canada
October 14, 2020
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LEXARIA BIOSCIENCE CORP.
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
(Expressed in U.S. Dollars)
August 31
2020
ASSETS
Current
Cash and cash equivalents
Marketable securities (Note 19)
Accounts receivable (Note 7)
Inventory (Note 8)
Prepaid expenses and deposit (Note 18)
Total Current Assets

$

Non-current assets, net
Lease right of use
Intellectual property (Note 9)
Property & equipment (Note 10)
Total Non-current Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

$

LIABILITIES
Current
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities (Note 11)
Deferred revenue (Note 14)
Due to related party (Note 15)
Lease current (Note 17)
Total Current Liabilities

$

Long Term
Lease long term(Note 17)
Loan payable
Total Long Term Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES

1,293,749
19,321
313,925
116,871
182,095
1,925,961
126,920
292,000
483,357
902,277
2,828,238

86,920
44,255
58,704
36,038
225,917
89,393
30,670
120,063
345,980

August 31
2019
$

$

$

1,285,147
64,214
273,145
127,396
68,927
1,818,829
265,127
591,263
856,390
2,675,219

136,411
48,096
184,507
184,507

STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY
Share capital (Note 12)
Authorized: 220,000,000 common voting shares with a par value of $0.001 per share Issued and
outstanding:90,044,312 common shares at August 31, 2020 and 78,787,134 common shares at August 31, 2019
90,044
78,787
Additional paid-in capital (Note 12, 13)
30,237,355
26,172,453
Deficit
(27,802,198)
(23,868,202)
Equity attributable to shareholders of the Company
2,525,201
2,383,038
Non-Controlling Interest
(42,943)
107,674
Total Stockholders’ Equity
2,482,258
2,490,712
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY
$
2,828,238 $
2,675,219
The accompanying notes are an integral party of these consolidated financial statements.
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LEXARIA BIOSCIENCE CORP.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS AND COMPREHENSIVE LOSS
(Expressed in U.S. Dollars, except number of shares)
YEAR ENDED
August 31
August 31
2020
2019
$
384,543 $
222,610
99,378
22,893
285,165
199,717

Revenue (Note 14)
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Expenses
Accounting and audit
Depreciation and amortization (Note 9, 10)
Advertising and promotions
Bad debt
Consulting (Notes 13, 15, 17)
Investor relations
Legal and professional
Office and miscellaneous
Research and development
Travel
Wages & salaries
Loss on disposal of marketable securities
Unrealized loss on marketable securities (Note 19)
Inventory writeoff (Note 8)

78,650
112,750
204,277
50,000
2,193,076
184,277
371,844
292,880
387,074
47,336
401,283
18,198
19,893
8,240
4,369,778

77,388
60,550
515,360
75,000
1,444,735
203,893
670,863
297,209
555,730
100,587
333,199
16,434
7,182
4,358,130

Net (loss) and comprehensive loss for the year
Net (loss) and comprehensive loss attributable to:
Common shareholders
Non-controlling interest

$

(4,084,613) $

(4,158,413)

$
$

(3,933,996) $
(150,617) $

(4,099,420)
(58,993)

Basic and diluted (loss) per share

$

(0.05) $

(0.05)

Weighted average number of common shares outstanding
- Basic and diluted

83,201,271

The accompanying notes are an integral party of these consolidated financial statements.
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LEXARIA BIOSCIENCE CORP.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
(Expressed in U.S. Dollars)
YEAR ENDED
August 31
August 31
2020
2019
Cash flows used in operating activities
Net loss and comprehensive loss
Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash used in operating activities:
Stock based compensation
Depreciation and amortization (Note 8, 9, 10)
Inventory write-off (Note 8)
Bad debt expense
Noncash right of use lease expense
Realized loss on disposal of marketable securities (Note 19)
Unrealized loss on marketable securities (Note 19)
Common shares issued for services
Warrants issued for services
Change in working capital
Accounts receivable
Inventory
Prepaid expenses and deposits
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Due to related parties
Operating lease liability
Deferred revenue
Net cash used in operating activities

$

(4,084,613) $
1,139,270
112,750
8,240
50,000
(34,831)
18,198
19,893
100,000
168,833

Cash flows used in investing activities
Sale of marketable securities (Note 20)
Intellectual Property
Property & equipment
Net cash used in investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Investment from NCI
Long term loan
Proceeds from issuance of equity
Net cash from financing activities

626,692
60,550
7,182
75,000
16,434
234,500
52,817

$

(90,780)
4,213
(113,168)
(49,491)
10,608
33,342
44,255
(2,663,281) $

(138,644)
(47,345)
124,805
100,626
40,241
(3,005,555)

$

6,802
(33,645)
(26,843) $

(122,982)
(646,183)
(769,165)

$

30,670
2,668,056
2,698,726

Decrease in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year
Cash and cash equivalents, end of year

$

8,602
1,285,147
1,293,749

Supplemental information of cash flows:
Income taxes paid in cash
Reclassification of NCI to additional paid in capital on acquisition

$
$

The accompanying notes are an integral party of these consolidated financial statements.
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(4,158,413)

$

1,000,000
2,332,683
3,332,683

$

(442,037)
1,727,184
1,285,147

(12,978) $
- $

13,919
833,333
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LEXARIA BIOSCIENCE CORP.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY
(Expressed in U.S. Dollars)
COMMON STOCK

Balance August 31, 2018
Shares issued for services
Stock based compensation
Warrants issued for services
Exercise of stock options
Exercise of warrants
Private Placement
Net loss
Non-controlling interest
Other comprehensive income
Subsidiary Investment
Balance August 31, 2019
Shares issued for services
Stock based compensation
Warrants issued for services
Exercise of stock options
Private placement
Net loss
Non-controlling interest
Balance August 31, 2020

SHARES
75,533,471
250,000
430,000
1,626,513
947,150
78,787,134
347,222
220,000
10,689,956
90,044,312

AMOUNT
$
75,533
250
430
1,627
947
78,787
347
220
10,690
90,044

ADDITIONAL
PAID-IN
CAPITAL $
22,095,682
234,250
626,692
52,817
65,820
794,496
1,469,363
833,333
26,172,453
99,653
1,139,270
168,833
29,810
2,627,336
30,237,355

DEFICIT
$
(19,768,782)
(4,099,420)
(23,868,202)
(3,933,996)
(27,802,198)

NCI
$
(58,993)
166,667
107,674
(150,617)
(42,943)

TOTAL
STOCKHOLDERS’
AOCI
EQUITY
$
$
(14,247)
2,388,186
234,500
626,692
52,817
66,250
796,123
1,470,310
(4,099,420)
(58,993)
14,247
14,247
1,000,000
2,490,712
100,000
1,139,270
168,833
30,030
2,638,026
(3,933,996)
(150,617)
2,482,258

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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LEXARIA BIOSCIENCE CORP.
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
August 31, 2020
(Expressed in U.S. Dollars)
1.

Organization, Business and Going Concern
Lexaria Bioscience Corp. (“Lexaria”, or the “Company”) was formed on December 9, 2004 under the laws of the State of Nevada. In March of
2014, the Company began its entry into the bioscience and alternative health and wellness business. In May 2016, the Company commenced outlicensing its patented DehydraTECH™ technology (“DehydraTECH”) for improved delivery of bioactive compounds that promotes healthy
ingestion methods, lower overall dosing and higher effectiveness in active molecule delivery. The Company has its office in Kelowna, BC, Canada.
The Company’s consolidated financial statements included herein have been prepared pursuant to the rules and regulations of the Securities and
Exchange Commission and in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States (US GAAP) applicable to a going
concern, which contemplates the realization of assets and the satisfaction of liabilities and commitments in the normal course of business. The
recurring losses from operations and net capital deficiency raise substantial doubt about the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern.
The Company requires additional funds to maintain its operations and developments. Management’s plans in this regard are to raise equity and debt
financing as required, but there is no certainty that such financing will be available or that it will be available at acceptable terms. The outcome of
these matters cannot be predicted at this time.
In March 2020, the World Health Organization declared coronavirus COVID-19 a global pandemic. This contagious disease outbreak and any
related adverse public health developments may adversely affect workforces, economies, and financial markets globally, potentially leading to an
economic downturn. It is not possible for the Company to predict the duration or magnitude of the adverse results of the outbreak and its effects on
the Company’s business or results of operations at this time.

2.

Business Risk and Liquidity
The Company is subject to several categories of risk associated with its operating activities. Although we intend to develop our businesses in
accordance with best ethical practices, we may suffer negative publicity if we, our partners, contractors, or customers are found to have engaged in
any environmentally insensitive practices or other business practices that are viewed as unethical.
Our operations may require licenses and permits from various governmental authorities. We believe that we will be able to obtain all necessary
licenses and permits under applicable laws and regulations for our operations and believe we will be able to comply in all material respects with the
terms of such licenses and permits. However, such licenses and permits are subject to change in various circumstances. There can be no guarantee
that we will be able to obtain or maintain all necessary licenses and permits and failing to obtain or retain required licenses could have a materially
adverse effect on the Company.
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Lexaria and its subsidiaries are not involved directly or indirectly in the cultivation, processing, distribution, or utilization of cannabis or cannabis
derived components. Lexaria does have an ancillary involvement risk via out-licensing of its patented technology to licensees that choose to utilize
DehydraTECH to manufacture products that contain locally or state approved but federally regulated and controlled contents. There can be no
guarantee that changes in the regulatory framework and environment will not occur and such changes could have a materially adverse effect on the
Company.
Lexaria and its subsidiaries are not involved directly or indirectly in the production or sale of any products containing nicotine. Products containing
nicotine have historically been involved in litigation in the USA. Lexaria’s corporate licensee may introduce products containing nicotine that utilize
DehydraTECH to the US consumer market, which could therefore introduce third-party risks to Lexaria.
Lexaria and its subsidiaries are not involved directly or indirectly in the production or sale of any pharmaceutical or anti-viral products. Licensees
may enhance their product’s delivery using our Technology, which could therefore introduce third-party risks to Lexaria.
3.

Significant Accounting Policies
a) Accounting Principles
These consolidated financial statements have been prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles of the United States of
America. All amounts, unless otherwise stated, are in United States dollars.
b) Revenue Recognition
Product Revenue
Revenue from the sale of products is recognized when persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists, delivery has occurred, the sales price is fixed or
determinable, and collectability is reasonably assured, which typically occurs upon shipment. The Company reports its sales net of the amount of
actual sales returns. Sales tax collected from customers is excluded from net sales.
Licensing Revenue from Intellectual Property
We recognize revenue for license fees at a point in time following the transfer of our intellectual property, namely our patented lipid nutrient
infusion technology DehydraTECH for infusing Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (“API”), to the licensee, which typically occurs on delivery of
documentation.
Usage Fees from Intellectual Property
We recognize revenue for usage fees when usage of our DehydraTECH intellectual property occurs by licensees infusing an API into one or more of
their product lines for sale.
c) Inventory and Cost of Sales
The Company’s inventory consists of finished goods, work in progress, and raw materials. In all classes, inventory is valued at the lower of cost or
market. Cost is determined on a first-in, first-out basis.
Cost of sales includes all expenditures incurred in bringing the goods to the point of sale. Inventory costs and costs of sales include direct costs of
the raw material, inbound freight charges, warehousing costs, handling costs (receiving and purchasing), utilities and overhead expenses.
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d) Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash equivalents comprise certain highly liquid instruments with a maturity of three months or less when purchased. As of August 31, 2020, and
August 31, 2019, the Company held cash only.
e) Equipment
Equipment is stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment, and depreciated using the straight-line method over their useful lives or
by units of production.
f) Patents
Capitalized patent costs represent legal costs incurred to establish patents. When patents reach a mature stage, any associated legal costs are
comprised mostly of maintenance fees and are expensed as incurred. Capitalized patent costs are amortized on a straight-line basis over the
remaining life of the patent. The Company was granted its first patent on October 25, 2016, with a legal life of 20 years from the patent
application’s filing date. Additional patent information is in Note 9.
g) Stock-Based Compensation
The Company accounts for its stock-based compensation awards in accordance with ASC Topic 718, Compensation—Stock Compensation (“ASC
718”). ASC 718 requires all stock-based payments to employees, including grants of employee stock options, to be recognized as expenses in the
statements of operations based on their grant date fair values. For stock options granted to employees and to members of the Boardfor their services
on the Board, the Company estimates the grant date fair value of each option award using the Black-Scholes option-pricing model. The use of the
Black-Scholes option-pricing model requires management to make assumptions with respect to the expected term of the option, the expected
volatility of the common stock consistent with the expected life of the option, risk-free interest rates and expected dividend yields of the common
stock.
Stock-based payments issued to non-employees are recorded at their fair values and are periodically revalued as the equity instruments vest and are
recognized as expense over the related service period in accordance with the provisions of ASC 718 and ASC Topic 505, Equity. For equity
instruments granted the Company recognizes stock-based compensation expense on vesting.
h) Loss Per Share
The Company applies the guidance in ASC 260 Earnings Per Share. Loss per share is computed using the weighted average number of shares
outstanding during the year. Diluted loss per share is equivalent to basic loss per share because the potential exercise of the equity-based financial
instruments was anti-dilutive.
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i) Foreign Currency Translation
The Company’s operations are located in the United States of America and Canada, and it has offices in Canada. The Company maintains its
accounting records in U.S. Dollars, as follows:
At the transaction date, each asset, liability, revenue and expense that was acquired or incurred in a foreign currency is translated into U.S. dollars
by using the exchange rate in effect at that date. At the year end, monetary assets and liabilities are translated at the exchange rate in effect at that
date. The resulting foreign exchange gains and losses are included in profit or loss.
j) Financial Instruments
ASC 820 Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures, requires an entity to maximize the use of observable inputs and minimize the use of
unobservable inputs when measuring fair value. ASC 820 establishes a fair value hierarchy based on the level of independent, objective evidence
surrounding the inputs used to measure fair value. A financial instrument’s categorization within the fair value hierarchy is based upon the lowest
level of input that is significant to the fair value measurement. ASC 820 prioritizes the inputs into three levels that may be used to measure fair
value:
Level 1 - Quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities;
Level 2 - Inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are either directly or indirectly observable; and
Level 3 - Unobservable inputs that are supported by little or no market activity, therefore requiring an entity to develop its own assumptions about
the assumptions that market participants would use in pricing.
The Company’s financial instruments consist primarily of cash, marketable securities, accounts receivable, accounts payable and accrued liabilities,
and due to related parties. The carrying amounts of cash, accounts and other receivable, accounts payable and accrued liabilities, and due to related
parties approximate their fair values due to their short maturities or quoted market prices.
The Company is located in Canada, which results in exposure to market risks from changes in foreign currency rates. The foreign currency exchange
risk is the financial risk to the Company’s operations that arise from fluctuations in foreign exchange rates and the degree of volatility of these rates.
Currently, the Company does not use derivative instruments to reduce its exposure to foreign currency risk as the Company does not hold a
significant position in foreign currencies, such as the Canadian dollar, and the impact of a change in a few basis points for USD/CAD is not
expected to be material.
k) Income Taxes
The Company applies the guidance in ASC 740, Income Taxes, which requires the Company to recognize deferred tax liabilities and assets for the
expected future tax consequences of events that have been recognized in the Company’s financial statements or tax returns using the liability
method. Under this method, deferred tax liabilities and assets are determined based on the temporary differences between the financial statement
and tax bases of assets and liabilities using enacted tax rates in effect in the year in which the differences are expected to reverse.
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l) Impairment of Long-Lived Assets
Long-lived assets, including equipment, and intangible assets, such as the Company’s patents, are assessed for potential impairment when there is
evidence that events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of an asset may not be recovered. An impairment loss is
recognized when the carrying amount of the long-lived asset is not recoverable and exceeds its fair value. The carrying amount of a long-lived asset
is not recoverable if it exceeds the sum of the undiscounted cash flows expected to result from the use and eventual disposition of the asset. Any
required impairment loss is measured as the amount by which the carrying amount of the long-lived asset exceeds its fair value and is recorded as a
reduction in the carrying value of the related asset and a charge to the profit or loss. Intangible assets with indefinite lives are tested for impairment
annually and in interim periods if certain events occur indicating that the carrying value of the intangible assets may be impaired.
m) Comprehensive Income
The Company applies ASC 220, Comprehensive Income, which establishes standards for reporting and presentation of comprehensive income, its
components and accumulated balances. The Company discloses this information on its Statement of Stockholders’ Equity. Comprehensive income
comprises equity changes except those transactions resulting from investments by owners and distributions to owners.
n) Credit Risk and Receivable Concentration
The Company places its cash with a high credit quality financial institution. As of August 31, 2020, the Company had approximately $1,293,749 in
the bank (August 31, 2019: $1,285,147).
As at August 31, 2020 we had $143,500 (2019 – $106,000) in IP Territory license fees receivable (Note 7) consisting of amounts due from three
licensees (2019 – three). These receivable amounts are based on contractual terms for payments that are payable within twelve months of signing
the definitive agreements or routine IP usage fees. To date these licensees have performed all of their required obligations. The Company incurred
$50,000 in bad debt in fiscal 2020 (2019 – $75,000).
As at August 31, 2020, the Company had $87,933 (2019 - $161,418) in sales tax receivable (Note 7). The Company considers its credit risk to be
low for such receivables.
o) Commitments and Contingencies
In accordance with ASC 450-20, Accounting for Contingencies, the Company records accruals for such loss contingencies when it is probable that a
liability has been incurred and the amount of loss can be reasonably estimated. In the event that estimates or assumptions prove to differ from actual
results, adjustments are made in subsequent periods to reflect more current information. Historically, the Company has not experienced any material
claims.
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p) Research and Development
Research and development costs are expensed as incurred.
q) Leases
On September 1, 2019, we adopted ASC Topic 842, Leases (“ASC 842”) using the optional transition method and applied the standard only to
leases that existed at that date. Under the optional transition method, we do not need to restate the comparative periods in transition and will
continue to present financial information and disclosures for periods before September 1, 2019, in accordance with ASC Topic 840. We have
elected the package of practical expedients allowed under ASC Topic 842, which permits us to account for our existing operating leases as operating
leases under the new guidance, without reassessing our prior conclusions about lease identification, lease classification and initial direct cost. As a
result of the adoption of the new lease accounting guidance, we recognized on September 1, 2019, operating lease right-of-use assets of $160,289
and operating lease liabilities of $158,773.
We determined the initial classification and measurement of our right-of-use assets and lease liabilities at the lease commencement date and
thereafter if modified. The lease term includes any renewal options and termination options that we are reasonably certain to exercise. The present
value of lease payments is determined by using the interest rate implicit in the lease, if that rate is readily determinable; otherwise, we use our
incremental borrowing rate. The incremental borrowing rate is determined by using the rate of interest that we would pay to borrow on a
collateralized basis an amount equal to the lease payments for a similar term and in a similar economic environment.
Rent expense for operating leases is recognized on a straight-line basis, unless the right-of-use asset has been impaired, over the reasonably certain
lease term based on the total lease payments and is included in operating expenses in the consolidated statements of operations and comprehensive
loss.
For operating leases that reflect impairment, we will recognize the amortization of the right-of-use asset on a straight-lined basis over the remaining
lease term with rent expense still included in operating expenses in the consolidated statements of operations and comprehensive loss.
For all leases, rent payments that are based on a fixed index or rate at the lease commencement date are included in the measurement of lease assets
and lease liabilities at the lease commencement date.
We have elected the practical expedient to not separate lease and non-lease components. Our non-lease components are primarily related to property
taxes and maintenance, which vary based on future outcomes, and thus differences to original estimates are recognized in rent expense when
incurred.
4.

Basis of Consolidation
These consolidated financial statements include the financial statements of the Company and its wholly-owned subsidiaries; Lexaria CanPharm
ULC, PoViva Corp., Lexaria Hemp Corp., Kelowna Management Services Corp. and Lexaria Pharmaceutical Corp., and our 83.333% subsidiary
Lexaria Nicotine LLC (16.667% Altria Ventures Inc., an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of Altria Group, Inc.). All significant intercompany
balances and transactions have been eliminated.
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5.

Estimates and Judgments
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with U.S GAAP requires us to make certain estimates, judgments and assumptions that affect
the reported amounts of assets and liabilities, the disclosure of contingent liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts
of revenue and expenses during the reporting year. Some of the Company’s accounting policies require us to make subjective judgments, often as a
result of the need to make estimates of matters that are inherently uncertain. These accounting policies involve critical accounting estimates because
they are particularly dependent on estimates and assumptions made by management about matters that are highly uncertain at the time the
accounting estimates are made. Although we have used our best estimates based on facts and circumstances available to us at the time, different
estimates reasonably could have been used. Changes in the accounting estimates used by the Company are reasonably likely to occur from time to
time, which may have a material effect on the presentation of financial condition and results of operations.
The Company reviews these estimates, judgments and assumptions periodically and reflect the effects of revisions in the period in which they are
deemed to be necessary. We believe that these estimates are reasonable; however, actual results could differ from these estimates.
Significant accounting estimates and assumptions are used for, but not limited to:
a) The Valuation of Deferred Tax Assets
Judgement is required in determining whether deferred tax assets are recognized on the balance sheet. The recognition of deferred tax assets requires
management to assess the likelihood that the Company will generate taxable income in future periods to utilize the deferred tax assets. Due to the
Company’s history of losses, deferred tax assets have not been recognized by Lexaria.
b) Value of Stock Options and Warrants
The Company provides compensation benefits to its employees, directors, officers, and consultants, through a stock option plan. The fair value of
each option award is estimated on the date of grant using the Black-Scholes option pricing model. Expected volatility assumptions used in the model
are based on the historical volatility of the Company’s share price. The Company uses historical data to estimate the period of option exercises for
use in the valuation model. The risk-free interest rate for the expected term of the option is based on the yields of government bonds. Changes in
these assumptions, especially the share price volatility and the expected life determination could have a material impact on the Company’s profit
and loss for the years presented. All estimates used in the model are based on historical data which may not be representative of future results.
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6.

Recent Accounting Guidance
In February 2016 FASB issued ASU No. 201602, Leases (Topic 842) which supersedes FASB ASC Topic 840, Leases (Topic 840) and provides
principles for the recognition, measurement, presentation, and disclosure of leases for both lessees and the lessors. The new standard requires the
lessees to apply a dual approach, classifying leases as either finance or operating leases based on the principle of whether or not the lease is
effectively a financed purchase by the lessee. The classification will determine whether lease expense is recognized based on an effective interest
method or on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease, respectively. A lessee is also required to record a right-of-use asset and a lease liability
for all leases with a term of greater than twelve months regardless of classification. Leases with a term of twelve months or less will be accounted
for similar to existing guidance for operating leases. In November 2019 FASB issued ASU No 201910 revised the effective date based on updated
criteria with the effective date for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2020. In June 2020 FASB issued ASU No 202005 further delaying the
effective date for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The Company has adopted this standard as of
August 31, 2020 (Note 17).
In June 2016, the FASB issued a new standard to replace the incurred loss impairment methodology in current U.S. GAAP with a methodology that
reflects expected credit losses and requires consideration of a broader range of reasonable and supportable information to inform credit loss
estimates. For trade and other receivables, loans and other financial instruments, the Company will be required to use a forward-looking expected
loss model rather than the incurred loss model for recognizing credit losses which reflects losses that are probable. Credit losses relating to available
for sale debt securities will also be recorded through an allowance for credit losses rather than as a reduction in the amortized cost basis of the
securities. In November 2019 FASB issued ASU No 201910 revised the effective date based on updated criteria with the effective date for fiscal
years beginning after December 15, 2022. Application of the amendments is through a cumulative effect adjustment to deficit as of the effective
date. The Company is currently assessing the impact of the standard on its consolidated financial statements.
In February 2018, the FASB issued ASU No. 201802, Income Statement–Reporting Comprehensive Income (Topic 220): Reclassification of
Certain Tax Effects from Accumulated Other Comprehensive Income, which allows a reclassification from accumulated other comprehensive
income to retained earnings for stranded tax effects resulting from the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act enacted by the U.S. federal government on December
22, 2017 (the “2017 Tax Act”). Consequently, the amendments eliminate the stranded tax effects resulting from the 2017 Tax Act and will improve
the usefulness of information reported to financial statement users. The amendments in this ASU are effective for all entities for fiscal years
beginning after December 15, 2018, and interim periods within those fiscal years. Early adoption is permitted, including adoption in any interim
period, (1) for public business entities for reporting periods for which financial statements have not yet been issued and (2) for all other entities for
reporting periods for which financial statements have not yet been made available for issuance. The Company adopted the ASU on September 1,
2019 for a $NIL effect.
In June 2018, the FASB issued ASU No. 201807, Compensation—Stock Compensation (Topic 718): Improvements to Nonemployee Share Based
Payment Accounting. This is a simplification that involves several aspects of accounting for nonemployee share-based payments resulting from
expanding the scope of Topic 718 to include share-based payment transactions for acquiring goods and services from nonemployees. The Company
adopted the ASU on September 1, 2019 for a $NIL effect.
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7.

Accounts and Other Receivables

Trade and deposits receivable
Territory license fee receivable
Sales tax receivable

8.

August 31
2020
$
82,492
143,500
87,933
313,925

August 31
2019
$
5,727
106,000
161,418
273,145

August 31
2020
$
51,404
15,705
49,762
116,871

August 31
2019
$
45,068
82,328
127,396

Inventory

Raw materials
Work in progress
Finished goods

During the year ended August 31, 2020, the Company wrote down $8,240 (2019 - $7,182) of inventory to reflect its net realisable value.
9.

Intellectual Property
The following is a list of US capitalized patents held by the Company

Issued Patent #
US 9,474,725 B1
US 9,839,612 B2
US 9,972,680 B2
US 9,974,739 B2
US 10,084,044 B2
US 10,103,225 B2
US 10,381,440
US 10,374,036
US 10,756,180

Patent Issuance Date
10/25/2016
12/12/2017
05/15/2018
05/22/2018
09/25/2018
10/16/2018
08/13/2019
08/06/2019
08/25/2020

Patent Family

Food and Beverage Compositions Infused With Lipophilic Active Agents and
Methods of Use Thereof
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The Company also holds non-capitalized patents outside the US. A continuity schedule for patents is presented below:
August 31
2020
$
265,127
33,645
(6,772)
292,000

Balance – Beginning
Addition
Amortization*
Balance – Ending
*The patents are amortized over their legal life of 20 years from the patent application’s filing date.
10.

August 31
2019
$
146,538
122,982
(4,393)
265,127

Property & Equipment

Year Ended August 31, 2020

Cost
$
259,981
63,964
34,220
291,235
649,400

Leasehold improvements
Computers
Furniture fixtures equipment
Lab equipment

Year Ended August 31, 2019

Cost
$
259,981
63,964
34,220
291,235
649,400

Leasehold improvements
Computers
Furniture fixtures equipment
Lab equipment

During the period $1,928 of amortization was included in the cost of inventory.
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Amortization
$
(53,268)
(19,681)
(7,036)
(27,921)
(107,906)

Accumulated
Amortization
$
(86,610)
(31,869)
(13,097)
(34,467)
(166,043)

Net Balance
August 31,
2020
$
173,371
32,095
21,123
256,768
483,357

Amortization
$
(33,342)
(12,187)
(4,205)
(6,546)
(56,281)

Accumulated
Amortization
$
(33,342)
(12,187)
(6,062)
(6,546)
(58,137)

Net Balance
August 31,
2019
$
226,639
51,777
28,158
284,689
591,263
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11.

Accounts Payable and Accrued Liabilities
August 31
2020
$

August 31
2019
$

45,080
-

31,463
63,616

3,834
38,006
86,920

41,332
136,411

Accounts Payable
Trades payable
Sales tax payable
Accrued Liabilities
Corporate tax payable
Trades payable
Total
12.

Common Shares and Warrants
Fiscal 2020 Activity
During the year ended August 31, 2020, the Company closed, pursuant to two tranches, a non-brokered private placement for an aggregate total of
1,823,745 units priced at $0.45 each. Each unit consists of one common share and one share purchase warrant. Each warrant shall entitle the holder
to acquire one common share of the Company for a period of two years at a price of $0.80 per Share until the first anniversary of issuance, and
thereafter at a price of $1.20 until the second anniversary of issuance. The Company paid $3,938 and issued 8,750 broker warrants. The broker
warrants have a term of 24 months and are each exercisable into one common share of the Company at a price of $0.80 per share until the first
anniversary of issuance, and thereafter at a price of $1.20 until the second anniversary of issuance. The fair value of these broker warrants was
determined to be $1,850, which were recorded as a share issuance cost within additional paid in capital for a net effect of $Nil.
The Company also issued an aggregate of 8,866,211 units at $0.23, issued in two tranches for gross proceeds of $2,039,229. Each unit consists of
one common share and one full warrant. The warrants are exercisable on issuance at an exercise price of $0.35 with 8,028,254 expiring May 6, 2025
and 837,957 on May 11, 2025. Pursuant to the agent agreement $151,623 and 649,123 broker warrants with an exercise price of $0.35 expiring May
6, 2025, were paid. The broker warrants were valued at $128,329 and were recorded as a share issue cost within additional paid in capital for a net
effect of $Nil. A total of $65,600 in legal fees were also paid.
The company granted a total of 500,000 warrants pursuant to an agreement with a consultant valued at $98,081 that were recorded as an expense
within consulting.
The Company recognized $168,833 in consulting expense for warrants granted to consultants as per vesting requirements.
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A summary of share issuance relating to exercises and private placements is presented below:
Number of
Shares
220,000
10,689,956
347,222
11,257,178

Type of Issuance
Option exercise
Private placement (1)
Per agreements(2)

Total Value
$
30,030
2,859,914
100,000
2,989,944

(1) Total fees of $221,889 were paid for total net receipt of $2,638,025.
(2) The Company awarded the restricted common shares as required by consulting contracts.

Fiscal 2019 Activity
During the year ended August 31, 2019 the Company closed a non-brokered private placement for 947,150 Units priced at $1.60 each. Each unit
consists of one common share and one share purchase warrant. Each warrant shall entitle the holder to acquire one common share at a price of $2.25
per share for a period of 24 months. The Company also issued 28,175 broker warrants. The broker warrants have a term of 24 months and are each
exercisable into one common share of the Company at a price of $2.25. The fair value of these broker warrants was determined to be $16,095, which
were recorded as a share issue cost within additional paid in capital for a net effect of $Nil. The Company granted an additional 107,737 broker
warrants with a value of $6,484 that were recorded as a share issue cost within additional paid in capital for a net effect of $Nil.
The Company granted a total of 100,000 warrants pursuant to an agreement with a vendor valued at $52,817 that were recorded as an expense
within investor relation expense.
During the year ended August 31, 2019 the Company recognized $51,448 in consulting expense for warrants previously granted to a consultant
upon vesting.
A summary of share issuance is presented relating to option and warrant exercises, agreement requirements and debt settlement is presented below:
Number of
Shares
1,626,513
430,000
947,150
250,000
3,253,663

Type of Issuance
Warrant exercise(1)
Option exercise
Private placement
Per agreements(2)
(1) Includes 384,212 broker warrants exercised for gross proceeds of $191,742
(2) The Company awarded the restricted common shares as required by consulting contracts.
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Total Value
796,122
66,250
1,515,440
234,500
$
2,612,312
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A continuity schedule for warrants is presented below:
Weighted
Average
Number of Exercise Price
Warrants
$
3,286,274
0.72
(17,498)
0.59
(1,626,513)
0.49
1,183,062
1.99
2,825,325
1.38
(750,000)
1.50
12,072,829
0.42
14,148,154
0.56

Balance August 31, 2018
Cancelled/Expired
Exercised
Issued
Balance August 31, 2019
Cancelled/Expired
Issued
Balance August 31, 2020

The fair value of share purchase warrants granted as broker warrants, compensation units, and compensatory warrants, was estimated as of the date
of the grant by using the Black-Scholes option pricing model with the following assumptions:
August 31
August 31
2020
2019
91%-94%
1%–117 %
0.36%-2.87 %
2.31%–2.87 %
2 – 5 years
1 day – 2 years
0%
0.00%
0.28 – 0.54
$Nil – $0.57

Expected volatility
Risk-free interest rate
Expected life
Dividend yield
Estimated fair value per warrant
A summary of warrants outstanding as of August 31, 2020 is presented below:
# of Warrants
975,325
100,000
250,000
750,000
225,000
1,562,995
269,500
500,000
8,028,254
1,487,080
14,148,154

Weighted Average Remaining
Contractual Life
0.17 years
0.72 years
0.73 years
1.11 years
2.18 years
1.20 years
1.24 years
4.54 years
4.68 years
4.70 years
3.59 years
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Weighted Average Exercise Price $
2.25
0.96
1.55
0.14
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.30
0.35
0.35
0.56
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13.

Stock Options
The Company has established its 2014 Stock Option Plan whereby the Board may, from time to time, grant up to 2,107,500 stock options to
directors, officers, employees, and consultants, and the 2019 Equity Incentive Plan whereby the Board may, from time to time, grant up to 7,838,713
stock options to directors, officers, employees, and consultants. Stock options granted must be exercised no later than five years from the date of
grant or such lesser period as determined by the Board. The exercise price of an option is equal to or greater than the closing market price of the
Company’s common shares on the day preceding the date of grant. The vesting terms of each grant are set by the Board.
During the year ending August 31, 2020 the formerly established 2007 Equity Incentive Plan and the 2010 Stock Option Plan were cancelled.
Outstanding options were cancelled and reissued under the 2019 Equity Incentive Plan.
Fiscal 2020 Activity
The Company granted stock options in the year ending August 31, 2020:
Quantity
1,000,000
60,000
550,000
2,538,000
700,000
4,848,000(1)

Exercise Price $
0.55
0.43
0.47
0.32
0.34
0.39

Life (Years)
5
5
5
5
5
5

(1) 3,962,000 have vested as at August 31, 2020, and 886,000 remain subject to vesting provisions.

Fiscal 2019 Activity
The Company granted stock options in the year ending August 31, 2019:
Quantity
390,000(1)
240,000(1)
30,000(1)
350,000
440,000(1)
48,000(1)
100,000
450,000(1)
2,048,000

Exercise Price $
1.27
1.06
1.16
0.99
0.99
0.96
0.81
0.81
1.00

(1) Options granted vest over a period of three years
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Life (Years)
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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A continuity schedule for stock options is presented below:

Options
4,800,000
(1,415,000)
(430,000)
2,048,000
5,003,000
(4,483,000)
(220,000)
4,848,000
5,148,000
4,262,000

Balance August 31, 2018
Expired/Cancelled
Exercised
Granted
Balance August 31, 2019
Expired/Cancelled
Exercised
Granted
Balance August 31, 2020 (Outstanding)
Balance August 31, 2020 (Exercisable)

Weighted
Average
Exercise Price
$
0.71
0.66
0.15
1.00
0.71
0.98
0.14
0.39
0.37
0.34

Weighted
Average
Remaining
Contractual
Term (Years)

4.30
4.29

Aggregate
Intrinsic
Value
$

140,634
136,853

The fair value of options granted was estimated as of the date of the grant by using the Black-Scholes option pricing model with the following
assumptions:
August 31
August 31
2020
2019
95%–96%
100%–144%
0.35%–1.66%
1.42%–2.89%
5 years
5 years
0%
0%
$ 0.31-$0.54
$ 0.60 - $1.07

Expected volatility
Risk-free interest rate
Expected life
Dividend yield
Estimated fair value per option
14.

Revenues
August 31
2020
$
150,993
232,909
641
384,543

Product sales
Licensing revenue (Note 11)
Freight revenue

August 31
2019
$
24,282
198,000
328
222,610

The Company recognized $232,909 of licensing revenue (2019 $198,000) and $150,993 of product revenues (2019 $24,282). Licensing revenue was
significantly concentrated on one licensee and $121,906 of product revenues related to sales of our intermediate product for use by five customers in
their products.
The licensing fees consist of IP licensing fees for transfer of the DehydraTECH technology with the signing of definitive agreements and usage fees.
The licensing fees include payments due upon transfer of the technology and installment payments that are receivable within 12 months (Note 7).
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As of August 31, 2020, we have $44,255 in deferred revenue from customers for production of intermediate products that are expected to be
produced during our next fiscal quarter.
15.

Related Party Transactions

Management, consulting
and accounting services
C.A.B Financial Services(1)
M&E Services Ltd.(1)
Docherty Management
Limited(1)
Company controlled by a
director
Directors

66
46

NonCash(2)
$
153,065
143,886

242,521

47

275,614

53

518,135

195,740

100

67,146
732,133

43

88,544
661,109

57

155,690
1,393,242

14,932
16,138
562,467

12
9

Cash
$
300,802
121,664

%

34
54

Aug 31
2020
Total $
453,867
265,550

Cash
$
223,280
112,377

%
100
100

NonCash (2)
$
-

%

-

Aug 31
2019
Total $
223,280
112,377

-

-

195,740

112,718
172,330
285,048

88
91

127,650
188,468
847,515

%

(1) C.A.B. Financial Services is owned by the CEO of the Company, M&E Services Ltd. is owned by the CFO of the Company, and Docherty

Management Limited is owned by the President of the Company.
(2) Stock Based Compensation (SBC) and Share Awards are included in the total value of the grants and awards included in expenses. In the year
ended August 31, 2020 the Company granted $572,565 of option awards to officers and $88,544 awards to Directors included in Consulting
expense replacing cancelled options (Note 13).
Due to related parties:
As at August 31, 2020, $58,704 (August 31, 2019 - $48,096) was payable to related parties included in due to related parties.
The related party transactions are recorded at the exchange amount established and agreed to between the related parties.
16.

Segment Information
The Company’s operations involve the development and usage, including licensing, of DehydraTECH. Lexaria is centrally managed and its chief
operating decision makers, being the President and the CEO, use the consolidated and other financial information supplemented by revenue
information by category of alternative health consumer products and technology licensing to make operational decisions and to assess the
performance of the Company. The Company has identified two reportable segments: Intellectual Property Licensing and Consumer Products.
Licensing revenues are significantly concentrated on three licensees.
IP Licensing
$
232,909
(1,601,595)
(1,368,686)
692,268

External revenue
Cost of goods sold
Operating expenses
Segment loss
Total assets
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Consumer
Products
$
151,634
(99,378)
(1,043,956)
(991,700)
116,871

Corporate
$
(1,724,227)
(1,724,227)
2,019,099

Consolidated
Total
$
384,543
(99,378)
(4,369,778)
(4,084,613)
2,828,238
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Capital Asset by Region
Year Ended August 31, 2020
Leasehold Improvements
Computers
Furniture Fixtures Equipment
Lab Equipment

Cost US
$
3,094
98,050
101,144

Net Balance
US
$
85,264
85,264

Cost Canada
$
259,981
63,964
31,126
193,185
548,256

Net Balance
Canada
$
173,371
32,095
21,123
171,505
398,094

Total Net
Balance
$
173,371
32,095
21,123
256,769
483,358

Capital Asset by Region
Year Ended August 31, 2019
Leasehold Improvements
Computers
Furniture Fixtures Equipment
Lab Equipment

Cost US
$
3,094
98,050
101,144

Net Balance
US
$
619
85,420
86,039

Cost Canada
$
259,981
63,964
31,126
193,185
548,256

Net Balance
Canada
$
226,638
51,776
27,540
199,269
505,223

Total Net
Balance
$
226,638
51,776
28,159
284,689
591,262

17.

Commitments, Significant Contracts and Contingencies
Management and Service Agreements
As at August 31, 2020, the Company is party to the following contractual commitments:

Party
C.A.B Financial Services
Docherty Management Ltd.
M&E Services Ltd.
Corporate Development
Office Management
Research & Development
Office operating lease(1)

Monthly Commitment
CAD $29,706
CAD $25,609
CAD $13,997
CAD $1,500
CAD $10,800
CAD $3,854
CAD $4,823

Expiry Date
January 1, 2022
January 1, 2022
June 1, 2021
Month to Month
August 15, 2022
Month to Month
November 15, 2023

Right of Use Assets - Operating Lease
(1) Corporate office and R&D lab space leased in Kelowna, British Columbia, Canada until November 15, 2023 with an option to extend an
additional five years. In addition to minimum lease payments, the lease requires us to pay property taxes and operating costs which are subject to
annual adjustments.
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Right of use assets - operating leases:
September 1, 2019
Amortization
Total lease assets
Liabilities:
September 1, 2019
Lease payments
Interest accretion
Total lease liabilities

$
160,289
(33,369)
126,920
158,773
(43,764)
10,423
125,431

Operating lease cost as at August 31, 2020
Operating cash flows for lease
Remaining lease term
Discount rate

$
$

126,920
43,764
3.1 Years
7.25%

Pursuant to the terms of the Company’s lease agreements in effect at August 31, 2020, the following table summarizes the Company’s maturities of
operating lease liabilities as of August 31, 2020:
2021
2022
2023
2024
Thereafter
Total lease payments
Less: imputed interest
Present value of operating lease liabilities
Less: current obligations under leases
Total

43,950
44,599
44,815
7,469
140,832
(15,401)
125,431
(36,038)
89,393
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18.

Prepaid Expenses
Prepaid expenses consist of the following as at August 31, 2020 and August 31, 2019:

Advertising & conferences
Legal fees
Licence, filing fees, dues
Office & insurance
Research & development

19.

August 31
2020
$
21,878
47,498
8,541
78,792
25,386
182,095

August 31
2019
$
39,143
29,784
68,927

Unrealized
Losses
$

Total
$

Marketable Securities
The components of Marketable Securities were as follows:

August 31, 2019
Common Stock
Total
August 31, 2020
Common Stock
Total

Cost Basis
$

Unrealized
Gains
$

81,250
81,250

9,335
9,335

(12,124)
(26,973)

63,612

56,250
56,250

9,997
9,997

(38,584)
(46,926)

19,321

We realized an $18,198 loss and received $6,802 in net proceeds on the sale of marketable securities.
Unrealized losses from common stock are due to market price movements. Management does not believe any remaining unrealized losses represent
other-than-temporary impairments based on our evaluation of available evidence.
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20.

Income Tax
The following table reconciles the income tax benefit at the U.S. Federal statutory rate to income tax benefit at the Company’s effective tax rates as
at August 31, 2020 and 2019:

Loss before taxes
Expected income tax recovery
Non-deductible items
Change in estimates
Effect of changes in foreign and long-term tax rates
Change in valuation allowance
Total income taxes

August 31
2020
$

August 31
2019
$

(3,987,018)
(856,424)
200,573
92,083
566,087
2,319

(4,158,413)
(883,841)
8,544
948
892,013
17,664

Deferred taxes reflect the tax effects of temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities for financial reporting purposes.
Deferred tax assets at August 31, 2020 and 2019 are comprised of the following:
August 31
2020
$
5,588,526
2,300
5,590,826

Non-capital losses
Marketable securities
Total unrecognized deferred tax assets

August 31
2019
$
5,022,440
2,300
5,024,740

The Company has net operating loss carry-forwards of approximately $26,891,000 which may be carried forward to apply against future year
income tax for U.S. tax purposes.
Year
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
Indefinite

Amount
76,000
508,000
1,056,000
720,000
753,000
552,000
538,000
252,000
344,000
3,257,000
1,934,000
1,150,000
1,857,000
13,343,000
26,340,000

Total
21.

Canada
242,000
309,000
551,000
26,891,000

Subsequent Events
September 22, 2020, Lexaria announced that U.S. Patent No. 10,756,180 was granted that provides patent claims that protect the use of Lexaria’s
DehydraTECH technology together with cannabinoids, nicotine, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, or vitamins in mix and serve beverage
formats. The patent is entitled “Food and Beverage Compositions Infused With Lipophilic Active Agents and Methods of Use Thereof”.
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LEXARIA BIOSCIENCE CORP.
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
(Expressed in U.S. Dollars)
November 30
2020
(Unaudited)

ASSETS
Current
Cash and cash equivalents
Marketable securities (Note 20)
Accounts receivable (Note 7)
Inventory (Note 8)
Prepaid expenses and deposit (Note 18)
Current assets from discontinued operations (Note 21)
Total Current Assets

$

Non-current assets, net
Lease right of use
Intellectual Property (Note 9)
Property & equipment (Note 10)
Total Non-current Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

$

LIABILITIES
Current
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities (Note 11)
Deferred revenue
Due to a related party (Note 15)
Lease current (Note 17)
Current liabilities from discontinued operations (Note 21)
Total Current Liabilities

$

Long Term
Lease long term (Note 17)
Loan payable (Note 19)
Total Long Term Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES

525,341
43,731
427,330
125,963
136,016
49,333
1,307,714
118,193
296,058
452,355
866,606
2,174,320

83,095
35,500
87,185
36,695
242,475
79,969
30,852
110,821
353,296

STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY
Share Capital
Authorized:
220,000,000 common voting shares with a par value of $0.001 per share
Issued and outstanding: 3,001,476 common shares at November 30, 2020
and 3,001,476 common shares at August 31, 2020
Additional paid-in capital
Deficit
Equity attributable to shareholders of the Company
Non-Controlling Interest
Total Stockholders' Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY

$

$

$

1,293,749
19,321
208,925
116,871
182,095
105,250
1,926,211
126,920
292,000
483,357
902,277
2,828,488

86,920
44,255
58,704
36,038
250
226,167
89,393
30,670
120,063
346,230

3,001
3,001
30,373,285
30,324,398
(28,498,226)
(27,802,198)
1,878,060
2,525,201
(57,036)
(42,943)
1,821,024
2,482,258
$
2,174,320 $
2,828,488

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these condensed consolidated interim financial statements.
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LEXARIA BIOSCIENCE CORP.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS AND COMPREHENSIVE LOSS
(Expressed in U.S. Dollars, except number of shares)
THREE MONTHS ENDED
November 30
November 30
2020
2019
(Unaudited)
(Unaudited)
$
295,656 $
10,332
64,478
7,853
231,178
2,479

Revenue (Note 14)
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Expenses
Accounting and audit
Depreciation and amortization (Note 9, 10)
Advertising and promotions
Bad debt
Consulting (Notes 13, 15, 17)
Investor relations
Legal and professional
Office and miscellaneous
Research and development
Travel
Wages & salaries
Unrealized (gain) loss on marketable securities (Note 19)
Inventory writeoff (Note 8)

Net loss from continuing operations
Discontinued operations
Income from discontinued operations (Note 21)
Net (loss) and comprehensive loss for the year
Net (loss) and comprehensive loss attributable to:
Common shareholders
Non-controlling interest
Basic and diluted (loss) per share
Continuing operations
Discontinued operations

19,036
27,512
45,861
483,796
17,515
52,355
74,027
107,463
21,853
87,593
41,574
978,585

(713,121)

(976,106)

3,000

51,344

$

(710,121) $

(924,762)

$
$

(696,028) $
(14,093) $

(907,312)
(17,450)

$

(0.24) $
0.00
(0.24) $

(0.35)
0.02
(0.33)

$
Weighted average number of common shares outstanding
- Basic and diluted

15,628
27,929
27,906
12,000
256,014
33,964
248,695
76,517
192,261
532
75,498
(24,410)
1,765
944,299

3,001,476

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated interim financial statements.
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LEXARIA BIOSCIENCE CORP.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
(Expressed in U.S. Dollars)
THREE MONTHS ENDED
November 30
November 30
2020
2019
(Unaudited)
(Unaudited)
Cash flows used in operating activities
Net loss and comprehensive loss
Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash used in operating activities:
Stock based compensation
Depreciation and amortization (Note 8, 9, 10)
Inventory write-off (Note 8)
Bad debt expense
Noncash right of use lease expense
Unrealized loss on marketable securities
Unrealized foreign exchange
Warrants issued for services
Change in working capital
Accounts receivable
Inventory
Prepaid expenses and deposits
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Due to related parties
Operating lease liability
Deferred revenue
Net cash used in operating activities

$

(710,121) $
48,887
27,929
1,765
12,000
8,727
(24,410)
182
-

(924,763)
162,414
27,512
41,574
70,752

$

(230,405)
(6,067)
46,079
(3,825)
28,481
(8,767)
(8,755)
(818,300) $

155,010
(6,160)
(27,140)
(43,382)
(10,896)
(555,079)

Cash flows used in investing activities
Intellectual property
Property & equipment
Net cash used in investing activities

$

(5,775)
(5,775) $

(5,710)
(5,710)

Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from issuance of equity
Net cash from financing Activities

$

-

$

706,704
706,704

Net cash from discontinued operations

$

55,667

$

(97,742)

Net Change in cash and cash equivalents for the period
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period
Cash and cash equivalents at end of period

$

(768,408)
1,293,749
525,341 $

Supplemental information of cash flows:
Income taxes paid in cash
Subscription Receivable

$
$

3,540
-

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these condensed consolidated interim financial statements.
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$
$

48,174
1,285,147
1,333,321

957
110,025
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LEXARIA BIOSCIENCE CORP.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY
(Expressed in U.S. Dollars)

Balance August 31, 2019
Stock based compensation
Warrants issued for services
Private placement
Net loss
Non-controlling interest
Balance November 30, 2019
Stock based compensation
Exercise of stock options
Net loss
Non-controlling interest
Balance February 29, 2020
Stock based compensation
Warrants issued for services
Private placement
Net loss
Non-controlling interest
Balance May 31, 2020
Exercise of stock options
Shares issued for service
Private placement
Net loss
Non-controlling interest
Balance August 31, 2020
Stock based compensation
Warrants issued for services
Private placement
Net loss
Non-controlling interest
Balance November 30, 2020

COMMON STOCK
SHARES AMOUNT
$
2,626,236
2,626
60,792
61
2,687,028
2,687
3,667
4
2,690,695
2,691
295,540
296
2,986,235
2,986
3,667
4
11,574
12
3,001,476
3,001
3,001,476
3,001

ADDITIONAL
PAID-IN
CAPITAL
$
26,248,614
162,414
70,752
815,959
27,297,739
294,293
10,996
27,603,028
682,563
98,081
1,887,310
30,270,983
19,026
99,988
(65,600)
30,324,398
48,887
30,373,285

DEFICIT
$
(23,868,202)
-

NCI
$
107,674
-

(907,313)
(24,775,515)
(950,344)
(25,725,859)
(1,361,381)
(27,087,240)
(714,958)
(27,802,198)
(696,028)
(28,498,226)

(17,450)
90,224
(47,148)
43,076
(29,272)
13,804
(56,747)
(42,943)
(14,093)
(57,036)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these condensed consolidated interim financial statements.
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TOTAL
STOCKHOLDERS'
EQUITY
2,490,712
162,414
70,752
816,020
(907,313)
(17,450)
2,615,135
294,293
11,000
(950,344)
(47,148)
1,922,936
682,563
98,081
1,887,606
(1,361,381)
(29,272)
3,200,533
19,030
1,00,000
(65,600)
(714,958)
(56,747)
2,482,258
48,887
(696,028)
(14,093)
1,821,024
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LEXARIA BIOSCIENCE CORP.
NOTES TO THE CONDENSED INTERIM CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
November 30, 2020
(Expressed in U.S. Dollars)
1.

Organization, Business and Going Concern
Lexaria Bioscience Corp. (“Lexaria”, or the “Company”) was formed on December 9, 2004 under the laws of the State of Nevada. In March of
2014, the Company began work in the fields of enhanced delivery of active ingredients and drugs. In May 2016, the Company commenced outlicensing its patented DehydraTECH™ technology (the “Technology”) for improved delivery of bioactive compounds that promotes healthy
ingestion methods, lower overall dosing and higher effectiveness in active molecule delivery. The Company has its office in Kelowna, BC, Canada.
The Company’s unaudited interim consolidated financial statements included herein have been prepared pursuant to the rules and regulations of
the Securities and Exchange Commission. Certain information and footnote disclosures normally included in annual financial statements prepared
in accordance with United States generally accepted accounting principles (US GAAP) have been condensed or omitted pursuant to such rules and
regulations. In the opinion of management, all adjustments considered necessary for a fair presentation have been included. Interim results are not
necessarily indicative of results for a full year.
These unaudited interim consolidated financial statements should be read in conjunction with the audited consolidated annual financial statements
and notes thereto included in our annual report filed on Form 10-K for the year ended August 31, 2020.
The Company’s unaudited interim consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with US GAAP applicable to a going
concern, which contemplates the realization of assets and the satisfaction of liabilities and commitments in the normal course of business. The
recurring losses from operations and net capital deficiency raise substantial doubt about the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern.
The Company requires additional funds or revenues to maintain its operations and developments. Management’s plans in this regard are to raise
equity and debt financing as required, but there is no certainty that such financing will be available or that it will be available at acceptable terms.
The outcome of these matters cannot be predicted at this time.
In March 2020, the World Health Organization declared coronavirus COVID-19 a global pandemic. This contagious disease outbreak and any
related adverse public health developments may adversely affect workforces, economies, and financial markets globally, potentially leading to an
economic downturn. It is not possible for the Company to predict the duration or magnitude of the adverse results of the outbreak and its effects on
the Company’s business or results of operations at this time.
During November of 2020, our Board of Directors ("Board") approved a plan to sell the businesses assets underlying our Canpharm THC related
segment. As a result, the related financial results were reflected in our consolidated statement of income, retrospectively, as discontinued
operations beginning in the first quarter of fiscal 2021. On November 18, 2020, we signed a definitive agreement to sell the assets. As at November
30, 2020, the transaction was pending final approval from the TSX Venture Exchange. As a result, the related assets and liabilities associated with
the discontinued operations in the prior year consolidated balance sheet are classified as discontinued operations. See "Note 21 - Discontinued
Operations" for additional information.
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Subsequent to November 30, 2020, the Company approved a 1:30 reverse stock split with no fractional shares issued. All share and per share
information within these condensed interim consolidated financial statements have been retroactively restated to reflect the effects of the approved
reversed stock split.
2.

Business Risk and Liquidity
The Company is subject to several categories of risk associated with its operating activities. Although we intend to develop our businesses in
accordance with best ethical practices, we may suffer negative publicity if we, our partners, contractors, or customers are found to have engaged in
any environmentally insensitive practices or other business practices that are viewed as unethical.
Our operations may require licenses and permits from various governmental authorities. We believe that we will be able to continue to obtain all
necessary licenses and permits under applicable laws and regulations for our operations and believe we will be able to comply in all material
respects with the terms of such licenses and permits. However, such licenses and permits are subject to change in various circumstances. There can
be no guarantee that we will be able to obtain or maintain all necessary licenses and permits and failing to obtain or retain required licenses could
have a materially adverse effect on the Company.
Lexaria and its subsidiaries are not involved directly or indirectly in the cultivation, processing, distribution, or utilization of cannabis or cannabis
derived components. Lexaria does have an ancillary involvement risk via out-licensing of its patented technology to licensees that choose to utilize
DehydraTECH to manufacture products that contain locally or state approved but federally regulated and controlled contents. There can be no
guarantee that changes in the regulatory framework and environment will not occur and such changes could have a materially adverse effect on the
Company.
Lexaria and its subsidiaries are not involved directly or indirectly in the production or sale of any products containing nicotine. Products containing
nicotine have historically been involved in litigation in the USA. Lexaria’s corporate licensee may introduce products containing nicotine that
utilize DehydraTECH to the US consumer market, which could therefore introduce third-party risks to Lexaria.
Lexaria and its subsidiaries are not involved directly or indirectly in the production or sale of any pharmaceutical or antiviral products. Licensees
may enhance their product’s delivery using our Technology, which could therefore introduce third-party risks to Lexaria.

3.

Significant Accounting Policies
The significant accounting policies of the Company are consistent with those of our audited financial statements on Form 10-K for the year ended
August 31, 2020.

4.

Basis of Consolidation
These interim consolidated financial statements include the financial statements of the Company and its wholly owned subsidiaries; Lexaria
CanPharm ULC, PoViva Corp., Lexaria Hemp Corp., Kelowna Management Services Corp. and Lexaria Pharmaceutical Corp., and our 83.333%
subsidiary Lexaria Nicotine LLC (16.667% Altria Ventures Inc., an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of Altria Group, Inc.). All significant
intercompany balances and transactions have been eliminated.
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5.

Estimates and Judgments
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with U.S GAAP requires us to make certain estimates, judgments and assumptions that affect
the reported amounts of assets and liabilities, the disclosure of contingent liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts
of revenue and expenses during the reporting period. Some of the Company’s accounting policies require us to make subjective judgments, often as
a result of the need to make estimates of matters that are inherently uncertain. These accounting policies involve critical accounting estimates
because they are particularly dependent on estimates and assumptions made by management about matters that are highly uncertain at the time the
accounting estimates are made. Although we have used our best estimates based on facts and circumstances available to us at the time, different
estimates reasonably could have been used. Changes in the accounting estimates used by the Company are reasonably likely to occur from time to
time, which may have a material effect on the presentation of financial condition and results of operations.
The Company reviews these estimates, judgments and assumptions periodically and reflect the effects of revisions in the period in which they are
deemed to be necessary. We believe that these estimates are reasonable; however, actual results could differ from these estimates.
In preparing these unaudited interim consolidated financial statements, the significant judgments made by management in applying the Company’s
accounting policies and the key sources of estimation uncertainty were the same as those applied to the audited consolidated financial statements
for the year ended August 31, 2020.

6.

Recent Accounting Guidance
In June 2016, the FASB issued a new standard to replace the incurred loss impairment methodology in current U.S. GAAP with a methodology
that reflects expected credit losses and requires consideration of a broader range of reasonable and supportable information to inform credit loss
estimates. For trade and other receivables, loans and other financial instruments, the Company will be required to use a forward-looking expected
loss model rather than the incurred loss model for recognizing credit losses which reflects losses that are probable. Credit losses relating to
available for sale debt securities will also be recorded through an allowance for credit losses rather than as a reduction in the amortized cost basis of
the securities. In November 2019 FASB issued ASU No 201910 revised the effective date based on updated criteria with the effective date for
fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2022. Application of the amendments is through a cumulative effect adjustment to deficit as of the
effective date. The Company is currently assessing the impact of the standard on its consolidated financial statements.

7.

Accounts and Other Receivables
November
30
2020
$
3,792
325,304
98,234
427,330

Trade and deposits receivable
Intellectual Property Fees
Sales tax receivable
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August 31
2020
$
82,492
38,250
88,183
208,925
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8.

Inventory
November
30
2020
$
53,676
11,557
60,730
125,963

Raw materials
Work in progress
Finished goods

August 31
2020
$
51,404
15,705
49,762
116,871

During the period ended November 30, 2020, the Company wrote down $1,765 (2020 - $8,240 full year) of inventory to reflect its net realisable
value.
9.

Intellectual Property
The following is a list of US capitalized patents held by the Company
Issued Patent #
US 9,474,725 B1
US 9,839,612 B2
US 9,972,680 B2
US 9,974,739 B2
US 10,084,044 B2
US 10,103,225 B2
US 10,381,440
US 10,374,036
US 10,756,180

Patent Issuance Date
10/25/2016
12/12/2017
05/15/2018
05/22/2018
09/25/2018
10/16/2018
08/13/2019
08/06/2019
08/25/2020

Patent Family

Food and Beverage Compositions Infused With
Lipophilic Active Agents and Methods of Use Thereof

The Company also holds non-capitalized patents outside the US. A continuity schedule for capitalized patents is presented below:
November
30
2020
$
292,000
5,775
(1,717)
296,058

Balance – beginning
Addition
Amortization*
Balance – ending
*The patents are amortized over their legal life of 20 years.
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August 31
2020
$
265,127
33,645
(6,772)
292,000
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10.

Property & Equipment

Quarter Ended November 30, 2020
Leasehold improvements
Computers
Furniture fixtures equipment
Lab equipment

Cost
$
259,981
63,964
34,220
291,235
649,400

Period
Amortization
$
(13,509)
(4,920)
(1,604)
(10,967)
(31,001)

Cost
$
259,981
63,964
34,220
291,235
649,400

Year Ended August 31, 2020
Leasehold improvements
Computers
Furniture fixtures equipment
Lab equipment

Accumulated
Disposal Amortization
$
$
(100,120)
(36,789)
(3,094)
(11,608)
(45,434)
(3,094)
(193,951)

Net Balance
November
30, 2020
$
159,861
27,175
19,518
245,801
452,355

Period Accumulated
Amortization Amortization
$
$
(53,268)
(86,610)
(19,681)
(31,869)
(7,036)
(13,097)
(27,921)
(34,467)
(107,906)
(166,043)

Net Balance
August 31,
2020
$
173,371
32,095
21,123
256,768
483,357

During the three month period ended November 30, 2020, $4,790 of amortization was included in the cost of inventory.
11.

Accounts Payable and Accrued Liabilities

Accounts Payable
Trades payable
Accrued Liabilities
Corporate tax payable
Trades payable
Balance – ending
12.

November
30
2020
$

August 31
2020
$

12,659

45,080

1,785
68,651
83,095

3,834
38,006
86,920

Common Shares and Warrants
During the quarter ended November 30, 2020 the Company did not issue any shares or warrants.
A continuity schedule for warrants is presented below:

Number of
Warrants
94,177
(25,000)
402,431
471,608
(32,510)
439,098

Balance August 31, 2019
Cancelled/expired
Issued
Balance August 31, 2020
Cancelled/expired
Balance November 30, 2020
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Weighted
Average
Exercise
Price $
41.40
44.90
12.74
16.77
67.50
14.68
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A summary of warrants outstanding as of November 30, 2020 is presented below:
# of Warrants
3,333
8,333
25,000
291
7,500
51,808
8,983
16,666
267,616
49,568
439,098
13.

Weighted Average
Remaining Contractual Life
0.47 years
0.48 years
0.86 years
0.95 years
1.93 years
3.96 years
4.00 years
4.29 years
4.43 years
4.45 years
4.01 years

Weighted Average Exercise
Price $
28.80
46.50
4.20
36.00
24.00
36.00
36.00
9.00
10.50
10.50
14.68

Stock Options
The Company has established the 2014 Stock Option Plan whereby the board of directors may, from time to time, grant up to 62,917 stock options
to directors, officers, employees, and consultants; and the 2019 Equity Incentive Plan whereby the board of directors may, from time to time, grant
up to 261,290 stock options to directors, officers, employees, and consultants. Stock options granted must be exercised no later than five years
from the date of grant or such lesser period as determined by the Company’s board of directors. The exercise price of an option is equal to or
greater than the closing market price of the Company’s common shares on the day preceding the date of grant. The vesting terms of each grant are
set by the board of directors.
The Company did not grant options during the quarter ended November 30, 2020.
A continuity schedule for stock options is presented below:

Options
166,767
(149,437)
(7,333)
161,600
171,596
(1,333)
170,263
146,231

Balance August 31, 2019
Cancelled/expired
Exercised
Granted
Balance August 31, 2020
Cancelled
Balance November 30, 2020 (Outstanding)
Balance November 30, 2020 (Exercisable)
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Weighted
Average
Exercise
Price $
21.30
29.51
4.09
11.66
11.17
12.90
11.16
10.51

Weighted
Average
Remaining
Contractual
Term
(Years)

4.05
4.05

Aggregate
Intrinsic
Value $

30,000
30,000
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14.

Revenues
November
30
2020
$
164,990
130,584
82
295,656
3,000
298,656

Product sales
Licensing revenue
Freight revenue
Income from ongoing operations
Income from discontinued operations

November
30
2019
$
10,015
317
10,332
51,750
62,082

During the three months ended November 30, 2020, the Company recognized $3,138 of Intellectual Property Licensing fees and $127,446 of usage
fees from ongoing operations and $3,000 of income from discontinued operations (November 2019 - $33,750 licensing and $18,000 usage fees all
relating to discontinued operations). Revenues are significantly concentrated on one customer.
There was an increase in our intermediate product sales and licensing revenues in the current year compared to the prior year, which began in the
second quarter of fiscal 2020, with increasing volume to customers. Intermediate products are typically a DehydraTECH enabled powder that
companies can purchase to include in their products. Intermediate product sales and licensing revenue constituted the majority of our revenue. The
licensing fees consist of intellectual property licensing fees for transfer of the Technology with the signing of definitive agreements for the
DehydraTECH technology and usage fees.
15.

Related Party Transactions

Management, consulting and director services
CAB Financial Services (1)
M&E Services Ltd.(1)
Docherty Management Limited(1)
Directors

Contract
$
67,537
31,822
52,579
17,076
169,014

Non Cash
$
-

November
30
2020
Total
$
67,537
31,822
52,579
17,076
169,014

Contract
$
65,757
29,382
56,730
16,717
168,586

Non Cash
$
-

November
30
2019
Total
$
65,757
29,382
56,730
16,717
168,586

(1)C.A.B. Financial Services is owned by the CEO of the Company, M&E Services Ltd. is owned by the CFO of the Company, and Docherty

Management Limited is owned by the President of the Company.
All related party transactions pertain to management and director agreements entered into in the normal course of business (Note 17).
Due to related parties:
Related party transactions are recorded at the exchange amount established and agreed to between the related parties.
As at November 30, 2020, $87,185 (August 31, 2020 - $58,704) was payable to related parties and included in due to related parties.
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16.

Segment Information
The Company’s operations involve the development and usage, including licensing, of its proprietary DehydraTECH Technology. Lexaria is
centrally managed and its chief operating decision makers, being the president and the CEO, use the consolidated and other financial information
supplemented by revenue information by category of alternative health consumer products and technology licensing to make operational decisions
and to assess the performance of the Company. The Company has identified two reportable segments: Intellectual Property and Products. Licensing
revenues are significantly concentrated on one licensee.
IP Licensing
$
130,584
(127,868)
3,000
5,716
817,830

External revenue
CoGS
Operating expenses
Discontinued operations
Segment income(loss)
Total assets

Cost
US

Capital Asset by Region
Three Months Ended November 30, 2020
Leasehold Improvements
Computers
Furniture Fixtures Equipment
Lab Equipment

Capital Asset by Region
Year Ended August 31, 2020
Leasehold Improvements
Computers
Furniture Fixtures Equipment
Lab Equipment

17.

$
3,094
98,050
101,144
Cost
US
$
3,094
98,050
101,144

Products
$
165,072
(64,478)
(92,038)
8,556
125,963

Net
Disposal
Balance
US
US
$
$
(3,094)
79,128
(3,094)
79,128

Net Balance
US
$
85,263
85,263

Corporate Consolidated Total
$
$
295,656
(64,478)
(724,393)
(944,299)
3,000
(724,393)
(710,121)
1,230,527
2,174,320
Cost
Canada
$
259,981
63,964
31,126
193,185
548,256

Cost
Canada
$
259,981
63,964
31,126
193,185
548,256

Net
Balance
Canada
$
159,861
27,175
19,518
166,673
373,227

Net Balance
Canada
$
173,371
32,095
21,123
171,505
398,094

Total
Net
Balance
$
159,861
27,175
19,518
245,801
452,355
Total Net
Balance
$
173,371
32,095
21,123
256,768
483,357

Commitments, Significant Contracts and Contingencies Management and Service Agreements:
As at November 30, 2020, the Company is party to the following contractual commitments:
Party
C.A.B Financial Services
Docherty Management Ltd.
M&E Services Ltd.
Corporate Development
Office Management
Research & Development
Office operating lease(1)

Monthly Commitment
CAD $29,706
CAD $25,609
CAD $13,997
CAD $1,500
CAD $10,800
CAD $3,854
CAD $4,823
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Expiry Date
January 1, 2022
January 1, 2022
June 1, 2021
Month to Month
August 15, 2022
Month to Month
November 15, 2023
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Right of Use Assets - Operating Lease
(1)

Corporate office and R&D lab space leased in Kelowna, British Columbia, Canada until November 15, 2023 with an option to extend an
additional five years. In addition to minimum lease payments, the lease requires us to pay property taxes and operating costs which are subject
to annual adjustments.
$
126,920
(8,727)
118,193

Right of use assets - operating leases:
November 30, 2020
Amortization
Total right of use assets
Liabilities:
November 30, 2020
Lease payments
Interest accretion
Total lease liabilities
Operating lease cost as at November 30, 2020
Operating cash flows for lease
Remaining lease term
Discount rate

$

125,431
(10,987)
2,220
116,664
118,193
10,948
2.8 Years
7.25%

Pursuant to the terms of the Company’s lease agreements in effect, the following table summarizes the Company’s maturities of operating
lease liabilities as of November 30, 2020:
2021
2022
2023
2024
Thereafter
Total lease payments
Less: imputed interest
Present value of operating lease liabilities
Less: current obligations under leases
Total

32,746
44,815
44,815
7,469
129,845
(13,181)
116,664
(36,695)
79,969
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18.

Prepaid Expenses
Prepaid expenses consist of the following at November 30, 2020 and August 31, 2020:
November
30
2020
$
21,539
130
30,138
58,823
25,386
136,016

Advertising & conferences
Legal fees
Licence, filing fees, dues
Office & insurance
Research & development

19.

August 31
2020
$
21,878
47,498
8,541
78,792
25,386
182,095

Loan Payable
We have applied for, and received, governmental assistance related to the COVID-19 pandemic. As of November 30, 2020 there is one Canadian
governmental programs that currently provides:
A Canadian dollar loan of C$40,000 under the Canada Emergency Business Account (CEBA) program. The loan is a 0% interest bearing loan with
no principle payments and if repaid before December 31, 2022 will result in a loan forgiveness of 25% (up to C$10,000). The loan can be
converted into a 3-year term loan at 5% annual interest paid monthly effective January 1, 2023.

20.

Marketable Securities
The components of Marketable Securities were as follows:

August 31, 2020
Common stock
Total
November 30, 2020
Common stock
Total

Cost Basis
$

Unrealized
Gains $

Unrealized
Losses $

Total
$

56,250
56,250

9,997
9,997

(38,584)
(46,926)

19,321

56,250
56,250

24,410
34,407

(46,926)

43,731

Unrealized losses from common stock are due to market price movements. Management does not believe any remaining unrealized losses represent
other-than-temporary impairments based on our evaluation of available evidence. The COVID-19 pandemic has caused significant market
turbulence and it is possible that our evaluation will change dependant upon new information as it arises.
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Discontinued Operations
On November 19, 2020 the Company entered a definitive asset sale agreement through its wholly owned subsidiary Lexaria Canpharm ULC to sell
certain non-core business assets for gross proceeds of C$3,850,000.
The financial results of the group of assets sold are presented as income (loss) from discontinued operations, net of income taxes in our
consolidated statement of income. The following table presents financial results of the assets:
THREE MONTHS ENDED
November 30 November 30
2020
2019
$
3,000 $
51,750
406
$
3,000 $
51,344

Revenue
Operating Expenses
Net Income
The following table presents cash flows of discontinued operations:

THREE MONTHS ENDED
November 30 November 30
2020
2019
Cash flows used in discontinued operating activities
Net income
Change in working capital
Net cash used in discontinued operating activities

$
$

Net cash provided by (used in) discontinued operations

3,000
55,667
58,667

$
$

58,667

51,344
(97,742)
(46,398)
(46,398)

The following table presents the aggregate carrying amounts of the classes of assets and liabilities of discontinued operations of the assets:
November 30
2020

22.

August 31
2020

Current Assets
Accounts receivable
Total assets classified as discontinued operations in the consolidated balance sheet

$

49,333
49,333

$

105,250
105,250

Current Liabilities
Accounts payable
Total liabilities classified as discontinued operations in the consolidated balance sheet

$

-

$

250
250

Subsequent Events
1.

2.

3.

On December 9, 2020, the Company announced that it closed the sale of its non-pharmaceutical THC-related assets held within Lexaria
Canpharm ULC to Hill Street Beverage Company Inc. Lexaria received C$350,000 in cash, 6,031,363 restricted common shares of Hill Street
at a deemed price of C$0.0829 per share, a C$2,000,000 promissory note bearing interest at the rate of 10% per annum, and a limited license
to use the DehydraTECH technology outside of Canada and the US for use with certain products that contain 0.3% or greater THC and which
are not classified by a national regulator as drug, pharmaceutical or biopharmaceutical product. Pursuant to the terms of the transaction,
Lexaria will receive another C$1,000,000 worth of common shares of Hill Street over a period sixteen months in C$500,000 issuances eight
months and sixteen months after the closing date.
On January 11, 2021, at 4:30 p.m. Eastern time, the Company performed a 1:30 reverse stock split with no fractional shares issued. The
issued and outstanding balance of shares at that time changed from 90,044,312 to 3,001,476 as per shareholder approval at the annual general
meeting of the company held June 23, 2020. Concurrently, the Company began listing its common shares on the NASDAQ exchange under
the symbol LEXX.
On January 14, 2021, the Company closed an underwritten public offering for $11,039,994, issuing 2,102,856 units consisting of one
common share and one warrant for $5.25. Total fees of $1,410,506 were estimated at time of closing. The warrants issued will trade under the
symbol LEXXW.
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483,568 SHARES OF COMMON STOCK
PROSPECTUS
_______, 2021

PART II
INFORMATION NOT REQUIRED IN PROSPECTUS
ITEM 13. OTHER EXPENSES OF ISSUANCE AND DISTRIBUTION.
The following is a statement of approximate expenses to be incurred by Lexaria Bioscience Corp in connection with the distribution of the securities
registered under this registration statement. All amounts shown are estimates except for the SEC registration fee.
SEC registration fee
Legal fees and expenses
Accountant’s fees and expenses
Miscellaneous
Total

$
$
$
$
$

Amount
847.48
85,000.00
5,500
2,650.00
93,997.48

ITEM 14. INDEMNIFICATION OF DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS.
The NRS empower us to indemnify our directors and officers against expenses relating to certain actions, suits or proceedings as provided for therein. In
order for such indemnification to be available, the applicable director or officer must not have acted in a manner that constituted a breach of his or her
fiduciary duties and involved intentional misconduct, fraud or a knowing violation of law, or must have acted in good faith and reasonably believed that
his or her conduct was in, or not opposed to, our best interests. In the event of a criminal action, the applicable director or officer must not have had
reasonable cause to believe his or her conduct was unlawful.
Pursuant to our articles, we may indemnify each of our present and future directors, officers, employees or agents who becomes a party or is threatened to
be made a party to any suit or proceeding, whether pending, completed or merely threatened, and whether said suit or proceeding is civil, criminal,
administrative, investigative, or otherwise, except an action by or in the right of the Company, by reason of the fact that he is or was a director, officer,
employee, or agent of the Company, or is or was serving at the request of the corporation as a director, officer, employee, or agent of another corporation,
partnership, joint venture, trust, or other enterprise, against expenses, including, but not limited to, attorneys’ fees, judgments, fines, and amounts paid in
settlement actually and reasonably incurred by him in connection with the action, suit, proceeding or settlement, provided such person acted in good faith
and in a manner which he reasonably believed to be in or not opposed to the best interest of the Company, and, with respect to any criminal action or
proceeding, had no reasonable cause to believe his conduct was unlawful.
The expenses of directors, officers, employees or agents of the Company incurred in defending a civil or criminal action, suit, or proceeding may be paid
by the Company as they are incurred and in advance of the final disposition of the action, suit, or proceeding, if and only if the director, officer, employee
or agent undertakes to repay said expenses to the Company if it is ultimately determined by a court of competent jurisdiction, after exhaustion of all
appeals therefrom, that he is not entitled to be indemnified by the corporation.
No indemnification shall be applied, and any advancement of expenses to or on behalf of any director, officer, employee or agent must be returned to the
Company, if a final adjudication establishes that the person’s acts or omissions involved a breach of any fiduciary duties, where applicable, intentional
misconduct, fraud or a knowing violation of the law which was material to the cause of action.
The NRS further provides that a corporation may purchase and maintain insurance or make other financial arrangements on behalf of any person who is
or was a director, officer, employee or agent of the corporation, or is or was serving at the request of the corporation as a director, officer, employee or
agent of another corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise for any liability asserted against him and liability and expenses incurred by
him in his capacity as a director, officer, employee or agent, or arising out of his status as such, whether or not the corporation has the authority to
indemnify him against such liability and expenses. We have secured a directors’ and officers’ liability insurance policy. We expect that we will continue to
maintain such a policy.
II-1

ITEM 15. RECENT SALES OF UNREGISTERED SECURITIES.
On January 17, 2018, 109 new warrants were issued to Haywood Securities related to the exercise of the broker warrants, each warrant good to buy one
share of common stock at a price of 17.98 until April 3, 2019.
On May 25, 2018, we granted to Nuka 8,333 warrants expiring three years after issuance with an equity exercise price of $46.50 as required by a
consulting contract.
On May 28, 2018, we announced that pursuant to our existing stock option plans, we granted stock options to directors, officers, employees and
consultants that enable the option holders to purchase up to 57,500 shares of common stock at a price of $45.90 for a period of five years, vesting
immediately.
On August 3, 2018, we issued 5,750 and 6,083 restricted shares of common stock at issuance prices of $37.20 and $39.60 respectively as required by
executive consulting agreements upon certain intellectual property achievements, shared by the Chief Executive Officer and the President of the
Company.
On August 31, 2018, we issued a total of 2,300 restricted shares of common stock at an issue price of $62.10 as required by executive consulting
agreements to the Chief Executive Officer and the President of the Company. The shares are required to be issued upon certain intellectual property
achievements and patent application filings in June that triggered the awards.
On January 25, 2019, we received $108,000 from the exercise of warrants to purchase an aggregate of 6,000 shares of common stock, at an exercise price
of $18.00 per share, previously granted to third parties who are neither officers nor directors of the Company and have issued 6,000 shares of common
stock as a result. We also issued 3,333 restricted shares of common stock in a transaction at an issue price of $39.30 as required by a consulting
agreement.
On May 22, 2019, we issued a total of 3,334 share purchase warrants having an exercise price of $28.80 per share as consideration for consulting services.
1,667 of these share purchase warrants have since expired leaving the remaining 1,667 share purchase warrants exercisable until May 22, 2021.
On August 6, 2019, we issued 5,000 common shares for a deemed value of CDN$127,500 for consulting services.
On November 5, 2019, we issued 7,500 share purchase warrants having an exercise price of $24.00 per share as consideration for consulting services. The
share purchase warrants are exercisable until November 5, 2022.
On November 13, 2019, we closed a non-brokered private placement offering under which we received $699,410.25 from the sale of 51,808 units at a
price of $13.50 per unit to investors who are neither officers nor directors of the Company. Each unit is comprised of one share of common stock and one
share purchase warrant whereby each share purchase warrant entitles the holder thereof to purchase an additional share at an exercise price of $36.00 per
share until November 13, 2024. In connection with the issuance of the units, we also paid to certain finders an aggregate of $3,937.50 and issued warrants
to purchase an aggregate of 292 shares of common stock having the same terms and conditions as those comprising part of the units.
On November 28, 2019, we closed the second tranche of our non-brokered private placement offering under which we received $121,275.00 from the sale
of 8,983 units at a price of $13.50 per unit to investors who are neither officers nor directors of the Company. Each unit is comprised of one share of
common stock and one share purchase warrant whereby each share purchase warrant entitles the holder thereof to purchase an additional share at a price
of $36.00 per share.
On March 16, 2020, we issued 16,667 share purchase warrants having an exercise price of $9.00 per share as consideration for consulting services. The
share purchase warrants are exercisable until March 16, 2025.
On May 6, 2020 and May 11, 2020, and in two separate tranches, we issued to certain investors an aggregate of 295,540 shares and warrants to purchase
up to 295,540 shares for aggregate proceeds of $2,039,228. The warrants have a five-year term and may be exercised at $10.50 per share. As
compensation for placement agent services provided in connection with the private placement, the Company issued to Bradley Woods & Co. Ltd. warrants
to purchase up to 21,637 shares of common stock on the same terms as the warrants issued to the investors.
On June 29, 2020 we issued 11,574 shares of common stock to a consultant, bearing a deemed aggregate value of $100,000, or $8.64 per Share. The
shares were issued as partial compensation for investor relations services to be provided to the Company.
On January 14, 2021, we issued five-year warrants to purchase60,380 shares of common stock at an exercise price of $6.58 per share to a financial
advisor and its designees.
In connection with each of the foregoing issuances, the Company relied upon the exemption from registration provided by Section 4(a)(2) of the Securities
Act of 1933, as amended, for transactions not involving a public offering and/or Rule 506 thereunder.
ITEM 16. EXHIBITS
(a) Exhibits.
The exhibits filed and furnished with this registration statement are set forth on the “Exhibit Index” set forth elsewhere herein.
(b) Financial Statement Schedules.
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All other schedules for which provision is made in the applicable accounting regulations of the SEC are not required under the related instructions, or are
inapplicable, and therefore have been omitted.
Exhibit
Number
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
4.1
5.1
10.1
10.2*
10.3
10.4
10.5
10.6
10.7
10.8
10.9
10.10
10.11
10.12
10.13*
10.14
10.15*
10.16*
10.17*
10.18*
10.19*
10.20*
10.21
10.22
10.23
10.24
10.25
10.26
10.27
10.28
10.29
10.30

Description
Articles of Incorporation (incorporated by reference as exhibit 3.1 to our Registration Statement on Form S-1 filed June 3, 2020)
Bylaws (incorporated by reference as exhibit 3.2 to our Registration Statement on Form S-1 filed June 3, 2020)
Amendment to Articles of Incorporation (incorporated by reference as exhibit 3.2 to our Registration Statement on Form S-1 filed June 3,
2020)
Amended and Restated Bylaws (incorporated by reference as exhibit 3.4 to our Registration Statement on Form S-1 filed June 3, 2020)
Amendment to Articles of Incorporation – Share Expansion (incorporated by reference as exhibit 3.5 to our Registration Statement on
Form S-1 filed June 3, 2020)
Amendment to Articles of Incorporation –Share Forward Split (incorporated by reference as exhibit 3.6 to our Registration Statement on
Form S-1 filed June 3, 2020)
Amendment to Articles of Incorporation – Name Change (incorporated by reference as exhibit 3.7 to our Registration Statement on Form
S-1 filed June 3, 2020)
Form of Articles of Amendment to Articles of Incorporation dated January 11, 2021 (incorporated by reference as exhibit 3.1 of our
Current Report on Form 10-Q filed January 14, 2021)
Second Amended and Restated Bylaws (incorporated by reference as exhibit 3.2 to our Current Report on Form 8-K filed January 14,
2021)
Warrant Agency Agreement, dated January 11, 2021 (incorporated by reference as exhibit 4.3 to our Current Report on Form 8-K filed
January 14, 2021)
Legal Opinion of Sichenzia Ross Ference LLP Legal Opinion of Sichenzia Ross Ference LLP (previously filed)
License Agreement dated August 11, 2015 with PoViva Tea LLC (incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.1 of Current Report on Form 8K filed August 12, 2015)
Licensing Agreement dated May 14, 2016 of Lexaria Bioscience Corp. (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.1 of our Current Report on
Form 8-K filed May 20, 2016)
Collaborative Research Agreement dated February 6, 2017 with National Research Counsel (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.3 to
our Registration Statement on Form S-1 filed June 3, 2020)
Management Services Agreement dated June 19, 2017 with Dr. Phil Ainslie (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.4 to our Registration
Statement on Form S-1 filed June 3, 2020)
Management Services Agreement dated June 1, 2017 with M&E Services Ltd. (Spissinger) (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.5 to
our Registration Statement on Form S-1 filed June 3, 2020)
Membership Purchase Agreement dated October 23, 2017 with Marian Washington and Michele Reillo (incorporated by reference as
exhibit 10.1 of our Current Report on Form 8-K filed November 2, 2017)
Consulting Agreement with JGRNT dated January 17, 2018 (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.1 of our Current Report on Form 8-K
filed January 22, 2018)
Licensing Agreement with Cannfections Group Inc. dated January 25, 2018 (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.1 of our Current
Report on Form 8-K filed January 25, 2018)
Licensing agreement with Nuka Enterprises LLC dated April 24, 2018 (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.1 of our Current Report on
Form 8-K filed May 4, 2018)
Consulting contract with Nuka Enterprises, LLC dated May 25, 2018 (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.1 of our Current Report on
Form 8-K filed June 4, 2018)
Form of Warrant issued October 31, 2018 Form of Warrant issued October 31, 2018 (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.11 to our
Registration Statement on Form S-1 filed January 7, 2021)
Investment Agreement with subsidiary of Altria Group, Inc. dated January 15, 2019 (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.1 of our
Current Report on Form 8-K filed January 22, 2019)
License Agreement with subsidiary of Altria Group, Inc. dated January 15, 2019 (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.2 of our Current
Report on Form 8-K filed January 22, 2019)
Amended and Restated Limited Liability Company Agreement of Lexaria Nicotine LLC with subsidiary of Altria Group, Inc. dated
January 15, 2019 (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.4 of our Current Report on Form 8-K filed January 22, 2019)
License Amendment Agreement Nuka with CanPharm dated May 15, 2019 (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.5 of our Current
Report on Form 10-Q filed July 8, 2019)
License Agreement Nuka with Lexaria Hemp Corp dated May 15, 2019 (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.6 of our Current Report
on Form 10-Q filed July 8, 2019)
Management Services Agreement dated January 1, 2019 with John Docherty KMSC (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.1 of our
Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q filed July 8, 2019)
Management Services Agreement dated January 1, 2019 with Christopher Bunka Bioscience (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.2 of
our Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q filed July 8, 2019)
Management Services Agreement dated January 1, 2019 with John Docherty Nicotine (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.3 of our
Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q filed July 8, 2019)
Management Services Agreement dated January 1, 2019 with Christopher Bunka Nicotine (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.4 of our
Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q filed July 8, 2019)
License Agreement dated June 24, 2019 with Universal Hemp (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.31 of our Annual Report on Form
10-K filed November 14, 2019)
Joint Venture Agreement dated July 23, 2019 with Hill Street Beverages CanPharm (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.32 of our
Annual Report on Form 10-K filed November 14, 2019)
Joint Venture Agreement dated July 23, 2019 with Hill Street Beverages Hemp (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.33 of our Annual
Report on Form 10-K filed November 14, 2019)
License Agreement dated July 23, 2019 with Hill Street Beverages CanPharm (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.34 of our Annual
Report on Form 10-K filed November 14, 2019)
License Agreement dated July 23, 2019 with Hill Street Beverages Hemp (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.35 of our Annual Report
on Form 10-K filed November 14, 2019)
Form of Warrant issued November 13, 2019 and November 28, 2019 (incorporated by reference as exhibit 10.26 of our Registration
Statement on Form S-1/A filed on January 7, 2021)
Form of Securities Purchase Agreement dated May 4, 2020 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 of our Current Report on Form 8-K
filed May 8, 2020)
Form of Warrant issued May 6, 2020 and May 11, 2020 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 of our Current Report on Form 8-K
filed May 8, 2020)
Form of Registration Rights Agreement dated May 6, 2020 and May 11, 2020 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.3 of our Current
Report on Form 8-K filed May 8, 2020)
Form of Lock-Up Agreement dated May 4, 2020 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.4 of our Current Report on Form 8-K filed May
8, 2020)

10.31

Asset Purchase Agreement between Lexaria Canpharm ULC and Hill Street Beverage Company Inc., dated November 18, 2020
(incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.31 of our Registration on Form S-1 filed November 20, 2020)
Subsidiaries (incorporated by reference as exhibit 21.1 to our Registration Statement on Form S-1 filed June 3, 2020)
Consent of Davidson & Company LLP
Consent of Sichenzia Ross Ference LLP (Included in Exhibit 5.1)
Power of Attorney (Included in the signature page to our Registration Statement on Form S-1 filed June 3, 2020)

21.1
23.1
23.2
24.1
__________
*
Confidential treatment was requested with respect to certain portions of this exhibit pursuant to 17.C.F.R. §240.24b-2. Omitted portions were filed
separately with the SEC.
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The NRS empower us to indemnify our directors and officers against expenses relating to certain actions, suits or proceedings as provided for
therein. In order for such indemnification to be available, the applicable director or officer must not have acted in a manner that constituted a breach of his
or her fiduciary duties and involved intentional misconduct, fraud or a knowing violation of law, or must have acted in good faith and reasonably believed
that his or her conduct was in, or not opposed to, our best interests. In the event of a criminal action, the applicable director or officer must not have had
reasonable cause to believe his or her conduct was unlawful.
Pursuant to our articles, we may indemnify each of our present and future directors, officers, employees or agents who becomes a party or is
threatened to be made a party to any suit or proceeding, whether pending, completed or merely threatened, and whether said suit or proceeding is civil,
criminal, administrative, investigative, or otherwise, except an action by or in the right of the Company, by reason of the fact that he is or was a director,
officer, employee, or agent of the Company, or is or was serving at the request of the corporation as a director, officer, employee, or agent of another
corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust, or other enterprise, against expenses, including, but not limited to, attorneys' fees, judgments, fines, and
amounts paid in settlement actually and reasonably incurred by him in connection with the action, suit, proceeding or settlement, provided such person
acted in good faith and in a manner which he reasonably believed to be in or not opposed to the best interest of the Company, and, with respect to any
criminal action or proceeding, had no reasonable cause to believe his conduct was unlawful.
The expenses of directors, officers, employees or agents of the Company incurred in defending a civil or criminal action, suit, or proceeding may
be paid by the Company as they are incurred and in advance of the final disposition of the action, suit, or proceeding, if and only if the director, officer,
employee or agent undertakes to repay said expenses to the Company if it is ultimately determined by a court of competent jurisdiction, after exhaustion
of all appeals therefrom, that he is not entitled to be indemnified by the corporation.
No indemnification shall be applied, and any advancement of expenses to or on behalf of any director, officer, employee or agent must be
returned to the Company, if a final adjudication establishes that the person's acts or omissions involved a breach of any fiduciary duties, where applicable,
intentional misconduct, fraud or a knowing violation of the law which was material to the cause of action.
The NRS further provides that a corporation may purchase and maintain insurance or make other financial arrangements on behalf of any person
who is or was a director, officer, employee or agent of the corporation, or is or was serving at the request of the corporation as a director, officer,
employee or agent of another corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise for any liability asserted against him and liability and
expenses incurred by him in his capacity as a director, officer, employee or agent, or arising out of his status as such, whether or not the corporation has
the authority to indemnify him against such liability and expenses. We have secured a directors’ and officers’ liability insurance policy. We expect that we
will continue to maintain such a policy.
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ITEM 17. UNDERTAKINGS.
The undersigned Registrant hereby undertakes:
(A) (1) To file, during any period in which offers or sales are being made, a post-effective amendment to this registration statement:
(i) To include any prospectus required by Section 10(a)(3) of the Securities Act;
(ii) To reflect in the prospectus any facts or events arising after the effective date of the registration statement (or the most recent posteffective amendment thereof) which, individually or in the aggregate, represent a fundamental change in the information set forth in the registration
statement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, any increase or decrease in volume of securities offered (if the total dollar value of securities offered
would not exceed that which was registered) and any deviation from the low or high end of the estimated maximum offering range may be
reflected in the form of prospectus filed with the SEC pursuant to Rule 424(b) if, in the aggregate, the changes in volume and price represent no
more than 20 percent change in the maximum aggregate offering price set forth in the “Calculation of Registration Fee” table in the effective
registration statement; and
(iii) To include any material information with respect to the plan of distribution not previously disclosed in the registration statement or
any material change to such information in the registration statement.
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(2) That, for the purpose of determining any liability under the Securities Act, each such post-effective amendment shall be deemed to be a new
registration statement relating to the securities offered therein, and the offering of such securities at that time shall be deemed to be the initial bona fide
offering thereof.
(3) To remove from registration by means of a post-effective amendment any of the securities being registered which remain unsold at the
termination of the offering.
(4) That, for the purpose of determining liability under the Securities Act to any purchaser, each prospectus filed pursuant to Rule 424(b) as part
of a registration statement relating to an offering, other than registration statements relying on Rule 430B or other than prospectuses filed in reliance on
Rule 430A, shall be deemed to be part of and included in the registration statement as of the date it is first used after effectiveness. Provided, however, that
no statement made in a registration statement or prospectus that is part of the registration statement or made in a document incorporated or deemed
incorporated by reference into the registration statement or prospectus that is part of the registration statement will, as to a purchaser with a time of
contract of sale prior to such first use, supersede or modify any statement that was made in the registration statement or prospectus that was part of the
registration statement or made in any such document immediately prior to such date of first use.
(B) Insofar as indemnification for liabilities arising under the Securities Act may be permitted to directors, officers and controlling persons of the
Registrant pursuant to the foregoing provisions, or otherwise, the Registrant has been advised that in the opinion of the SEC such indemnification is
against public policy as expressed in the Securities Act and is, therefore, unenforceable. In the event that a claim for indemnification against such
liabilities (other than the payment by the Registrant of expenses incurred or paid by a director, officer or controlling person of the Registrant in the
successful defense of any action, suit or proceeding) is asserted by such director, officer or controlling person in connection with the securities being
registered, the Registrant will, unless in the opinion of its counsel the matter has been settled by controlling precedent, submit to a court of appropriate
jurisdiction the question whether such indemnification by it is against public policy as expressed in the Securities Act and will be governed by the final
adjudication of such issue.
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Act of 1933, the Registrant has duly caused this registration statement to be signed on its behalf by
the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized, in the City of Kelowna, British Columbia, on the 26th day of February, 2021.
LEXARIA BIOSCIENCE CORP.
By:
/s/ Christopher Bunka
Name: Christopher Bunka
Title: Chief Executive Officer and Chairman
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Act of 1933, this registration statement has been signed by the following persons in the capacities and on the
dates indicated.
Signature
/s/ Christopher Bunka
Christopher Bunka

Title

Date

Chief Executive Officer and Chairman

February 26, 2021

/s/ Allan Spissinger
Allan Spissinger

Chief Financial Officer

February 26, 2021

/s/ John Docherty*
John Docherty

President and Director

February 26, 2021

/s/ Nicholas Baxter*
Nicholas Baxter

Director

February 26, 2021

/s/ Ted McKechnie*
Ted McKechnie

Director

February 26, 2021

/s/ Brian Quigley*
Brian Quigley

Director

February 26, 2021

/s/ Al Reese*
Al Reese

Director

February 26, 2021

Attorney in fact

February 26, 2021

* By: /s/ Christopher S. Bunka
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EXHIBIT 23.1
CONSENT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
We consent to the incorporation by reference of our report dated October 14, 2020, relating to the consolidated statements of financial position of Lexaria
Bioscience Corp. (the “Company”) as of August 31, 2020 and 2019, and the related consolidated statements of operations and comprehensive loss,
changes in stockholders’ equity, and cash flows for the years ended August 31, 2020 and 2019 of the Company and the reference to our name in the
“Experts” section in the Company’s registration statement on Form S-1 filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission on February 26, 2021.
Vancouver, Canada
February 26, 2021

Chartered Professional Accountants

